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SUMMARY

The ultimate goal of the research presented in this dissertation was to determine if an

adiabatically tapered single mode fibre could be used as an effective basis for a chemical or

biological sensor. This required a phased investigation examining:

"* The evanescent absorption behaviour of the tapered fibre

"* The fluorescent capture efficiency of the tapered fibre

"* The effect of immobilising an indicator to the surface of the tapered

fibre

"* A suitable configuration for the tapered fibre to allow simple

application of selective elements as well as interaction with the sample

solution

"• The new configuration in conjunction with a simple immobilisatiorn

method and model analytes

"* The new configuration in a realistic chemical or biological assay

It was shown both theoretically and experimentally that the adiabatically tapered single mode

fibre could capture enough fluorescent energy, or be absorbed sufficiently, to make

determinations of the concentration of analytes in solution. Immobilisation of suitable

recognition elements to the surface of the fihrc did not degrade the performance of the sensor:

in fact, it was found ths could enhance dramatically the fluorescent capture efficiency. Using

a sitanisation pro(ess to attach proteins to the surface of the tapered fibre served to form a

novel waveguide system, which displayed high sensitivity lt,,'cU to the analyte.

Chapter I introduces chemical and hiological ;ensing systems. as well as defining their

components.
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Chapter 2 reviews optical techniques that have evolved to analyse chemical and biological

samples. The use of optical fibres as a basis for chemical and biological sensing is introduced.

Chapter 3 describes the major components of the expeimental systems used throughout the

research presented in this dissertation. The computer program used as a basis for theoretical

modelling of the different experiments is discussed as welL

Chapter 4 discusses the theoretical background for the behaviour of the tapered single mode

firre. It reviews the existence of the evanescent field, and methods of gaining access to it, in

optical fibres. The criteria for constructing adiabatically tapered fibres is defined.

Chapter 5 reviews efforts in evanescent absorption optical sensors. Limitations of this

application reported in the literature is examined theoretically, and evanescent absorption

experiment based on tapered fibres is performed.

Chapter 6 discusses the use of fluorophcres in optical fibre sensing, and a theoretical model

for fluorescent capture in tapered fibres is developed. Fluorescence capture in a taper is

demonstrated experimentaly using the titration of a pH-sensitive fluorescent indicator in

solution.

Chapter 7 looks at Lhe development of a "true sensor": the actual immobilisation of the

selective element of the sensor to the fibre. Various immobilisation schemes that have been

applied to optical fibirm are reviewed. An experiment immobilising penicillinase to the

tapered fibre is performed, and the abi!ity of the device to still capture sufficient fluorescent

energy to make concentration determinations of the analyte is confirmed.

Chapter 8 describes the development of a more convenient geometry for the taper, wher, a

lossless macrobend (1 80() is introduced to the fibre. This results in a fE.re loop, which can

easily he chemically modified through silanisation process to include a recognition element.

A sample ass.y using model analytes Ls performed, and an examination of the fluorescent

capture abilir' is carried out. It is determined that the applied selective coating serves to act
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as an effective waveguide for the fluorescent energy, which may couple significantly into the

standard fibre mode.

Chapter 9 presents the development of a suitable chemical scheme to use the tapered fibre

loop in an immunoassay. Methods of making the fibre sensor reusable are discussed, and

performed experimentally. An immunoassay based on material provided by the Center for

Vaccine Development, University of Maryland and the Institute of Biotechnology, University

of Cambridge, was performed. This immunoassay, based on the detection of cholera toxin

antibodies in blood samples, not only demonstrated the ability of the tapered fibre loop sensor

to be reused, but also the high fluorescent capture levels seen in the model analyte systems.

Chapter 10 discusses follow-on work that should be performed to better characterise the
"novel" waveguide. Other experimental work to combine interesting optical elements to the

fibre loop (semiconductor laser or luminescent sources, and surface plasma interaction) is

proposed.
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Chapter 1

An Introduction to Chemical and
Biological Sensing

Summary

The ability of sensing for particular analytes depends critically on combining
sensitivity and selectivity. Many portions of the sensing problem as a whole
constrain the ultimate sensor design. A generic sensor system can be described
in functional terms. All of these functions, as discussed in this chapter, must be
suitably addressed in order to develop a completely satisfactory product for the
end user. It is not enough to choose a very sensitive technology. A sensor and
and the elements of the sensing system are defined in this chapter, and typical
analytes and technologies are generally reviewed. Optical sensing techniques
are chosen as the basis for a chemical or biological sensor.

1.0 A general sensing system

In many areas, interest in chemical analysis is vital. Until the last three decades, the chemical

composition of materials, especially t",ose materials specific to a biological system, was

determined only through laboratory testing. This process was frequently time-consuming,

and often depended on the preparation of individual background samples. Much effort has

been devoted to making these measurements automatic (rapid) as well as minimising the total

amount of numan involvement. Further, in some industrial applications on-line sampling is

highly desirable or even critical. The enormous variety in sensor requirements has led in turn

to the development of an enormous number of devices. Many different types of sensitide

elements, such as electro-chemical, pressure-sensitive, pyrometric, or optical devices, have

been made specific through the application of selective chemical elements (variable

conversion element). A generalised diagram for a sensor system is illustrated in Figure 1.

The selectivity (variable conversion and manipulation element) of a device may depend on a

semi-permeable membrane, an adsorbed or covalently (or non-covalently) bound indicator



Figure 1.1 Functional elements of a sensing system (not in time sequence).

layer, or direct contact with a sample to alter the monitored variable. The development of a

complete sensor system depends upon the analyte and its state (gaseous, liquid or solid), the

technologies available, and the sensitivity required (how much concentration across what time

period). The sensitivity may be defined as a minimum concentration level (presence of an

analyte), a dosage level (concentration over time), or a maximum level (yield of a reaction).

The methods of storage, playback and presentation are usually independent of these inputs.

This means that the critical elements of the sensor system are the sensitivity element and the

analyte. No idealised or generic sensor system exists that performs well for every sensing

requirement: each of the functional variables can fundamentally alter thc design. To begin

the discussion of sensing, a defininition of a sensor is required, as well as an overview of some

of the determinant portions of sensor design.

1.1 Sensor definition

A sensor or transducer has been given many definitions; for the purpose of this discussion, it

can be defined as a device with a portion that allows it to be sensitive to the analyte of interest,
a method of carrying its response (with whatever conversion and manipulation necessary) to

a detector, and a final portion that allows the measurement to be converted into an

understandable value. A chemical sensor has been defined as s a small-sized device ... with

the three elements ... capable of continuously and reversibly reporting concentration" a47wt

Similarly, a biosensor is "a device which converts biological activity into a quantifiable

signaly't''. In general, sensors have been investigated for decades to develop methods of

carrying out tho traditional laboratory testing in non-laboratory environments, whether it be



for industrial, medical, environmental, or defence purposes. The underlying problem of

sensor development is to retain sensitivity while at the same time becoming selective.

1.2 Sensing system determinants: some specific analytes

1.2.1 Biological sensing

Biological sensing is the detection of chemical species within the biological frameworkt. The

biosensing field has been growing rapidly over the past few decades, as well as diversifying

at the same time. Considerable interest has focused on monitoring of blood gases, pH, glucose

and other chemicals with physiological or clinical importance'"'. The selective portion of the

sensor could be enzymes; DNA components, hormone and neurotransmitter receptors or

antibody/antigens. Biosensors have further subdivided into biological sensors, where the

analyte is perhaps of environmental concern or is assayed clinically; and immunosensorstss,

where an immediate patient diagnosis is often the result of the information.

Biosenisors have been developed for a variety of applications. Enzymes and their substrates

are a selective pair that can form a basis for sensing". A specific enzyme, penicillin, is of

interest due to its widespread use: its presence is monitored as a contaminant in milk, and the

level of completion of the fermentation process is also monitored"t. NADH determination

is vital in many enzymatic reactions""'. Ethanol as well is sensed based on an enzymatic

scheme""'"•. Narcotics as well as other drugs are a natural target for immunoassayst"t.

Toxins have also been monitored' 31
3S'

2 1, and remote sampling (i.e., far from the human

observer examining the concentration display) is highly desirable. Pesticides are also another

hazard that require environmental monitoring'31 , and may require either that their presence

be detected or a dosage level calculated.

t 1151,197,230,340,3841
tt 117,121.126,404,405.4181

ttt 176.132,161.193,194.441
tttt 144,196,283.218,365.4101



Immtinosensing techniques may rely upon antibody or enzyme-based detection in order to

provide their vital medical information. Antibodies and antigens are nearly perfect pairs for

sensing applications due to their specificity. Detectors based on these sets can achieve great

sensitivity and selectivity. Generic antibody/antigen systems have been utilised to test basic

sensor concepts (similar to the role of pH for chemical sensors) t. Some specific biochemicals

are detected, such as bilirubin, which is an indicator of bile reflux from the duodenum into

the stomach to detect biiiary diseasesIntUI. Ca.cinogens are detected through an

antibody-based assayl l. Urea is also of interest for immunoassays""'. Although

enzyme-based, glucose concentration is monitored in the blood as an indicator for a variety

of diseases", as is determination of lactateI|'u9 Lý.

1.2.2 Chemical sensing

The approaches to enabling a sensing element to detect a chemical species fall into two

categories: either an intrinsic property of the analyte is utilised, that is, som.. reaction unique

to the chemical; or an extrinsic recognition element is added to the system so that a

modification of that element represents the concentration of the chemical. Some analytes are

intrinsically fluorescent or have a colour change, as in urease. An example of the extrinsic

type of detection is the traditional pH indicator: many chemical reactions result in a

modification of the local pH level, such as those involving glucose, CO2, and penicillin. The

indicator is then used in an environment where the most likely source of pH change is an

alteration in the concentration of the anly-,e. This is usually done through the immobilisation

of one half of a reaction pair, for example, penicillinase, onto the sensor.

The type of chemical (including biological molecules) to be detected often determines the

technical approach taken. Unique characteristics of the analyte, such as mass, size,

hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature and electrostatic behaviour tend to determine the selective

portion of the sensor. There are many classes of molecules (compounds) that require
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detection by chemical sensors. Some of the chemical systems currently under investigation

are reviewed briefly below, including cations, anions, water content, oils, and gases. Many

other specialised sensors1 •'*1 for specific reactions have been developed, but these areas cover

the bulk of investigated reactions.

1.2.2.1 Cations

Cation measurement can include measurement of trace species in the environment, blood

cations such as potassium or sodium, water contaminants, cell membrane cations, as well as

many of the metal ions. A cation is a positively charged chemical species, and often a specific

membrane for selective diffusion is used in conjunction with the transducer. A special case

for sensor work in cations is the detection of pH change, sometimes for industrial applications.

Further, since pH can be used to diagnose changes in health ( a small change in blood or gastric

pH can signal the onset of large-scale physiological problems), it has been studied extensively,

with many sensor configurations reported. In addition, since various clinical methods of

determining pH exist, establishing a comparative baseline is simple. This allows a

methodology Gf testing new immobilisation or technological methods. Optical fibre sensor

development alone, which is still a relatively new field, has had scores of researchers

examining pH sensorst.

Many of the indicators for a given cation can be used for other ones by merely changing the

pH environment (for example, the buffer solution) of the sensor. Sensors examining Li*,

Na÷, K, Ag 2 , Mg", Ca2÷, Sr2÷, Ba 2÷, Cu2", Cd 2 , Hg 2÷, Srn2 , Zn 2 , Pb , T12+, Fe3+, AM3÷, and

T13÷ have been developed 'a" using this principle. Other cations detected include aluminium

A13 I32*1 and ammonium, NH 4+, for monitoring of ground water streams and drinking

suppliesro1 l, and beryllium13 6. Calcium, Ca2÷, which can be considered a contaminant to water

supplies or a very useful biological indicator (i.e., muscle contraction, synaptic transmission,

hormonal actions), has also been studied". Potassium, K÷, another physiologically-important

cation, has also been examinedl"|4 3 Sl; some of the recognition elements for K* can be used

t 13.5.27,32.106,123.172.173.183,225.23)4,236.257.279,281.299,305.310,327,361,387,417,418,421,432.1 1I0
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for sodium, Na*, which is of similar physiological interest 13-41; discrimination between the

two ions may pose difficulties.

A unique environment, such as seawater, can have further requirements for detection of

cations. Marine optical fibre sensors have been applied to reduce potential interference effects

from the high concentrations of electrical equipment (off-shore rigs, submarines); pollutant

monitoring within the sea from a variety of sources, inctuding thermal effects, is in its infancy,

and is based on cation increases. Lastly, those cations of plutonium and uranium useful to

chemical process control in ir-adiated nuclear fuel reprocessing installations have been

detected with sensors1"t.

1.2.2.2 Anions

Anions are negatively charged chemical species, and include the halides, i.e., CI, r, and Bf.

Some anions are destructive to the system in which they are being measured, and in the

gaseous forms can be toxic. The halide. traditionally are detected as contaminants in water

systems. Bromine ions can best be detected through a fluorescent quenching process[42n;

chlorine ions are monitored in water purification applications t ; and the concentration of

fluoride ions in aqueous solutions are also examined""'. Iodine, in aqueous solutions as well

as in vapour form, has been detected"3'7'42s. The gaseous form of CN, a toxic gas, is monitored

to give warning of a minimum dosage level (concentration-time product) that is hazardous

""1. Sulphide ions too can be toxic, as well as having undesirable corrosive effec tst2u3,2|.

1.2.2.3 Water and water content

Moisture is of great importance to food industries and in telecommunication systems

(cspecially at splicing points), as well as for airports (prediction o' fog and ice). The relative

humidity of the environment may be measured, or specific humidity or a volume ratio (parts

of water vapour per million parts of air). A classic method for determining the humidity (in

t [35,302,303,419,428.2941



a laboratory-based system only) is the ,ravimetric hygrometer. In this case, chemicals that

are known to absorb water are weighed while dry, exposed to the sample, and then re-weighed.

For relative humidity, electrical transducers which are based on a resistance element that

changes resistance with respect to water content are used, though an independent temperature

measurement must also be made. A number of schemes for detecting water vapour for specific

humidity measurements have been developed, either looking at added mass (absorption)

characteristics (for example platinum oxide) or a colourimetric chemical change (based on

cobalt chloride, for instance)[6L"l4 'o*. Methods of performing the traditional laboratory

(and reliable) system in field environments are still in demand.

1.2.2.4 Oils

Oily substances can be detected in soils or in liquid colloids. The nature of the analyte

(viscosity, speed of interaction) determines the sampling means. In soil, the oils being

detected are likely to be contaminants, gasoline or organic solvents. This type of detection is

a low-endpoint one (i.e., presence versus absence of the contaminant is necessary), as these

are often considered hazardous contaminants, so sensitivity requirements are quite strictt71 13 .

If the transducer is based on an optical fibre, a simple bare fibre sensor system for colloids

can be used: when the core is dipped into water, with a relatively low index of refraction, the

optical field remains bound; if the core is in contact with an oil, with a refractive index typically

higher than that of the fibre, the optical field is attenuated. Coatings can be applied to limit

the classes of oil that the system reacts with. Because of the small amount of material to be

detected relative to the interferents in the detection envircnment, the sensor in this situation

must be very sensitive and very specific.

1.2.2.5 Gases

Gaseous sensing as opposed to sensing in the liquid phase has specific requirements. Sample

handling is typically more difficult, and the substances monitored are often dangerous (as in

the case of HCN). Ammonia gas is detected as an environmental hazardt and thereby

requires a dosage level to be detected (either a low concentration over a long Period of time,



or a high concentration over a short period of time, or some combination leading to a dangcrous

accumulation). Carbon dioxide can be studied when dissolved either in blood or in sea

water! '43"31; the two different environments require almost totally different approaches.

Carbon monoxide is a familiar hazard and is monitored as a health and an explosive

danger""1; here, although the environment for the analyte is the same in either case. the

"alarm states' (coticentration levels that require explicit declaration in the data presentation

element) are quite different.

Volatile organochlorides are contaminants in ground water and soil 132"'". Hydrocarbons,

such as xylene, propane and toluene, as well as the potertially carcinogenic polynuclear

aromatic hydrocarbons, are monitored as environmental hazards whether in soils, dissolved

in water, or in the atmosphere t, which will require different sampling techniques. HOdrogen

sulphide is another environmental hazard that is monitored, frequently as an industrial

by-product 12"'. Methane gas, with its widespread domestic use, and its potential as an

explosive hazard when mixed with air (in the v/v ratio 5 to 15%), which may come from

industrial or natural (farm-based) sources . Sample handling is extremely important

in all these examples, and may completely drive the design of the sensor. For example, a

simple flow-through column may be used which flushes the samuple past the sensing elements

at a certain rate, allows i Jletermination of concentration but reduces the likelihood of

contamination of the sensing region: a sample cell for fluids may instead allow a static

environment for sensing.

The medical environment (i.e., in hospital ,i at the laboratory) has very stringent requirements:

minimum detectable concentrations or rigid concentration regimes are demanded. Oxygen

gas sensing (particularly as a blood gas) has been extensively studied for its applications in

biomedical applications as well as environmental and industrial areas". Oxygen detected in

vivo constrains size, materials chosen, and the response time of the sensor. Narcotics, such

as the anaesthetic halothane, are detected in combination with oxygen 142,2n Nitrogen oxides
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mae monitored, frequently with *.ie use of a gas-permeable membrane11~.

In various industrial applications, gases which are not otherwise hazards also require

detection. Sulphur fluoride is used to insulate switches in electrical substations and its

discharge is closely monitored to prevent explosions""'. Various solvents, both polar and

non-polar, have been investigated for process control monitoring and the

concentration levels can relate to a degree of completeness (of a fermentation, for example)

or the need to change chcmical components.

1.3 Sensing system determinants: technologies

1.3.1 Non-optical sensing technologies

The many chemical analytes that are of medical, industrial, environmental or military interest

have been examined by a variety of technologies. All the sensors developed are changed by

the environment in some measurable manner. Although there are some exceptions, most of

the techniquest"4 used up to the present time fall into the categories of electrochemical,

pressure-sensitive (acoustic), or pyrometric. These are briefly reviewed below: an excellent

coverage of these technologies (and others) is available in the series entitled Sensors: A

Comprehensive Survey, edited by W. Gopel, 1. Hesse, and J. N. Zemel. The technological

choice for the sensor system can dictate sample handling, response time, as well as other

portions of ultimate system design.

1.3.1.1 Electrochemical

1.3.1.1.1 Amperometric

One of the first types of chemical sensors to he considered was based on amperometry

which depend on the maintenance of a fixed potential between two electrodes. The current

flow in the cell is measured at the single applied potentiil*'t optimally, the target chemical

species will undergo chemical transfer with the electrode, so the change in current is directly

related to concentration1 'Al. Alternatively, an intermediary can be used, which interacts with



the analyte, and then undergoes electron transfer with the electrode. Problems of flexibility

in sample handling, and 'electrode poisoning' must be addressed during the design and

manufacture of sensing systems based on such devices.

1.3.1.1.2 Potentiometric

Potentiometric-based sensors operate on the principle of the accumulation of chargt. density

at an electrode surface, which in turn develops a measurable potential at that electrode. Many

sensors using this principle are based on field effect transistors (FETs)t. The potential detected

is related to the analyte activity present in the sample and is measured relative to an inert

reference electrode also in contact with the sample'jal. Chemical sensors of this type are

insulated gate FETs in which the gate metal electrode is replaced by a suitable membrane and

a reference electrode. For biosensors, this suitable membrane may include structures from

various plant and animal sources1'4. Difficulties in devising membr'aies without ionic leakage

had hindered the manufacturability of these otherwise simple devices, though recent efforts

have improved matters, leaving the sensitivity to ionic differences in samples (i.e.. 0.1 M

versus 0.05 M) a potential difficulty.

1.3.1.1.3 Conductimetric

As chemical reactions produce or consume ionic species. the overall conductivity of the

solution changes, usually monitored by the application of an alternating current between the

two electrodes"' 1. These changes will be nonspecific unless monitored on, or in close

proximity to. immobilised 'indicators'. These indicators may be pH-sensitive, enzymc- and

their substrates, or anything else specific to the desired interaction. In this case, the changes

in solution conductivity can he :ttrihutcd to changes in concentration of these indicawors.

One example of a conductimetric sensor is a hiosensor based on a pair of microelectrndcs

with an applied electric field. The electrodes are surrounded by an electrolyte or hutl'tred
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solution containing an enzyme and the species to be detected. The circuit's temperature must

be closely controlled to prevent thermal effects from dominating, but once done, the

instrument may be calibrated against a standard resistor across the sample cell e!ectrodes to

allow the output voltage change of the conductimeuic sensor to be related to the reaction

change in conductance. A type of chemical reaction that would produce such changes is the

urease
NH2 . CO. NH2 + 3H20 > 2NWI + HCq + Ot"

enzyme
urea

decomposition of urea to produce ammonium (NH,") and bicrbonate (HCO)') ions, which

both serve to increase the conductivity of the test solution.

1-3.1.2 Pressure-sensitive

Piezoeiecttic sensors measure mass change as species are adsorbed on tN; sensors' surface.

changing the resonant frequency of a crystal. These mass changes are made specific through

the. immobilisation of an indicator onto the crystal surface'-". Some form of acoustic

electrical wave propagates through the crystal either as a surface wave, bulk wave, or a

combination of both types of waves"l"'. An example of the piezoelectric sensor is that hased

on surface acoustic waves (SAW) with two sets of interdigitated metal electrodes on a

piezoelectric thin pianar substrate. An AC electrical signal is applied to one set of electr.o.es,

an acoustic wave is ;enerated and the other set of electrods receives this wave and converts

it back into an electrical signal. A sensitive coating is immohilised in the propagation path

of one of the oscillators; if an analyte hinds to the coating. the mass of the crystal increases,

the delay time changes (as the resonant frequency of the crystal changes), and the frqucncy

shift of the change can be related to the mass change. SAW devices have been used

extensively for gaseous measurementsl"• and more recently for hiosensors. The

investigatiorns continue for suitable chemical coatings which display insensitivity t)

high-frequency oscillation while retainirg selective behavwour for the analyte.



1.3.13 Pyrometric (calorimetric)

These sensors are baszd on a response, electrical or otherwise, to a change in the heat

environment of the sensor. An example is the heat wire sersor, which is used in the automotive

industry to measure intake air for fuel injection control, based on thin platinum wires and their

heat capacity (known expansion rate as a function of temperature change)?"'. In addition,

certain chemical reactions, especially biological ones, can be monitored by the heat evolved

in the catalytic process. Such a device is the enzyme thermistor, which measures heat output

when a sample solution is passed through an 'enzyme reactor'12l surrounding a thermistor.

The changes in resistance recorded electrically can then be correlated to a change in enzyme

action.

1.3.2 Optical techniques

1.3.2.1 Bulk optics

Optical techniques are among the oldest and be-st established methods for sensing chemical

and biochenical analytest'~. Since the optical sensor has no metal components, it wi•1 not

present a risk of generating sparks, nor will it contribute to electromagnetic interference.

Although many optical geometries exist to direct light, prisms, slab waveguides and gratings

are typical structures used for sensingt. All of these waveguides function to conduct light

(optical energy) in a known manner, and the selective interaction of light at the interface

between the sample and waveguide provides information about the sample. One of the most

successful and powerful techniquesl'l" for chemical sensing utilise.s evanescent fie!d

penetration"", in any of number of methods. These optical evanescent techniques will be

discussed in Chapter 2.
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1.3.1.2 Optical fibre sensing

In some applications, the use of optical fibres would present significant advantagesp'Q4 UI3 UJ"'.

Their small size and weight make it a useful com ponent for aerospace or offshore applications,

or remote applications where heavy electrical cabling is excessively expensive. Most optical

fibre is very flexible and can be readily inserted into small volumes or wound into various

shapes (i.e., coils or loops) for particular sensing requirements""". It is relatively simple to

multiplex (in time, or wavelength, with various wavelengths transmitted simultaneously) and

have multiple endpointst'"flJ. Optical fibres may be used as temperature sensorst ; for

example, as neodymium ions in the core region of a fibre change temperature, their absorption

spectrum changes; the ratio of transmitted intensity of two wavelengths is an indication of

temperature

1.4 Conclusions

Two main determinants for a sensor system are the analyte of interest and the technology

chosen to perform the detection. The application for which the analyte must be analysed can

also alter system requirenments. No single technology or design is suitable for all sensor

systems. In order to be successful in developing a useful sensor system, the end user or market

for the system must be understood. Market studies 1'"""' have examined the focus for sensors

in the (near) future, and most have concluded the medical diagnostics market is the dominant

area for future salesIAt~tdl: this includes "clinical" testing, consumer (take-home) testing, and

immediate patient diagnostics (in vivo)'4". The chemical sensor development lab at the

Instituto di Ricerca sulle Onde Elletromagnetiche, Italy has been developing a commercialised

bile monitorl14"I. Scientists there claim that optical fibre chemical sensors are advancing

faster in biomedicine than any other technology. Other areas of development include the food

industry, and environmental monitoring (both for the factory and public areas). Optical

sensing techniques adapted for use in these areas will be reviewed in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2

Optical Sensing Techniques

Summary

The approaches to chemical and biological sensing can vary widely, but some
that have met with much success use an optical technique. A number of optical
approaches t& gathering information about a chemicalor biological sample have
developed. Most are evanescent field interactions, but ellipsometry, which
depends upon the polarisability of light, is also a powerful technique. In this
chapter, the techniques for using optical interaction with an analyte are generally
reviewed, and the applicability of such techniques to opticalfibres are discussed.

2.0 Optical sensing

Of the vast number of transduction mechanisms that have been developed for use with

chemical sensing, the optical property changes often provide the most readily detectable

system"-'"'. Part of this stems from the fact that much of the chemical sensing currently

performed relies upon the interaction of the analyte with the sensitive •'Lment of the device

at a surface. The analyte typically is a relatively small molecule and the sensing problem has

been interpreted to be reduced to only two dimensionsJ"'M. Forbiosensors in particular, this

would be considered an advantage as ,he level of interference from the bulk solution is

drastically reduced. If such a surface reaction was taking place. then the chemical system

being examined is not allowed to come to a true equilibrium, and an arbitrary

(sensor-dependent) time frame can be chosen to suit the dynamics of interaction, thus speeding

up the detection time. Sorr- of the typically used optical sensing techniques are ellipsometry,

internal reflection spectroscopy, and surface plasmon resonance.

Many efforts have been pursued in adapting optical techniques, especially optical fibres, to

chemical sensing, as summarised in Appendix I. The type of waveguide used is all but

irrelevant to the technique chosen, as long as it meets the assumptions of the methodology

14



employed (i.e., a suitable number of interactions per unit length). The abilities of the most

typically used techniques are reviewed, as well as the unique features of the optical fibre that

make it a most useful basis for portable and "in the field" sensor systems.

2.1 Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry is a measurement technique for thicknesses and refractive indices of thin films

(up to tens of nanometers) on solid surfaces and for the measurement of optical constants

(index of refraction and film thickness) of reflecting surfaces. A thin transparent film on a

reflecting surface causes changes in polarisation state from which the thickness and refractive

index of the film may be determined. The initially linearly polarised collimated light beam

(monochromatic) upon reflection becomes elliptically polarised. The degree of ellipticity

(ratio of minor to major axis) and azimuth (orientation of ellipse) provides information on

changes in film thickness and refractive index('Z3 ". A typical set-up for ellipsometry

measurements is shown in Figure 1.

POW"

Ug-g

Figure 2.1 General ellipsometric set-up.

In general, an optical model is used1 1~'"'w to represent the surface (substrate)-organic layer (i.e.,

protein)-buffer solution. This is known a~s the three-layer or three-phase model, and the film

is assumed to be uniform (homogeneous) and non-absorbing. The thickness (d) and refractive

index (n) may then be calculated. It is obvious that these are average values, as protein films

are not uniform (particularly in solution), and often dynamic. Arwintt'1 has examined this

problem extensively, but this essential difficulty remains. Nonetheless, even these average
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values provide a reference, and changes on the surface can be related to analyte concentration

changes.

2.2 Internal reflection techniques

Either the characteristic absorption or fluorescence of molecular layers may be determined,

based on the same principles. The optical spectrum of a sampLe material that is in contact

with an optically denser but transparent medium is recorded. Light is then introduced into

the denser medium and the wavelength dependence of the reflectivity at the interface is

measured in any one of a number of ways (Figure 2).

IftmalAitidk rdemalMi rme~

Figure 2.2 Internal reflection techniques. The layer thickness is shaded, 0 is the
internal reflection angle, 1o the incident light intensity and I the reflected
light intensity.

When the light beam strikes the interface between the two transparent media from the optically

denser side (n, > n,), total internal reflection occurs when the angle of reflectance

0 > sin-' (.n _ In this case an electromagnetic component of the light, termed the evanescent

wave, penetrates a characteristic distance beyond the reflecting surface into the optically rarer

medium. A depth of penetration is typically defined (when the electric field amplitude has

decayed to a fraction of its value at the surface), which is usuallyof the order of several hundred

nanometers. Because of this small distance, the evanescent field is absorbed by compounds

on or close to the reflecting surface.
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The chemical species on or near to the reflecting surface may simply absorb the evanescent

field, resulting in attenuation, or may chemically convert it into fluorescent light (of a longer

wavelength) that can be detected separately from the incident light.

2.2.1 Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) spectroscopy

If the analyte has a characteristic absorption maximum or spectrum, it should be possible to

monitor interface binding reactions optically. A great mass of data is readily available on

many chemical compounds (and elements) in the UV and IR portions of the electromagnetic

spectrumt'"'. Data are not so readily available in the visible portion, and thus must be

detenrined prior to system development. Virtually any type of waveguide may be used to

assess the absorption spectra; the most successful systems rely upon the use of the evanescent

field to interact with the surfacet. Many techniques rely upon a planar waveguidet371"-'8, with

many points at which the optical energy interacts with the analyte. For similar reasons, optical

fibres could be used, since with a suitably long interaction length, many sampling points could

be obtained.

2.2.2 Totally-Internally-Reflected Fluorescence (TIRF) spectroscopy

Internal reflection fluorescence is a subset of internal reflection techniques"i 0""".

Detecting fluorescent light, as used in TIRF spectrometry, typically reduces interferent affects

that would result in attenuation of the original light beam from factors unrelated to the analyte

"41. The set-up for TIRF, shown in Figure 3, is very similar to that of internal reflection

techniques for absorption, but incorporates a filter to eliminate the input (pump) light. The

waveguide in this case may be planar, a prism, or even an optical fibre.

f 1333.353.354,355.3941
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a) Right.anale fluorescence b) In -One florescenxe

eetector

Figure 2.3 Internal reflection fluorescence: right-angle (a) and in-line (b) detection.

2.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

A surface plasmon wave is an electromagnetic wave which propagates along the surface of a

metal. In general, this wave is a guided wave formed at the interface of a metal and a dielectric

when TM polarised light is incident at a suitable angle on the interface from the dielectric

side. A surface plasmon can be optically excited by evanescent waves if, for example, an

incident light beam is reflected at the surface of a glass substrate coated with a thin metal film

(often gold or silver). If surface plasmon resonance is induced, light will be readily absorbed

at a certain angle of incidence of the light beam. This effect can then be observed as a sharp

minimum in the intensity of reflected light"'3 l. The resonance angle is extremely sensitive to

variations in the refractive index of the medium bonding on top of the metallised surface

(illustrated in Figure 4).

Thin Meti l m

Figure 2.4 Surface plasmon resonance and optical biosensing.
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If the metal surface had one half of an antigen-antibody pair attached to it, the binding of the

second half will change the resonance angle. A limitation of this technique is that the

sensitivity depends upon the molecular weight of the absorbed layer which controls its optical

thickness, so low concentrations of small molecules (with a molecular weight of less than

250) are not measurable. In biological systems, however, and proteins in particular, the

analytes are frequently many times larger than this limit, and SPR has had much success

(including commercialised systems).

2.4 Optical fibres

For many of the techniques described above, virtually any type of waveguide can be used.

The essential portion of the information is simply optical: i.e., reflectance, absorption or

received fluorescence information rather than geometric, so any configuration can be used.

The overall goal of most sensor research is to develop a field-deployable system (whether the

'field' is medical, environmental or industrial). Because of the growing interest in performing

analysis from a remote location, optical fibres have begun to receive a great deal of attentiont l.

Optical fibres can be used as a sensing element in a number of the optical techniques so far

discussed (for example, SPR, TIRF and ATR spectrometry). In general, optical fibres are

waveguides made of transparent dielectrics whose function is to guide visible and infrared

light over long distances. A typical optical fibre consists of an inner cylinder of glass, called

Jacket

Cladding . Oax

Core -. --..... --. --

Figure 2.5 Opticalfibre: core, cladding, jacket (protective rather than waveguiding,
for the most part), and angle of acceptance, e,,.
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the core, surrounded by a concentric shell of glass (or other material) of lower refractive index,

termed the cladding, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Optical fibres may be classified in terms of the refractive index profile of the core and whether

one electromagnetic mode (single mode, where a mode is the method of field propagation) or

many modes (multimode) can propagate through the waveguide. Each of these

configurations can have specific advantages or disadvantages, depending on the requirements

of the analyte. The inherent design of fibre devices lends further advantages to the optical

chemical sensing technique. Optical fibre probes are mechanically flexible, (typically) small,

(potentially) inexpensive and disposable1 ~'.

The other advantages of optical fibres cited tend to be their lack of electrical components,

and continuous operation with the possibility of real-time remote output"J"'JR4 . The sensing

portion of the optical fibre may be remote from the optical instrumentation meaning that the

probe itself can be made inexpensively (and possibly disposable), and the source can be more

sophisticated. The ease of constructing arrays or networks of fibrest suggests that multiple

measurements (either for different analytes or from different locales) could be performed

simultaneously. Various techniques have evolved for the use of the evanescent field of the

fibres, with the same advantages expected as seen for other optical detectorst". Optical fibre

biosensors, especially for biomedical applications, are generating great commercial interest.

2.5 Conclusions

Optical techniques in general have had success in measuring chemical concentration as well

as other parameters of samples. Most of the techniques available for other optical waveguides

and configurations are adaptable to optical fibres, and their mechanical flexibility and ability

to be multiplexed are further benefits. The largest future market for sensors is expected to

biomedical, where optical fibres are considered to be an attractive option. The use of optical

fibres in conjunction with the evanescent field should provide a reliable and sensitive sensing

t [97,99.136,317,381.448.356.331.3491
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system. The method used for gaining access to the evanescent field in this research is based

on adiabatically tapered fibres. The fabrication of the tapered fibre, as well as other important

experimental components, is discussed in Chapter 3. The origin of the evanescent field, and

methods to take advantage of it, is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Details of taper, coupler and taper loop
fabrication and packaging

Summary

A suitable method for gaining access to the evanescentfield in opticalfibres was
established using adiabatic tapering. The details offabricating the basic tapered
fibre, as well as fused fibre couplers are described in this chapter. A method of
allow the sensitive portion of the tapered fibre to become selective as well as
readily exposed to the sample was chusen, and an appropriate mount designed
and described. Lastly, the computer program used to develop a theoretical
understandin' of the evolution of the modal ftehLd is reviewed.

3.0 Tapering rig

The basic adiabatic taper, at the Engineering Department of Cambridge University, was made

on the tapering rig originally designed by H.S. MacKenzie fL3 and subsequently upgraded

for better fibre alignment and gas control by G.J. Pendock'2". The rig is similar in concept

to those used for making fused fibre couplers and other tapered fibre components"• ". It

consists ýf two motor driven stages (Oriel) incorporating a micrometer and a gas burner flame

to soften the fibre. The stages moved apart in opposite directions at the same speed (2 to 100

jain/second) to ensure symmetric tapering. The gas flame was a mixture of oxygen and

methane (town gas; or butane or propane). The length of the flame was adjustable, as was

the ratio of gases used (with a flow rate of approximately 25 cm 3/minute). which was

accomplished through the use of needle-valves and flow meters in the gas supply lines. The

burner heads were custom made within the workshop, and were mounted on a sliding stage

that could easily remove the heat from underneath the taper once the process was complete.

Jigs in conjunction with magnets held the fibre in place during the tapering.
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3.0.1 Fibre preparation

The fibre used in all cases was SM450 fibre from York Technology (preform YD580) with a

numerical aperture of 0.18, an outer cladding diameter of 80 microns, and a nominally circular

core of diameter 1.7 microns. A central portion of the fibre's protective coating was removea

by dipping it in NitroMors (a commercially available paint stripper), waiting a short period

of time (two minutes), and stipping off the affected portion. This portion was then thoroughly

cleaned with acetone, and p.aced in the grooves of the supporting jigs (fixed in place with

small magnets). The jigs holding the fibre were carefully aligned to prevent the taper from

bending during the heating process. One end of the fibre was then illuminated with a

monochromator-selected white light source (tungsten); the other end iiluminated a large area

photo diode (RS Components). The transmission through the fibre was monitored during the

tapering process (an acceptable loss was 0.1 dB or less). The general set-up for the tapering

rig (without light source, monochromator, or photodiode) is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3.1 The tapering rig: motor-driven mountr with supporting jigs for fibre,
burner head on sliding stage, gas supply lines.
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3.0.2 Tapering process

The tapering was started by placing the flame underneath the prepand fibre and engaging the

motor driven stages. The speed of the motors had to be slow enough to ensure a smooth

prof'le (6 to 10 un/second) though rapid enough to prevent taper sagging. When the taper

waist reached the desired diameter, the process was stopped, the tapered fibre mounted

suitably, and the actual diameter measured hy microscope. The waist diameter was gauged

largely by eye during the process, and by noting tie distance traveled by the stages, which

was at least 10 mm (from the centre point, or a total of 20 mm, and up to 40 mm). The profile

of the tapered fibre could be approximated conveniently by an exponential function ''. Taper

waists of the order of one micron were used routinely for most experiments, especially those

involving tapered loops (section 1.2).

3.0.3 Initial dye cell mounts

For several of the initial experiments, the finished tapered fibrCs were mounted in aluminium

dye cells, as illustrated in Figure 2. The fibre and dye cell were covered with a small, thin

slab of Perspex to prevent dust and other foreign objects from landing on the fibre surface, as

well as to provide a fixed volume for interaction inside tht dye cell. The fibre was bonded to

the mount using a reagent-resistant glue (Plastic Padding Chemi-Dry. with additional resin

to achieve a proper ,-iscosity), and the Perspex slab to the mount with a silicone adhesive

(commercially available hath sealant). A peristaltic pump, shown in Figure 3, with a magnetic

stirrer, was used in the experiments using the dye cell. wiich served to circulate the so!ution

along the taper at speeds from 2 to 7 cm/s. This speed did not break !he taper nor did it cause

quenching of fluorescent solutic;ns (when used).
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Figure 3.2 Custom made dye cell mount (45 by 20 mm) for tapered fibre: aluminium
with pla~stic (Tygon or other suitably flexible material) tubing to allow
Solutiont to flow.

Figure 3.3 Peristaltic pump used to circulate solutions through the dlye cell, along the
taper interaction length: magnetic stirrer in reservoir to mL solutions.
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3.1 Couplers

Couplers were used throughout these experiments to monitor input power to the tapered fibre

or tapered fibre loop. These were constructed using the same tapering rig with a minor

adaptation to the methodology. The fused fibre couplers are cladding mode devices which,

during the tapering process, allow the fields in the fibres to become cladding guided. When

the fields enter the fused region, the zeroth and first order cladding modes of the effective

waveguide system (two cores, partially fused cladding region, outer cladding region) are

excited1 '" 1, and coupling between the two branches arises from the interference between these

two modes as they propagate across the fused, tapered region. The splitting ratio between the

two branches depends on the phase differerce between the two modes as they leave the fused

region and are recaptured back into their respective cores. In practise, it is difficult to 'design'

the actual ratio required (i.e.. a desired ratio of 95:5 may turn out to be 97:3 and sc6 forth).

Fabrication of a coupler required two lengths of fibre to positioned side by side on the tapering

rig with contact between the exposed cladding hut no twist. This was critical to minimising

loss, and was examined carefully with a microscope prior to initiating the taper process. The

transmission loss and power transfers during the tapering process were monitored as before,

and the process was stopped when the desired output ratio was achieved. Removing the flame

always resulted in a slight increase in the coupling coefficient as cooling took place"'*, but

this was not critical for any of the experiments as long as the ratio between the two branches

was known. Couplers were packaged in grooved silica rods (with the tapered portion in air)'"',

and subsequently in Perspex containers, as pictured in Figure 4. When needed in the optical

circuit, a coupler was spliced in front of the taper to monitor the input power. The splicer

used was a B.I.C.C. (British Insulated Calendar Cable) Test Instruments AFS 310X) fibre

splicer, and the insertion loss of adding a splice coupler was no more than 0.3 dB.

3.2 Taper loop

As will be discussed in Chapter 8, a 180• macroloop could be losslessly introduced into the

tapered region of the fibre after it had been made. Loops were made using a custom-made
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Figure 3.4 Packaged coupler: a Perspex container was used to store the couplers for
use in experiments (cover removed here for clarity). Some of the chemical
processes required that the coupler be respliced onto the fibre leadi'ng to
the mounted taper at the beginning of every sample run.

jig, as shown in Figure 5. After the tapering process was complete, one side of the tapered

fibre (near the original diameter portion) was bonded to a new (from the dye cell) mount

(shown in Figure 6). Once the glue had set, the end of the tapered fibre farthest from the

mount was slipped out of the jig and rotated 180" and slipped into the groove of the mount.

The length of the looped portion could be adjusted with the use of a metal guide rod (shown

in Figure 5). The transmission was monitored throughout the process to ensure a return to

the original transmission. The fibre could be slid along the groove to recover the initial signal,

if necessary, The second end of the fibre was then bonded to the mount (made of brass to be

chemically inert, as made necessary during some of the heating steps in the cholera

immunoassay). The upper portion of the mount was then joined to the base forming a
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Figure 3.5 Jig for making tapered loops with centre post to guide length of loop.

complete unit, and a protective cap (made of Perspex, lead, glass, or any other material as

required) slipped over the looped portion to protect it (or to allow chemical interaction with

the waveguide).

These mounts were fouod to be very robust, and could easily withstand any number of knocks

(barring head-on drops onto the loop) without breakage or transmission loss. The length of

the tapered loop available for interaction with solutions in its cap ranged from 10 to 40

millimeters (though the amount of evanescent interaction possible at thicker portions of the

fibre is small), with an average of 20 millimeters being standard.

3.3 Computer model for field description

A computer model (developed by Dr H.S. MacKenzie in the process of his PhDm'n) was used

in this research to determine the necessary transverse modal field profiles and propagations
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Figure 3.6 Mount for supporting taper loops; the two sections snap into place via pins,
shown on top section, which is face up, and a suitable cap (depending on
type of chemical interaction required) was placed over the finished loop.
Caps pictured here are Perspe'x and lead. Thze lower section of the mount is
held in the jig of Figure 5. The mount is approximately 1S by 20 mm.

in each waveguide system considered. This computer model produced the optical fields

depicted throughout Chapter 8. It is a numerical algorithm based on the Strum sequence 121 :

the sequence determines the minor determinants of the eigenvalue matrix, and then converges

on the modal propagation constants of the pre-specified modes of the fibre. The propagation

constants then determined the modal field profiles of the waveguide.

3.4 Conclusions

The components described in this chapter are the foundations of all experimentation described

in Chapters 5 through 9. Although all the equipment was 'hand made', the criteria for selecting

suitable optical components (i.e.. low loss and acceptable configuration) allowed a known
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baseline of performance to be established from which experimental success (or failure) could

be judged. The characteristics of the optical field, especially the evanescent field, are

discussed in Chapter 4, as this is another fundamental component of the experimental work.
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Chapter 4

Applications of the Evanescent Field in
Optical Fibre Sensing

Summary

This chapter contains the theoretical building blocksfor the description of light
propagation in fibres, as used for this research. The single mode fibres, used in
all the experimental work, are treated by solving a boundary value problem while
multimode fibres (frequently used in sensors decribed in the literature) apply ray
optics approximations. The evanescent field, which arises in both treatments, is
defined, and methods of gaining access to it are described. Details of adiabatic
construction of the tapered single mode fibres are also presented. The principles
presented in this chapter are applied to all the theoretical treatments of
experiments presented in later chapters.

4.0 Optical fibres

Optical fibres are made of transparent dielectric material which can guide visible light (for

the purpose of this dissertation) over long distances. The refractive index profile, for the fibres

used in this research was that of a step index fibre, with a core of higher refractive index than

the cladding, as depicted in Figure 1. Most of the optical power is confined to the core, but

the evanescent field, described by modified Hankel functions (K), extends into the cladding.

The derivation of this field is discussed in the next section.

4.1 Descriptiomi of the fibre

The optical power in a fibre is described in terms of the fields of the electromagnetic energy.

These are expressed as superpositions of simpler field configurations, and for guided modes.

the values of the propagation constants (P3) must be solutions of the eigenvalue equation

satisfying the reyidirements of Maxwell's equations and certain boundary conditions. For
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Figure 4.1 Step-index optical fibre: r is the radial coordinate, n(r) is the index of
refractive distribution, p is the radius of the fibre, a is the core radius, b is
the cladding plus core radius, n1 and n, are the refractive indices of the
core and cladding respectively.

monochromatic light fields, the time dependence of the electric field is e", ; the symmetry

allows for a simple dependence on the longitudinal z-coordinate e' .

2%
= propagation constant = nk; k = wave number = 2

o= radian frequency; X, = wavelength

4.1.1 Weakly guiding fibres

In most cases, the difference between the cladding and core refractive indices is small. This

is expressed by A, the fractional refractive ir.dex difference or the profile height parameter:

S= 1 n - n

Defining a modal cutoff parameter V (also termed waveguide parameter or frequency):

2 Tc a~r- - 2 7-a . _r2
.(2)
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no= core refractive index

nc =cladding refractive index

a = core radius

= source wavelength

If the approximation n., - n,1 is used, then A is small, and A2 << 2 A

2n NA
N =NA = ýn' , -n n .ý2

Usually, A < 1. The propagation constants for the guided modes may be approximated by

13 nk (3)

It can be shown that the fields of the guided modes of weakly guiding fibres are very nearly

linearily polarised and are termed LP modes .... All the field components can be obtained as

derivatives of one dominant transverse component of the electric field vector.

4.1.2 LP modes

LP modes are the approximate mode solutions when the approximation for the propagation

constant is used. LP modes are valid j.1, and are actually superpositions of exact

solutions""'. These LP modes are useful because they allow simple approximate eigenvalue

equations for the guided modes. Inside the core (r< a), J is the solution for the electric field:

where Ja Bessel function of the first kind of order V ; finite at the origin.

Outside the core (r > a), "modificd" Hankel functions, K,, are used'1 •5 71. The cladding field

must satisfy the condition that field amplitudes tend to zero as they extend to infinity and for

large values ofy the modified Hankel function behaves asymptotically like an exponentially

decaying function.
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K modified Hankel function of the first kind of order V.

For large values of y, where y is defined by 2 
= I32- n2 k2,

K") (Jy)v A J e-V A[ TTY(4)

The exact mode solutions, even in step index fibres, would have very complicated equations:

using the weakly guiding LP approximation the solutions are obtained from matching

boundary conditions that require continuity of the transverse and longitudinal electric field

components at the core boundary.

4.1.3 Power outside the core: the evanescent field

The power contained outside the core decays exponentially at large distances from the

core-cladding interface. Gloge 1131 has calculated the power in the cladding as a function of

V, using the ratio:

0.8

0.6

r
0.4

01 11 21 12 22 13 23

02 03043

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
V

Figure 4.2 Fraction of total available evanescent field power versus V number (note
that the mode number appears in circles on the curves)
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For sensor systems using the evanescent field as the method of interaction with the sample

solution, modes with almost all of their power in the cladding would be preferred, and selective

excitation of these modes is through the use of masks and mode strippers is often attempted

in multimode fibre sensors.

Fibres may be constructed to have either one or many modes at a given wavelength (multimode

fibres referred to earlier). If only the LP,,, mode (fundamental mode obtained from the exact

analysis of the fibre) will propagate, then the fibre is termed single moded. The cutoff

conditions for these modes are shown in Figure 3. For multimoded fibres, the number of

modes is large, but finite, and approximated by 11311:

V2
2 (6)

1.0 > ,"o,(ra)

SJ.(aa)

0.5

/ ,0 LP L\O

-1.5t- L13f

Figure 4.3 Plot of Besselfunctions used for calculating cutoff conditions of LPo,. and
LP I,, modes.
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4.2 Multimode fibres and ray optics

An alternative method for analysing optical fibres, particularly multimode fibres, is that of

ray optics (Figure 4)1"9. The ray picture is valid when the number of modes in a fibre is large

(compared to one). The guided mode is described as a guided ray, which is totally internally

reflected at the core-cladding interlace.

kk

Figure 4.4 Geometric (ray) description of optical fibre

4.2.1 Total internal reflection

Snell's law states:

sin 08 k, n,
sin 0, ki nt ( 7)

for an obliquely incident wave upon a boundary going from a denser medium cf refractive

indem n, , to an optically rarer medium of refractive index n2 (i.e., n, > n,.

For n1 > n2 , as 09 increases, an angle of ec is reached where 8, = 7' or
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sinO =1 =-sin0 (8)

When 0 2  2 there is no propagating wave in medium 2 and the wave will be "totally

internally reflected" in medium I.

a) 2 b) 12
S...... 7 ............. .

Figure 4.5 Total internal reflection: a) oblique incidence: b) at the critical angle.
where the light is totally internally reflec)ed

Defining a and 13:

a=k I sin2 0-I = -- sin' -I

(1(J)

andf = k, sine - -j'4P (n, ) sin 0
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The "evanescent" wave has an attenuation constant a in medium 2. 53 is a phase propagation

constant. A "penetration depth" is often defined which describes the distance travelled for a

given reduction in E (sometimes taken to be 90%. or e- 63%). As an example, for the

electric field amplitude to fall to I of its initial value, E ( at the interface),
e

E = E e (12)

The magnitude d, is given by

d=

(13)

Further, the quantity of evanescent power which is available within this depth is important.

Various techniques have evolved to gain access to the evanescent field power in an optical

fibre.

4.3 Access to the evanescent fle!d

In genera!, exposure of the evanescent field involves removal of the cladding of the fibrte.

Three methods of doing this are etching, polishing or tapering the optical fibre, as depicted

schematically in Figure 6.

Etching relies on a glass solvent. such as hydrofluoric acid, to dissolve or etch away the

cladding'ý'"•. As the cladding is removed concentrically from the fibre, an increasing fraction

of the modal evanescent field wili be exposed. These devices are typically delicate,

non-ruggedised componentsim''il. Etching causes an abrupt profile to be presented to the

modal fields, and will not maintain the distribution of power amongst the fibre guided fibre

modes. Some of the power will be coupled into radiative modes, and thus represent an overall
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Figure 4.6 Derictions of methods of gaining access to the evanescent field

loss to the power within the fibre. Even with the most careful etching, at most 60-80% of

the evanescent fie!d can be exposed to the external solution.

PO.ishing is similar in a number of respects to etching, but removes only (up to) one half of

the cladding, forming a D-profile. until the core is almost exposed""'°•"-"- 1 . These devices

car. be made adiabatically (without power loss) as long as longitudinal changes are made

gradually, and the optical surfaces are made optically smoothi'". A maximum of about 20%

(due to asymmetry and refractive index sensitivity) of the modal evanescent field can be

txposed to the surrounding media.

The third and most important technique for exposing the evanescent field involves tapering

the fibre over an arc or tlamet. The tapering makes the core diameter and the localised V

value so small that the field(s) extend greatly into the taper region, to the point that potentially

all the evanescent field can interact with the outside material. These devices can he readily

manufactured with low loss (0.1 dB)".

tt ,
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4.4 The adiabatic taper

In the course of tapering, the field within the fibre becomes less confined to the core and

gradually spreads out into the cladding. The field is guided by a combination of

core-cladding-external refractive index and, at the taper waist, finally only by the cladding

and the external medium. As the radius of the fibre changes, coupling of the energy in the

LP0, mode may occur to the higher order LP0. modes. These are lossy modes for the taper.

In an adiabatic tapered fibre, negligible transmission losses (0.1 dB or less) occur during the

tapering process. For tapered fibres to be suitably adiabatic, their longitudinal refractive

index profiles must change with sufficiently small taper angle Q ( z ) (between the tangent

to the core-cladding interface and the fibre axis and the local core radius p (z )) "'*'to prevent

lossy coupling into radiative modes'•' t .This is shown in Figure 7.

K2z W .....
z

core

I..- Ln -*

Figure 4.7 Length scale for adiabatic taper

L = distance from the origin of p to origin of cone with half-angle (I

p
Q < 1, in practice, and thus L - '

The radius along a taper changes as

p ( z R, cxpjIJ(4

Rý ufi:.-x. lbre radius
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Low losses result when the taper profile does not change abruptly and the slope of the taper

is far smaller than the normalised beat length, P, no coupling will occur. The smallest inverse

beat L-ngth will be above the slope of the taper (this will be seen again in Chapter 8).

4.5 Applications of tapered single mode fibres as evanescent sensors

Having now selected an optimal method of obtaining access to an optical fibre's evanescent

field power, it is necessary to develop several sensor configurations to compare dte actual

performance of our devices with that reported in the literature using different techniques. For

chemical sensing, the light in the evanescent field may be attenuated by the external media

(absorption-based sensing) or light generated external to the fibre (near the surface) may be

captured by the evanescent field and transferred to the fibre's guided mode (fluorescent or

luminescent based sensing). As with most systems, problems are often found putting into

practise what seems an improvement in theory. Many of the optical finre sensors reported by

other researchers have had their share of both successes and failures. "iThe tapered single mode

fibre was examined for its potential as an evanescent field chemical n.Isor by measuring its

performance in detecting absorption changes and capturing indu..ed fluorescence. The

behaviour of the waveguide was assessed in each case by resorting back to LP mode theory.

Once this baseline had been accomplished, more complicated systems were assayed. Before

describing this, however, it is necessary to review some of the earliest efforts to use optical

fibres as sensors to compare the tapered single mode fibre's effectiveness as a new and

impoved platform for a sensor system. This will be accomlAished by examining

absorption-based sensing with optical fibres in some detail in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Absorption-based evanescent
field optical fibre sensors

Summary

A potentially elegant method of applying internal reflection techniques to optical
fibres would make use of the evanescent fields of the guided modes. Difficulties
in implementing this in a satisfactory manner has led investigators to use optical
fibres primarily for their light carrying capability, and have merely substituted
photons for electrons in analysis of the analyte. The initial absorption-based
optical fibre sensors, and the subsequent efforts to apply evanescent absorption
to optical fibres are discussed. Lastly, the promise of the tapered mode single
mode fibre as an evanescent absorption sensor is explored, experimentally and
theoretically.

5.0 Absorption-based fibre sensors: initial efforts

The earliest efforts to exploit the potential of optical fibres foroptical chemical sensing relied

on the absorbance characteristics of a chemical system and the capability of optical fibres to

carry light to and from the sensing region'. Absorption coefficients, based on Beer's Law,

were well-known for many compounds (and e!ements) of interest.

Beer's law describes the attenuation of a beam of light as it passes through a solution of an

absorbing chemical species. For many species it is found that the optical power P.., after

passing through a length I of solution (of uniform concentration) is given by

P. = P1 . l (I)

t 116.17.18.22.26. 32,33.35f.0.€:73,92.103.120,147,148.169.172.173.183.2143.270,272.299.306.311,313.403.430,
431,432.444,4451
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where c is the molar concentration of the solution and C is the molar absorption coefficient.

Equation 1 may be rewritten as the more familiar

Pow = Pi exp ( --a 1), (2)

where the absorption coefficient a is given by

ec
=C- log 1 e (2a)

Equation 2 is the exponential absorption law for a bulk material, with a proportional to the

concentration of the absorbing compound. For those materials not obeying Beer's law, a

more complex absorption/concentration calibration curve must be derived.

An absorption-based optical fibre system was devised in the 1960's for detection of oxygen

in the blood073t . This required the development of an absorbance spec'-um based on

concentration because Beer's law does not apply to blood. Although many other fibre sensors

have been developed since then, many suffer from the same problems of this first attempt:

low sensitivity when compared to other technological methods and insufficient specificity.

Most work has focussed on the use of multimode fibres as a type of light pipe - that is, a means

of transmitting light from one point to another (shown in Figure 1), rather than utilising the

convenient properties of the evanescent wave.

Adjacent Bifurcated

Face-to-face

Figure 5.1 Extrinsic "light pipe" sensor arrangements (abridged from Appendix I)
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Kapany's work in 196417I used an optical fibre device as an in vvo oximeter. It was designed

to measure the oxygen saturation in the blood, to replace an off-line sampling system. The

system was based on the detection at two wavelengths of back-scattered light from the blood

cells: one fibre conducted light to the sample, and another collected it and guided it through

a filter to a photo detector. The investigators found some difficulties in interpreting their

results, as blood is a complex medium to analyse optically because it does not adhere to Beer's

Law, the flow velocity alters some of the detected optical properties, and so forth. The

conclusions of this study were simply that optical fibres can be a useful research and clinical

tool as they permit sampling of specimens in remote locations and in the dynamic state.

Nearly thirty years later, advances have been made, with the development of smaller optical

fibres, and more sophisticated techniques to interpret absorptive data. A commercialised bile

monitorPt" system is being developed and placed on the market. The bile sensor can monitor

the level of bilirubin (a major disease causing compound in the stomach) in bile which has an

absorption peak at 452 nmI 7ITt&I4 . There is no absorption above 750 nm, allowing for a

simple differential absorption scheme to be carried out. This device, though marketed, is

optically clumsy, as a bundle of fibres brings the light to the sample, and another bundle brings

the light to the detecto:. The biggest stumbling block to overcome with this type of set-up is

the typically low signal losses received in such a scheme. A more elegant technique would

involve evanescent absorption detection, and would enhance the sensitivity of such a device,

since the portion of light from the optical fibre interacting with the sample remains guided by

the waveguide.

Researchers have been actively pursuing development of an all-fibre evanescent spectroscopic

probe t . Approaches which remove the cladding through etching or polishing typically result

in a fragile optical element that is susceptible to chemical attack and fouling. For analytes

that are solvents, a polymer clad fibre can be used, as the polymer acts as a diffusion

membrane. In one such system['1 64 a dye had to be added to the sample, and the multimode'

fibre was tightly coiled about a mandrel before insertion into the sample solution. Beer's Law

t 1104,198,268,291.251,323,16.29,324,338.370,375,377.4011
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was not completely obeyed for the chemical system, despite the fact that bulk

spectrophotometric tests showed that the dye itself obeyed Beer's law. DeGrandpre et al"*m'

pointed out that the assumption of equal power distribution amongst fibre modes made for

analysing the absorption of the evanescent fields of all the fibre modes could not be valid.

Further work involved examining the evanescent absorption behaviour for unclad

fibres13 "2 'an1 2 '4. Simple straight line adherence to Beer's Law was not found. The analysis

of these results caused the researches to conclude that surface adsorption effects existed due

to the electrostatic interactions between the polar silica surface and the ionic solution

(DeBye-Huckel interactions 13 2-'I ), and interfere with evanescent absorption. This

phenomenon was considered to be irreversible and a fundamental fibre limitation for

evanescent absorption devices.

5.1 Absorption-based evanescent field fibre sensor modal behaviour

Some researchersi" 9'1t1 examining the interaction between the evanescent field of the fibre

modes and the surrounding medium (usually a solution) have reported successful use of Beer's

Law to interpret their absorbance data. In this case, the concentration of the analyte is then

simply related to the measured optical attenuation along the fibre's sensing region. Polished

multimode fibres were often used: the distribution of optical power amongst these modes is

critical to overall sensitivity. It is not trivial to launch light into a given distribution of modes

or a specific, higher order mode. Various configurations have been tried, as depicted in Figure

2. Although the initial distributior, LUnched into the multimode fibre is not maintained along

hV

Mask Off-axis: near core to
transverse illumination

Figure 5.2 Selective launch methods in multimode fibre to access higher order modes
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the length of the fibre, selectively exciting higher order modes with a higher proportion of

energy in the evanescent field could improve sensitivity. Another option is to uniformally

excite all possible modes in the fibre at once and have a uniform distribution of optical power

throughout the whole of the fibre, including the sensing region. Knowing the power

distribution amongst the modes of the fibre at the point of sensing allows Beer's Law to be

applied.

Forfibres interacting with the evanescent field, a slight modification of Equation 2 is necessary

to account for all the modes absorbed by the medium. For a single mode fibre with just one

mode to be absorbed, Beer's law still holds, and no modification beyond accounting for the

fraction of power of the fibre contained within the evanescent wave need be madem351, as

expressed in Equation 3. However, in the case of a multimode fibre, it has been argued that

this will also be the case if a uniform distribution of modes is present, and that TI will account

for the total fraction of power in the evanescent fields of all the fibre modes launched.

P., = P.i exp (-aTI/) (3)

where -i is the fraction of power in the evanescent field(s)

For a uniform distribution of power among the fibre modes, an expression for T has been

derived by Gloge"31 :

4
i- 3 V (4)

2ira
where V is the waveguide parameter, V = - NA.

5,2 Apparent limitations of fibres as evanescent absorption sensors

P
There have been significant deviations from measured absorbance ( log , ) using

multimode fibres and the predictions of Equations 3 and 4. The actual absorbance was
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consistently less than that predicted and seemed often to have a nonlinear variation with

concentration (unlike what Beer's law would predict)""'•u'3w'41. The fundamental utility of

fibres as evanescent absorption sensors was called into question. This limitation was seen

as a fundamental basis for discontinuing efforts in this area beyond very specialised

applications.

The inherent question of determining whether this non-Beer's Law-type behaviour was

caused by fibre characteristics or modal characteristics had to be resolved. The validity of

Equations 3 and 4 can be questioned if it is seen as the consequence of the assumptions of
•. [1.311

equal distribution of power amongst the different modes of the waveguide . This is not the

case when the cladding has been removed and a solution with a refractive i.idex quite different

from that of the core placed in contact with the fibre. Modes that were weakly guided enter

a region where they are now much more strongly guided by the core. Only a few possible

bound modes are now propagating in the sensing region, and the overall distribution of modes

is not uniform. An effective attenuation coefficient for a polished multimode evanescent

absorption sensor has been derived""', though this seems again to be an upper limit (rather

than a specific dependence on concentration) for possible absorption. Equation 4 may be
3

valid (with V > 3 ) in a fibre propagating only one mode or by continuous coupling between

all the modes of a multimode fibre. In general, however, each mode of the initially uniform

distribution has a different profile and extent of penetration for its own evanescent field and

so experiences a different attenuation throughout the sensing region, thus causing the

distribution of modes to become non-uniform. The true response of such a sensor will deviate

from that predicted from Equation 4, which now can be seen as an upper limit or (realistically)

an overestimate. A careful examination of the total absorption experienced by the fibre modes

will help determine if modal characteristics limit the use of multimode fibres as evanescent

absorption sensors, or if fibres themselves have inherent limitations.
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5.3 Analysis of absorption of fibre modes in the sensing region

Using an unclad multimode fibre of refractive index n, and core radius p immersed in an

absorbing medium of lower refractive index n2 and absorption coefficient a, the total number

of modes present can be derived by starting from the following equation:

V2

2 (5)

This expression for N is valid for large V and counts all possible polarisation states of the

optical field'" ".

Defining y = = 2l a I

For the large V values of multimode fibres, a function of one variable, y , representing

absorbance, can be asymptotically simplified to1291:

P(-) - 2
2 (6)

Plotting the fibre absorbance as a function of y from Equation 6 and comparing it to Beer's

Law, as shown in Figure 3, and data extracted from a multimode fibre-based evanescent

absorption sensor reported by DeGrandpre and Burgesst1 °41, it can be seen that Beer's Law

will over-estimate the absorbency considerably. Further, the experimental data deviating

from the prediction of Equation 6 makes clear the difficulty of using multimode fibres as

evanescent absorption sensors, as it would seem that not all modes had been compietely

excited. This is to be expected practically.

If a restricted range of modes is launched into a fibre13 1 , as depicted in Figure 4, then the

number of modes excited within the fihre is
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Figure 5.3 Fibre absorbance as a function of y (a); Beer's law (b); and data from an
evanescent absorption sensor

V2  e2

2 n 2 (7)

and this N . can be used to calculate the expected attenuation.

The modified Beer's Law will be valid if the fibre is forced to maintain a uniform modal

distribution along the interaction length, along a relatively long interaction length. In the case

of a single mode fibre, this modified Beer's Law should always be obeyed. An experiment

was designed to verify that this is the case.

n, 
2

Figure 5.4 Restricted r-ige of modes
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5.4 Demonstration of an optimised evanescent field optical fibre
absorption sensor

An adiabatically tapered single-mode fibre was exposed to solutions of a dye known to

conform to Beer's Law. It was expected that the abso-ption through the tapered region will

be described by the modified Beer's Law of Equation 3, as there is just one mode in the sensing

region. Further, an absorption based assay for calcium ions in solution was performed as a

demonstration of the tapzred fibre as a practical sensor.

The tapers were fabricated by placing a section of the single mode fibre over a stationary

flame and melted whils, being gradually stretched. The speed of the process is chosen to be

slow enough to obey the slowness criteria established in Chapter 4. The fundamental fibre

mode that entered the tapered region does not couple to either claddirg or radiation modes.

The 'verall transmission loss across the taper was of the order 0.1 dB or less for all tapers

used in this demonstration. Ve.y small diameter tapers were constructed, with a waist

diameter of approximately one micron. This ensured that the core played no significant

contribution to the waveguiding in the tapered (interaction) region. The evanescent field

extends into the medium surrounding the cladding at the taper waist, where a new effective

waveguide is formed consisting predominantly of the fibre cladding and the external

solution.

5.4.1 Materials for initial absorption scheme and calcium ion assay

Methylene Blue (Aldrich) was used in the initial absorption scheme to confirm Beer's Law.

The calcium assay used calcium acetate (Sigma) and Calmagite (l-(l-hydroxyl-4-methyl-

2-phenylazo)-2-naphthol- J ulphonic acid) (Sigma), and a 0.1 M borate buffer pH=10

(Fisons).

The single mode silica optical fibre used for the basis of the sensor, SM-450, was supplied

by York Technology and had a nume-ical aperture of 0.18. A tungsten white light source was

used for the bulk absorption measurements with Methylene Blue, and a red HeNe laser

(wavelength 632.8 nm) for comparable taper absorption measurements. The Calmagite
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solutions were illuminated with the 514.5 nm line of an air-cooled argon-ion laser

(Omnichrome). The optical detection system used in all the measurements consisted of a

large area photo diode (RS Components, data sheet 12508) and a lock-in amplifier (Stanford

Research Systems. model SR5 10) linked to a personal computer via an analogue to digital

acquisition card (PC LabCard).

5.4.2 Evanescent absorption experiment and results

The absorption characteristics of the tapered single mode fibre were first measured using

aqueous solutions of Methylene Blue, concentrations ranging from

5 x 10-6 M to 2x 10" M. Comparative spectrophotometric data were taken with

solutions in a dye cell one millimeter thick. The experimesital setups for these measurements

are shown in Figure 5.

Absorp1Oon meavimernw" Tawe evanescent
iAsooaio4 measurements

1h Metyln d letrug hye CONl mods aros ted-Are mtdtp, r
source

Figure 5.5 Apparatus used for albsoirption measurements. The absorption spectra of
the Methylene Riue through the d * e cell and across the mounted roper ct re
made with a white light source and a monochromnator. The variation of
absorption with dye concentration fr•r the taper was made a fixed
wavelength using a IleNe laser (632.8 nm) and with the monochromator
remruveiL PD = photo diode, L = lens, C = optical chopper.



The absorbance levels for the visible spectrum were taken, with an absorption peak found at

664 nm for both the tapered fibre ar.d the dye cell. Figure 6 shows absorption levels, with the

reduced absorption for the tapered fibre due to the relatively low refractive index of the

solution (n=1.33); which caused little of the evanescent field to be available for interactron

with the external solution. After exposure of the tapered fibre to each concentration level, the

taper was cleaned with deionised water until the baseline spectrum of water was once again

obtained. This ensured that no dye was adsorbed to the surface of the taper.

A better light source for the fibre, a He-Ne laser, with transmission at 632.8 nm, was used to

measure evanescent absorption levels more accurately through the concentration range. The

data were analysed Aith a least-squares regression fit for a linear and a square root

dependence'413' on concentration. The chi-squares of the two hypotheses made the choice

between the two alternatives quite clear, as seen in Table 1.

Evanescent absorption
Methylene blue absorption: dye cell and fibre taper

0.5
Monor'er peak

A

0.4 / \S/

C Dye celi absorption

0.3

0.2
Taperd fibre evanescent absorption N, \

01 r, ..

640 650 660 670

Wovel-ir qth, mm

Figure 5.6 Merhylene blue absorption s pectra,- dyve cell and fibre taper evane('OElt
masurementr (note that the index of refraction is approximately 1.32)



Test x2

Linear 0.32

Squaie root 4

Table 5.1 Comparison of likelihood of distribution for evanescent absorption methods.

A linear fit, shown in Figure 7, was confirmed as most appropriate for the data, indicating

that the evanescent absorption of the taper followed Beer's Law with little measurable

deviation. Adsorption effects can also be seen at low concentrations.

9

+
C: +

7 +

+

0+

z 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

Concentration, mM

Figure 5.7 Methylene blue evanescent absorption as afi4nction of concentration. The
r2 value is 0.83 with n = 105 (15 repetitions across 7 concentrations).

5.4.3 Calcium ion assay based on evanescent absorption

The detection ofcalcium, as well as magnesium, ions is currently performed in clinical assayst

which typically require the preparation of standards and numerous dilutions. The use of

t ' 1102,92.21I7.258,259i



fluorescent or absorption based optical sensors for analysis of such ions is of interest due to

the potential for real-time resultsI'30-l~1 r1. Calcium ions levels were determined optically

in this experiment through the use of an indicator, Calmagite!'"a"'. Calmagite functions as

a typical acid-base indicator, with different colours corresponding to different levels of pH.

This indicator conforms to Beer's Law122 i. If Calmagite is placed in an alkaline (in this case

pri of 10) buffer, the typically blue colour is changed gradually to red by the addition of either

magnesium or calciumimi. The absorption maximum of Calmagite solutions in a 0. 1 M borate

buffer pH=10 was found to be 523 nm. The 514.5 nm line of an argon-ion laser was used as

the source for the tapered fibre dye cell containing Calmagite solutions throughout the calcium

assay. All calcium detection with the tapered fibre was performed without altering the

refractive index of the sample solution. Initial efforts to index match the solution to the

cladding refractive index were hampered by poor miscibility of high refractive index solutions

such as benzyl alcohol. A concentration range, derived from calcium acetate, from 40 gim

to 5 mM was tested. As with the Methylene Blue measurements, after each sample exposure

the tapered fibre was rinsed with deionised water to ensure no adsorption had occurred. The

optimised experimental configuration for evanescent absorption-based tapered fibre

measurements is shown in Figure 8. A fused fibre coupler, with the power split between the

Lock-in
amplifier wre triggr fm epac e

SPD IL

fTaper, $7IF Argon-ion laserTrirr f'or lock-ini

Lock-in

Figure 5.8 Optimised set-up fir evanescent absorption Ca++ detection based on
Calmagite.Both lock-in amplifiers were triggered frorn the optical chzopper.
FFC= fused fibre coupler, SMF -_ single mode fibre, PD = photo diode, L=

lens, C = optical chopper.
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two output arms in the ratio 55/45 (the value of the ratio was experimentally arbitrary), was

constructed to monitor input power from the laser simultaneously with output power. This

allowed the laser power fluctuations to be extracted from the received attenuation data at the

far end of the optical fibre. Once again, a linear least-squares analysis was performed on the

absorption data to confirm that the sensor system had the expected linear (rather than square

root dependence) response, Figure 9, predicted by Beer's Law (with an r 2 of 0.98). Not..

-,dsorption may still dominate at lower concentrations.
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Figure 5.9 Evanescent absorption of 'Calragite with increasing concentration of Ca++
ions in solution: index of refraction of 1.32.

5.5 Conclusions

The single-mode fibre evanescent absorption sensor is free from some of the difficulties facing

multimode systems'3 1•7. A Beer's law-type response is found (e.g., linear concentration

variation with absorbance) in single mode adiabatically tapered fibres but not generally in

multimode fibre systems. However, although the tapered single mode fibre system did

measure calcium ion concentrations, the samples had to be pre-treated before analysis could

take place, and treatment to minimise ads-irption effects would have to be con;idered. Further,

a specific absorption indicator for the analyte in question had to be selected, which may not

be readily available for every chemical detection scheme desired.
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A potentially more useful design would use fluorescent light, which would allow the

separation of the source light in a simplistic manner. Fluorophore-based systems can use a

secondary reaction to detect a range of analytes in a manner that is not specific to the analyte

(e.g., the chemical reaction of the analyte with a compound labelled with a fluorophore

releases an acid, thereby quenching the fluorescence). Fluorescent systems are examined in

Chapter 6. Further, it is highly desirable that the indicator portion of the detection system be

an inherent portion of the optical fibre. Immobilisation schemes have been well

documented'"' and are explored in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Chemical sensing with fluorophores
and tapered single mode fibres

Summary

This chapter discusses the capture of light generated by fluorophores by optical
fibres. The general properties of fluorophores are reviewed. A method for
assessing the expected amount offluorescent energy by opticalfibres is derived.
A simple fluorescent capture experiment, based on a pH indicator dye,
fluorescein, in solution about a tapered optical fibre is performed. The level of
fluorescent energy captured experimentally is compared to that predicted by
theory, and the performance of the tapered s;ngle mode fibre is assessed.

6.0 Fluorescent evanescent wave sensors

Many researchers t have developed chemical sensors based on capture of a fluorescent signal

into an optical fibre. A change in the light signal output at a longer wavelength than the source

wavelength is captured back into the fibre core and detected, usually at the far end of the fibre,

though some sensors rely on the detection of backscattered fluorescence (i.e., fluorescence

returned to the pump end of the fibre)'I"". In some devices, the dye is bound in the cladding

surrounding the fibre and is excited optically".

In order to develop an optical fluorescent sensor, the fluorescent indicator and the solution

of interest are exposed to the evanescent field. This extenrial optical power can excite

molecules of the fluorescent indicator sufficiently near enough to the waveguide. Their

[. I3A~t.I@.2.21,`•`0,.M,677 , 121 3.1303313 4.9 20202,21 1,21 5.,22S,227,234,241.2,6 .2.L2fl.
ZM227J00,1r JSS,307 ItJ I 1.321 532 JZJ20. Z5J34J35 J34.39J4J43 51.357,J6LJ4.3ul&•331 .390, 3 j91.3fglJ93.3440.0.4•7, 117.

415.41t9.420,1.42 l,4f 23,442S.42 4.47,A&427,4.8JL 42 3JL•,L 247, 64.M ,14, 1*91, Je 1.2 41 ,06

1"04 123.2 1.2! 'S •2511.2Sr.2 5SJ05314J2.327-2J 2Ju29J39 o 2, " . 4I
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emitted light can then be coupled back into guided modes which propagate along the fibre.

The overall sensitivity of this process depends on the modes chosen and the thickness of the

cladding 's".

6.1 Fluorophores and optical fibres

A fluorophore is a chemical that absorbs light of a particular range of wavelengths, which in

turn excites some of the fluorophore's electrons to higher energy levels (excited state). When

the electrons return to their previous energy state (relaxed state), light is emitted. The light

emitted is always of a longer wavelength than the incident light due to energy conservation.

In general, fluorophores or fluorescent markers, are chosen for good absorption, stability of

excitation and efficiency of fluorescence. Fluorescent markers can be added to another

chemical, thereby labelling it. A reaction of the fluorescently-labelled chemical(s) with some

other substance can alter the fluorescent characteristics of the marker, sometimes quenching

it t (for example, as acid by-products are produced during the reaction) or shifting its

wavelength response 1,7.Z3.l31 There is a limitation in the number of markers that can

be placed on one chemical (i.e., protein), as too many fluorescent molecules too close to one

another can transfer electrons among themselves rather than routing the transferred energy

from the pump source through the fluorescent energy release route. Most applications require

a large Stokes shift (distance between the excitation maximum and fluorescent maximum, in

nm) to allow easy discrimination of the label after excitation Some reaction products

are naturally fluorescent, but this is not generally the case (unfortunately!).

6.2 Fluorescence capture at interfaces

The fluorescence generated by fluorophores has been modelled as radiating dipojlest near an

interface to study the potential collection efficiency of such systems. Once the factors

contributing to the fluorescent capture levels have been derived, efforts have been made to

optimise systems to take advantage of these parameters. It has been claimed that in general,

t [44,68,121,174,211,290,300.346.,347,428.439,4461

tt ( 156,205,227.231.368,3691
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when a radiating dipole (the fluorophore) is located in the optically rarer medium (cladding

or external solution to a waveguide with an index of refraction less than that of the core) very

close to the interface, the emission by the evanescent waves into the optically denser mi.-.am

(core or waveguide material) is the dominant contribution ,o the power collect,.

Other researchers take into account the thickness of the layer, but in all z --ses this description

assumes an orientation for the light striking the interface, as might be the case for a prism,

diffraction grating, or planar surface acting as a waveguide where the ray theory can be

applied. Further, the films are expected to be very thin -ad uniform, no d < -, where no is0 8'

refractive index of the layer, and do is the depth of the layer. This is not always the case for

typical deposition methods, especially those involving proteins. The results in this chapter

are based on systems involving fluorophoies in a bulk solution surrounding the waveguide.

Chapter 7 will focus on methods to iminobilise indicators in thin layers about the waveguide.

6.2.1 Multimode fibre fluorescence capture

Many devices studied so far are based on unclad multimode fibres, particularly those with

plastic clad fibres (with a large core radius, such as 50 jiLm ). Higher order modes in these

fibres have the advantage of a large number of reflections per unit length, and consequently

a long effective interaction length with the external material "23. The use of multimode fibres,

however, does entail a number of disadvantages. Theoretical calculations t111.1 3,114,115,2421 show

the efficiency of the coupling of cladding fluorescence to the guided modes of a multimode

fibre depends strongly on the dimensionless waveguide frequency, V number, of the fibre:

where p is the core radius, n, is the refractive index of the core, n, is the refractive index of

the cladding, and X is the free space wavelength of light propagating in the fibre. The

evanescent field of a multimodeý fibre is extremely weak, of the order of 2% of the total power

in the fibre for aV of 100 2rI. Fibres with higher V numbers have higher coupling coefficients.
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This is because they have many modes near cutoff and the evanescent fields of such modes

penetrate more deeply into the surrounding cladding ""'. Fluorescence from a dye may be

excited by the evanescent field of the guided radiation if the dye is close to the fibre core. The

fluorescent light generated must be re-radiated in a manner that allows it to be coupled (or

captured) into a guided mode, as portrayed in Figure 1.

As a result, most multimode fibre devices rely on preferential excitation of higher order modes,

either by launching the light off axis, or by means of suitable masks. This in itself can cause

problems in maintaining repeatable launch conditions. Lastly, multimode fibres themselves

are incompatible with single mode fibres, and thereby unable to take advantage of the very

high quality single mode fibre couplers and power splitters now commonly available.

6.2.2 Single mode fibre fluorescence capture

As an alternative to unclad multimode fibres, a number of devices have been reported based

on polished fibres. In these devices, part of the fibre cladding is removed mechanically to

-------1j

Figure 6.1 Fluorescent light coupled into a guided mode at the waist of the tapered
fibre; JTcurrent element generated byfluorophore.

within several microns of the core, resulting in a D-shaped cross section. This exposes the

evanescent field to the surrounding medium, as discussed in Chapter 4. The evanescent field

of the fibre mode or modes can then interact with a dye solution with spectrochemical

properties of interest to the sensor type desired. However, the evanescent field of polished

fibres is extremely weak unless the refractive index of the external dye solution is very close

to that of the fibre (typically to within a few parts per thousand). As a result, polished devices
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exhibit extreme sensitivity to changes in external refractive index which is useful in a

refractometric system, but troublesome for other applications.

The use of single mode fibre tapers can avoid the negative aspects of multimode fibres while

still retaining the advantages. A single mode fibre is used because modal coupling amongst

the higher-order modes of a multimode fibre along a taper would result in high losses. Further,

the modal field in a single mode fibre is well defined. Power guided by the fundamental

mode is concentrated in a very small circular cross-section at the taper waist. If such tapers

were made with a diameter of about 5 microns, a very small optical power, of the order of a

milliwatt, ran cause a high power density of kW/cm 2 at the waist 'z.

At the taper waist the fibre core is so small that it plays no role in guiding the light. Guiding

is achieved by a new effective waveguide consisting of the fibre cladding and the surrounding

medium. The local value of V is reduced in proportion to the fibre diameter and in very small

diameter tapers (of the order of microns), the fundamental mode field extends into the medium

surrounding the cladding. This has been shown experimentally [2931, as well as predicted

theoretically. The level of interaction with the field, as well as the fluorescent indicator used,

determines the efficiency with which the fluorescence can be re-captured into the fibre.

6.2.2.1 Theoretical fluorescence capture for tapered single mode fibres

A theoretical description of the efficiency with which the external fluorescence in the dye

solution surrounding the tapered fibre is coupled into the fundamental mode of the taper has

been developed l491, based on Snyder and Love , who have given a general account of

radiative capture into the core of an optical fibre. A corresponding analysis for the case of

highly multimoded fibres has been given by Marcuse 124" This analysis assumes a taper waist

is of constant radius p and length L. At the taper waist, the original core of the fibre is so

small that it can be neglected, so that the light is guided by a new effective waveguide

consisting of the fibre cladding and external medium, as illustrated in Figure 2.

At the taper waist, the pump light excites the dye molecules into the first excited siatc, Irom

which they fluoresce as an incoherent mixture of radiative dipoles. A dipole at positon r
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can be represented by a current density J . The current density from tiho excited fluorophores

will in turn excite a fibre mode to a certain amplitude, and thereby transfer a certain level of

power I'ml. The total power from all the radiating dipoles is summed, and the efficiency of

fluorescent capture can be defined as the total fluorescent power captured into the tapered

fibre divided by all the fluorescent energy generated. This can be written as:

P2P _ IogV(NA) 2
T1 -- pg- V- 1

-0 V-4n, (2)

NA, the numerical aperture of the taper, is given by (n -n 2)''. V is the normalised21ra

waveguide parameter, 2 NA, and n,, n, are the refractive indices of the core and cladding,

respectively. In this form, T1 can be seen to be always less than one.

L

Figure 6.2 Light guided by a new effective waveguide consisting of thefibre cladding
and external medium.

Equation (2) is plotted in Figure 3 as a function of V for different values of NA. From these

curves, the efficiencies of fluorescent capture can be estimated for various taper diameters

and external dye refractive indices.

The smallest tapers used in these pH experiments had diameters of approximately 0.5 microns.

The external dye index was always adjusted to (at least) 1.44, which, combined with the index

of refraction for the cladding of 1.458, corresponded to an NA of 0.23. The fluorescent

wavelength was 0.526 microns, yielding an estimated efficiency of 0.2%. For tapers with a

2 micron diameter the corresponding efficiency would oe just 0.04%. Results using

multimode polished fibres give efficiencies of approximately 10-4. i.e., 0.0 1T, ";. Similarly,
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given that the fluorescein dye exhibits a very high quantum yield of 90 ± 5% t', a taper

diameter ranging from 1.5 to 2 microns, a typical experimentally derived fluorescent energy

taper capture rate was of the order of 10", i.e., 0.1%, of the input light energy to the dye

molecule. It is important to note that theoretical fluoresc(:nt capture and experimentally

measured fluorescent capture are not the same; experimentally, thL ratio of fluorescent power

capture to pump power is used, as the absorption cross section and quantum efficiency of the

fluorophore is not known.
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Figure 6.3 Fluorescent capture efficiency as a function of the dimensionless waveguide

frequency at different levels of numerical aperture

There is a further, more important distinction between the tapered and multimode fibre cases:
the much higher optical intensities achievable with a tapered fibre translated into higher

absolute levels of captured fluorescence. The total fluorescence is proportional to the fraction

of pump power in the external dye solution. For a multimode fibre with equal excitation of

modes, this is For a tapered fibre propagating the fundamental mode, the fraction is

A typical value for a 200 micron diameter multimode fibre is V = 300, whereas for a 2

micron waist diameter of a single mode fibre taper V is about 2.7; in each case assuming a
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wavelength of 0.5 microns and an external dye index of 1.44. From this the level of

fluorescence should be 30 times higher in a taper than in a multimode polished fibre of the

same length. Furthermore, most of the pump power is absorbed in a taper. Consequently,

for small diameter tapers (2 microns or less), much higher absolute efficiencies are possible

compared to muftimode fibres. Tapered fibres are also less sensitive to variations in the

external refractive index than unclad multimode fibres, as shown in Figure 4. Here the

efficiency of a two micron taper is plotted as a function of dye index over the range of n =

1.33 (water) to 1.44. As can be seen, the efficiency does not vary by more than a factor of

three over the whole index range.

6.3 A practical demonstration of a fluorescent sensor based on tapered
single mode optical fibres

6.3.1 Materials and apparatus

The indicator, disodium fluorescein, and methanol, the solvent chosen for this experiment, as

well as pH buffer solutions, were purchased from Fisons Scientific Equipment. For the

titration process, glacial acetic acid (17.4 M) and concentrated aqueous potassium hydroxide

(100 M) were respecti'e'y obtained from Aldrich Chemical Company and Fisons. The pH

levels of the buffers and titration products were verified using a hand-held pH electrode
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Figure 6.4 Sensitivity to variations in the external refractive index for a 2 inicron taper
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supplied by RS Components with z.n overall stated accuracy of+ 0.03 pH units. To ensure a

constant external refractive index, appropriate amounts of dimethyl sulphoxide, supplied by

BDH Laboratory Supplies, were added ,nd regularly confirmed using a Bellingham and

Stanley sugar refractometer.

The single-mode optical fibre used for the set, - -r was the silica York Technology SM450

with a numerical aperture of 0.18. Tapers were made in a manner reported earlier (2"1 and

shown in Figure 5. The tapers used in this study had waist diameters from 0.5 to 2.5 microns

(transmission losses of 0.1 dB), which represented a compromise between a sensitive system

and a durable one. Narrow tapers tended to break, and wide tapers were not sufficiently

sensitive. The tapers were then mounted in the custom built linear dye cell, as shown in Figure

6, to provide a means of circulating solutions about the taper. The refractive index of the

solutions ranged from 1.32 to 1.453. Once mounted, the tapers could be easily handled and

have been in use for several months.

0

LoIt.•

Figure 6.5 Set-up for taper fiibrication:WLS = white light source (tungsten), C =
optical chopper: L = lens. M = motor-driven stage: F = flame

The experimental configuration, shown in Figure 7. measured output fluorescence level as a

function of pH. An Argon-ion lv.:r. tuned to the 488 nm line, was used to excite the

fluorescent dye around the taper. The indicator in solution released fluorescent energy when

excited by the evanescent field if the fibre. The Cruorescent emissions from the excited dye

molecules were then coupled hack into the fundamental guided mode of the taper. The level

of these emissions was characterised by using a monochromati'r. This light was then detected



Figure 6.6 Dye-cell apparatus for exposing the taper to different pH levels with a
Constant concentration of indicator dye, at a constant index of refraction.

(DOIuCe

Iw.CL C

Figure 6.7 Flu~orescent measurement system using tapered singrle mode opti cal fibre:

L= lens. C = optical chopper. Taper is mounted i,: ai dye cell support (anl

solution ;s pumped through the cell by a peristaltic pump.

by a large-area photo diode (RS Components, data sheet 12508). Due to the signal levels,

intensity measurements were made using lock-in detection (Stanford Re~search Systems). The

loc~k-in amplifier wa.s linked to a personal co~mputer via an ana!ogue to digital data acquisition

card. The fluorescence spectrum l'ound was typical fo~r that of hulk absorption t.•l a~s seen in

Figure 8. Suhsequent mea~surment~s wece then made with the monochnmmator set at 526 nim,

the wavelength of maximum fluorescence.
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Figure 6.8 Spectrum of disodium fluorescein (Uranin) in methanoL

6.3.2 Measurements and results

A volumetric titration of 100 M potassium hydroxide and 17.4 M acetic acid was carried out

to establish a baseline for pH level as a function of volume of added base. The amount of

acetic acid used was then fixed for all subsequent experiment trials, and the pH levels obtained

were verified by the pH meter. This baseline curve, as shown in the solid line of Figure 9,

exhibited the typical sigmoid shape of pH as a function of added H* ions (represented by

volume added). The data represented by squares in Figure 9 describes the same titration

performed using a tapered fibre with the fluorescein indicator in solution: the right-hand y-axis

applies. Approximately fifty sets of data were taken on the described experimental apparatus,

and they clearly demonstrated the expected titration curve.

6.3.3 Limitations o' current system

All optical fibre set.•,ors for pH share some fundamental difficulties in assessing pH precisely.

The relationship between the surface-measured pH and the actual pH of bulk solution differs

due to the efficct of electrostatic repulsion. The surface of the optical waveguide posscsses

acid-Nase properties that are reflected in the surface pH. In the case of this sensor, and many
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Figure 6.9 pH titration curve: wlid line from pH meter, E__Zfor taperedfibre. Note
that in both cases the external refractive index is adjusted to 1.44.

others reported in the literature, the sample solution (and thereby all the other ionic

components of the solution), has been kept constant. In this case, the errors tend to cancel
"v"'. For application in biochemical assays (particularly biomedical), this condition is likely

to always be met.

6.4 Conclusions

Tne tapered optical fibre sensor as discussed here was found to be very responsive to pH

changes. A calibration curve between level of fluorescent light and pH could be readily

determined. However, because the indicator was not a fundamental portion of the sensor, the

solutions used had to be pre-conditioned - both for refractive index and indicator dye content.

A possible cure for this limitation would be to immoiilise It•OLAISl the indicator in the cladding

(or as the cladding) along the taper. Such "active coating" sensors often provide much higher

sensitivity 1lsa.• Many immobilisation methods are described in the literature, and will

be discussed in Chapter 7. Immobilisation of a thin layer with indicator molecules in it would

both fix the refractive index and the concentration of the indicator. Nonetheless, the use of

single mode rather than multimode fibres results in a more stable and repeatable optical launch

as well as higher achievable levels of fluorescent capture.



Chapter 7

Immobilisation

Summary

This chapter reviews some of the techniques available to combine a selective or
recognition element in conjunction with a sensitive one (here, an optical fibre).

.The expected fluorescence capture performance of an optical fibre with an
immobilised fluorescent indicator is presented. A simple experiment is described
to determine if the tapered single mode fibre would be able to respond to an
external sample solution with a fluorescent indicator immobilised to its surface.
The sensitivity of this assay is assessed, and the groundwork is laid for the
development of the tapered single mode fibre as a 'true'sensor.

7.0 A true sensor: sensitive and seleLtive

The optical fibre sensor in general must be developed to take advantage of the benefits of its

configuration, especially its ability to perform remote operation. This usually dictates that a

chemical that i:i selectively sensitive to the analyte be immobilised in some manner to the

waveguide. As many chemical fibre sensors depend upon the evanescent field for interaction,

the process of immobilisation chosen must not restrict the access of the sample to the

waveguide. Notwithstanding these constraints, many of the types of immobilisation

techniques used for other optical detection systems have been successfully applied to optical

fibres.

7.1 Immobilisation techaiques for optical waveguides

Many techniques have evolved to attempt to bring together the chemically-selective elements

of an immobilised-indicator sensor to waveguidest . At least some of these techniques must

"t 128,42.59,80,193.221.245.248,310.342.365,372.390,397.408,412,433.4.6,447]
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be attempted in order for the tapered optical fibre loop to demonstrate adequately that it can

perform as a biochemical sensor. Some methods typically used to attach selective chemistries

to waveguides are silylation (or silanisation), Langmuir-Blodgett films and the sol-gel

process. These techniques are generally reviewed in the next sections.

7.1.1 Silanisation

Silylation is defined as the substitution of a hydrogen atom, bound to the hetero atom of an

inorganic (i.e., without carbon) substrate, with a silyl group (depicted in Figure 1), forming a

hetero-silicon atom bond without further alteration of the molecule. Silanisation involves

converting a silanol group to a less polar group, which converts a terminal hydrogen to some

other group, frequently an organic compound (for chemical and biological sensors).

Silylation (and silanisation) can be applied to many biochemical systems with the use of

organofunctional silanes. These silanes (and others) have reactive groups at one end for

covalent attachment to supports such as quartz, glasses of a variety of configurations, as well

as optical fibres themselvest.

I (a) I (b)
-SiOH to -SiOR

I I
silanol group less polar

silyl ethers

Silylation:

CH 3  'C) (d)
i Cinto an organic

I compound

CH3

Figure 7.1 Silanisation (a and b) and silvlation (c and d).

t 125,41,77,219,408,911
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Depending on the chemical attached to the arm of the silane linker not bound to the optical

fibre, sufficient optical signal may be generated by silanising directly onto the fibre itself

without introducing any support structure. Some of the optical systems reviewed in

Appendix I did include an additional layer or polymer to increase the optical path, but

frequently these systems already suffered from inefficiencies in capturing the available optical

information (attenuation or received fluorescence): the additional complexity of another

substrate usually made matters worse, rather than correcting the initial deficiencies of the

system being employed. The combination of the amount of responding material (absorbed

,by or fluorescent to the analyte) and the length of silanisation of the fibre, togetier with the

intensity of the evanescent fie!d at the silanised layer determine the overall sensitivity of such

devices. The ease of configuring the chemically-reactive end of the silane to any desired

functional group for many applications make this technique very attractive. Further, the

potential for monolayers or thin layers on the fibre surface allow a high proportion of the

evanescent field to interact with the analyte (directly or indirectly) reacting with the silanised

layer. Silylation (or silanisation) can be applied to silica-based optical fibres (or any other

waveguide) for chemical sensing.

7.1.2 Langmuir-Blodgett films

Langmuir and Blodgett pioneered a technique sixty years ago to place monolayers of chemical

films on surfaces. An organised assembly of molecules can be transferred to a solid substrate

by dipping the substrate through the film to produce a monolayer, or by repeated dippings,

multilayers. These films are generally characterised as well-ordered and mono-molecularly

layered"•a""". These characteristics of Langmuir-Blodgett films allow for rapid and

sensitive interaction with the external environment if these molecular layers are reactive

biomolecules (or other suitable recognition entity). Troughs for depositing

Langmuir-Blodgett films in a repeatable manner are commercially available, though typically

more suitable to a planar surface rather than a cylindrical one. Attempts to apply these films

to optical fibres have met with mixed SUCLcssI 3"ý.M4". Some of these problems relate to the

unknown configuration of the molecules in the layer, but others relate to the geometry oI" the

fibre. Since many optical fibre sensing systems use only the tip of the fibre for sample
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interactions, this portion may be made planar. Similarly, the polished fibre sensors (the flat

portion of the D profile) could be used in conjunction with Langmuir-Blodgett films. The

limitation in these cases may be the amount of material available for interaction (particularly

with a monolayer of selective molecules), but this may be sufficient for many biochemical

sensor applications.

7.1.3 Sol-gel

The sol-gel technique is a method (for which there are at least three approaches) of deposition

of thin coatings onto glass and other substrates. It has been used to place specific coatings

(i.e., antireflective) onto optical componentst . Its greatest benefit is that it can produce

optically smooth surfaces. These coatings can be used in many different applications,

including those involving chemical sensors. The chemistry behind this process is complex,

and must be carefully controlled at every stage in order to avoid fracture during the drying of

such films. The basic so!-gel process is approached from any one of three methods'3 l:

"* gelation of a solution of colloidal powders

"• hydrolysis and polycondensation of alkoxide or nitrate precursors

followed by a hypercritical drying of gels

"* and hydrolysis ard polycondensation of alkoxide precursors followed

by aging and drying under ambient atmospheres

These approaches all require the evolution of a sol, a dispersion of colloidal particles in a

liquid, and a gel, an interconnected, rigid network with pores of submicrometer dimensions

and polymeric chains whose average length is greater than a micrometer. The -p,,cific

definitions of colloids, gels, and the ligands involved in the steps of the process are complex

and often specific to the type of chemistries being attemptedA'"51. With appropriate protocols,

these coatings have been used in conjunction with optical fibre evanescent wave sonsi:s. A

t 152-69,252, 265.3 961
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porous cladding can be created, allowing an indicator or indicator-labelled reactive chemical

to be held close to the surface of the fibre. The sol-gel film can be dip-coated onto the fibret.

Some limitations of current techniques include leaching of the trapped chemical, dissolution

of the structures in some chemical environments, and cracking of the structure1157 .

7.1.4 Other

Other methods of depositing thin films to surfaces have been attempted, based on materials

varying from polyurethane to epoxy to photoresist. Films have been developed from

molecules with particular affinities to certain surfaces (e.g., penicillinaset"1""" ). The lack of

reproducibility of films as well as the need for adaptation to many different chemical reactions

has limited the application of such methods.

7.2 Expected behaviour of thin films deposited on optical fibres

The configuration of molecular layers of the films deposited onto optical fibres is absolutely

critical to their performance. Non-uniform layers interfere drastically with the efficiency of

evanescent field interaction, as the index of refraction of most solutions used for organic

material is nearly that of water. The molecular constituents of the films must either be induced

to have a uniform orientation, or chosen to have such a characteristic inherently. For

multimode fibres, a fairly stringent requirement for the depths of such films is established,

but this is primarily to simplify the calculations of the optical field (from LP theory to ray

approximation). It was found, as will be discussed in Chapter 8, that as long as the layers

were optically smooth on the same order of magnitude of the wavelength, the film acted as

the expected guide for the optical energy. In general, however, the films are treated as very

thin films that do not contribute significantly to the effective refractive index of the waveguide,

and can all but be neglected save for the presence of the fluorescent or absorbing sources, and

are often treated as sources imbedded in the cladding. This assumption leads to a simple

estimation for the fluorescence capture efficiency based on the analysis of Chapter 6, where

t [69.138.235,236,246.3191
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the integral is re-evaluated from the surface to a small distance away from the surface

p + 5 p. The efficiency is then twice what what we had before, or:

"1 = 2 logV(NA) 2

" V = ..... .nt (1)

V, the normalised wave number, is given by 2= NA; and NA, the numerical aperture of

the taper, is given by (n 2 _ n 2/2

In order to examine the behaviour of thin fluorescent films on the surface of the tapered single

mode fibre, a very simple (chemical) system was chosen, as the point of the experiment was

to examine the light-guiding properties of the immobilised layer rather than invent new

chemical procedures for attaching functional groups to optical waveguides. Because of its

unique affinity to glass, penicillinase t(M'"z was chosen as the immobilised layer for the

tapered optical fibre sensor.

7.3 Demonstration of the tapered fibre: an immobilised-indicator based
penicillin sensor

The main goal for this experiment was to immobilise fluorescently-labeled penicillinase

around the tapered single-mode fibre and measure penicillin levels based on quenching of

fluorescence by release of penicilloic acid. This would serve to demonstrate immobilisation

of fluorescent indicators on tapered fibre surface gives results similar to those of bulk solution;

that is, the coated tapers are as least as sensitive. Although the experiment itself is relatively

simple in conception, the chemical requirements for such a system are not trivial, and the use

of enzymes required careful handling in order for the chemical activity of the species to be

constanL

7.3.1 Preparation of the biochemical element of the sensor

First, the penicillinase had to be labelled with the fluorescent marker (fluorescein

isothiocyanate, FJTC). This required that the penicillinase be dissolved from its delivered dry
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state and then desalted into an appropriate medium for binding. The recommended solution

from the supplier (Sigma) was an alkaline phosphate buffer. The buffer salts from the original

shipped penicillinase were removed by running the protein through a Sephadex column,

which served to separate molecules of different weight. An ELISA-based analysis to locate

the highest protein concentration from the eluate was performed, and the protein samples

amassed, using the standard curve shown in Figure 2. Next, an appropriate amount of FITC
0.5 . ' i I .

0.45- _ L 2 - -_- --.
0.4-Jd II1

0.35 - _ ___ - __ _ _1_ ___I I I I I .! 7
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0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

Protein (mg)

Figure 7.2 Bio Rad Bovine serum albumin standard curve: used to relate ELISA
read-out values to level of protein in the sample cell

in the same alkaline buffer was added to the penicillinase samples. The system was allowed

to react, and then the unbound FITC was separated from the labelled penicillinase by running

the solution through another Sephadex column. Again, the protein-rich samples were

combined; this was simplified once tne penicillinase had been labelled by the FITC, as the
1 .belled protein was visually different than the unbound FITC (dark yellow versus orange).

Next, the ability of the fluorophore to fluoresce and the penicillinase to react with penicillin

had to be confirmed prior to immobilisation on the fibre surface. The labelled penicillinase

had been switched to a slightly acidic ph( a;.e buffer at the same time as the unbound FITC

had been removed. Sigma recommended this buffer as more appropriate for maximum

activity of the penicillinase. T'he fluorescence of varying concentration levels of unbound

FITC was measured on a fluofimeter, and a simp!e concentration versus fluorescence level

standard graph was developed (Figure 3). The bound FITC was then neasured in dilutions
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Figure 7.3 S;andard curve for fluorescence level of FITC solutions. The filled circles
represent different FITC-labelled penicillinase dilutions and are compared
to the standard. The bound FITC retains its fluorescent nature.

to determine its effective concentration. The FITC-labelled penicillinase displayed an

adequate fluorescence signal to be measurable on the fluorimeter.

The activity of labelled penicillinase had to be compared to the activity of unlabelled

penicillinase against standard solutions of penicillin (for this experiment, Penicillin-G or

benzylpenicillin). An indicator reagent (blue-black starch solution) that changed colour

dramatically was used in conjunction with the ELISA-based system. A group of reaction

controls were prepared and the indicator solution added. If the penicillinase reacted with

penicillin, penicilloic acid would be released, which turned from blue-black to clear in the

presence of the acid. The completeness o" this change, and the speed of the reaction was

assessed by examining the transmission through the solution. The labelled penicillinase did

display the rwquir.,d level of activity, as shown in Figure 4. Details of the chemical procedure

can be found in Appc;,d.>, i1L

Now that all the necessary chemical components had been dcvelop[ ], they had to he combined

with the sensitive element of the sensor system: the tapered fibre. The immobilisation
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Figure 7.4 As FITC-labelled penicillinase interacts with standard solutions of
penicillin and releases H+, a blue-black starch indicator turns clear, and
the the measured OD increases dramatically.

procedure was simple: the labelled penicillinase was allowed to react with tapered fibre in

its mount overnight (at 40 C), as penicillinase will preferentially adsorb to glass""'"•.

7.3.2 Preparation of the optical element of the sensor

A taper was prepared and mounted in the dye cell. In addition, a coupler of known

power-splitting ratio (i.e., 95:5) was constructed in order to monitor input power. The

experimental setup, similar to the absorption measurements, is illustrated in Figure 5. The
Optcal
detector L C

0O Taper copi r
L Sgh Optical

Snf3 source
mode

<=> L. fibreSOptical
detector

amplifier

Figure 7.5 Experimental set-up to measure fluorescence decrease as affuncticn of
penicillin concentration. C= optical ck, -pper, L = lens. Taper with
immobilised FITC-labelled penicillinase mounted in dye cell; samples are
injected with a syringe.
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optimal setting for the movochromator was determined by taking an initial fluorescence

spectrum, with the peak level found at 522 nm, ± 2 am. The fluorescence spectrum for

FITC-labelled penicillinase on a tapered single mode fibre is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 7.6 Fluorescent spectrum of FITC-labelled penicillinase

7.3.3 Testing the penicillin sensor

The penicillinase-coated taper was exposed to concentration levels of penicillin from 6 gM

to 0.4 mM, ind the fluorescence level wa.s monitored continuously. The quenching of the

FITC fluorescence as penicilloic acid was released could be seen by eve, especially at the

highest concentration levels of penicillin. The rate of fluorescence decrease for each

concentration level was calculated at 5 second intervals and compared. After each exponure,

buffer solution was circulated through the dye cell mount to remove the penicillin. The

fluorescence level was monitored and the process of rinsing continued until the /luoresc,:nce

level recovered to its criginal level. It was expected that only an initial 'fast' rate could be

used to separate the different concentrations as enzyme binding in a static

environment •325.41.D.19 undergoes initial diffusion (Fick's law), and subsequently

dissociation, electrostatic repulsion, steric deformation, and re-association events that may

cause an oscillarion in the received fluorescence signal independent of the reaction that is
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Figure 7.7 Fluorescence uptake fo•rfibre taper; protein-protein interaction on surface.

being monitored. Figure 7 illustrates fluorescence uptake in a protein-binding event with such

multiple processes.

Sampling times of less then 60 seconds were used to discriminate the initial concentration of

the penicillin sample; Fick's law would apply in at least the first 40 seconds, as shown in

Figure 8. A concentration curve versus level of fluorescence decrease could be developed for
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Figure 7.8 Fluorescence uptake for fibre taper in the first 40 seconds of interaction,
using the first order approximation (Fick's law).
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Figure 7.9 Concentration of initiai peniciliir sample determined by the rate of
decrease of fluorescence of FITC-labelled imnmobilised penicillinase after a
30 second sample exposure time.

a fixed time intervad. Thirty seconds was found to be. best, and acalibration curve for penicilin

concentration is shown in Figure 9.

As seen in Figure 7, it would be expected that other phenomena would interferz with the

simple calibration curves being devetoped at arbitrary times. For example, if calibration

curves for other time intervals are combined on one graph, the rate of fluorescence decrease

does not continue monotonically. If the curves in Figure 10 7re examined, it can be. seen that

there is crossover between the different fluorescent decreases measured after different time-.

The first explicit curve is chcsen to represent Lhe initial interaction (Fick's law) of the unknown

penicillin sample and the immobilised FITC-labelled penicillinase.
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7.4 Limitations of the current system

The limit of detection of the FrTC-iabelled penicillinase coated tripered fibre sensor is of the

order of ppb. Although it is comparable to, and in some cases better than, the current penicillin

sensors reported in the literaturet, the sensor as it stands has not bee n adequately tasted against

cross-reacting species or the varying types of penicillin. Although individual concentration

levels of penicillin give reproducible results, the sys,.m is not likely to be useful to

discriminate unknown samples. It did, however, demonstrate that if indicators were bound

in the interaction region of" the taper (at the taper waist), sensitive measurements could be

made. The fluorescence levels captured were adequate to discriminate one sarrple

concentration level from another.

t 1132,161,193,194.210,248.262,437,65,7-5,'. •9,274,275,.278,399,44-,i
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7.5 Conclusions

A more severe limitation of the penicillinase coated tapered fibre is its linear configuration.

There is some difficulty in coating the taper in its current mount without contaminating the

mount surface, and easily exposing the taper to samples. A new geometry for the tapered

fibre and mounting arrangement was necessary, as will be described in Chapter 8. The

penicillinase-coated single mode tapered fibre did demonstrate very effectively the capability

of the device to use capture fluore-scent power from immnobilised iadicators to deteimine

analyte concentration. A more generic method for attaching recognition or --elective elements

to the optical fibre is iso needed, as will be discussed in Chapter 9. Given some optimisation,

in both configuration and immobilisation technique, it was expected that a very sensitive

sensor for biological and chemical material could be developed.
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Chapter 8

Optimising sensor configuration

Summary

Adiabatically tapered single mode fibre evanescent field devices have been
demonstrated as a better alternative for fluorescent capture devices then those
sensors based on multimode fibres, as well as suitable candidates for opticalfibre
evanescent absorption transducers. Despite this inherent capability, configuring
the tapered fibre as a device suitable for biochemical sensing remains in general
a problem. As is discussed in this chapter, a .more desirable configuration.for the
tapered fibre had to be establishedL A lossless macrobend (180°1) was introduced
in the tapered region of the single mode fibre. The tapered fibre loop was tested
in conjunction with a silanisation process for indicator immobilisation. The
expected fluorescent capture level is predicted, and compared to experimental
results. It is found that when a suitable coating thickness is applied to the region
near and including the taper waist of the fibre loop, a novel waveguide siructure
with potentially very high fluorescent captlre is developed.

8.0 Optical fibre macrobends

In general, bends can be introduced to optical fibres as long as the radius of curvature is greater

than the limit imposed by stress on the fibre (outer surface tension and inner surface

compression) as defined belowilyn:

b
0:002 (1)

where b is the radius of the fibre taper at the bend and Rb is the radius of curvature.

For example, with a tapered tibre radius of 0.5 gaim. the bend radius should be greater than

250 ptm (0.25mm) in order to maintain a bend without stress losses or fracture. Typically,

bend radii of 0.5 to 1.0 mm could be used without excess loss or b-reakage. The total
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transmission loss of the tapered fibre loop was 0. 1 dB or less; the introduction of the bend did

not significantly add to the total loss through the tapered fibre.

Other researchers have used such macrobends with multimode sensors to induce losses1 7 1.

A stripped (etched or melted with a CO2 laser) multimode fibre is used as a refractometer,

with the bend introduced to enhance the loss when the sensor was placed in contact with a

medium of differing refractive index (in this case, the presence of water). Pressure, strain and

magnetic sensors based on a biconically tapered (asymmetric) single-mode fibre with a bend

radius of 62 mm have been con.structedr" . These structures are too large to be used with

type of sample volume expected for biochemical systems.

8.1 Applying the macrobend to the single mode tapered fibre

Structures that have approximately the same scale as desirable for the fibre loop sensor have

been developed 't"",-. Some of these were made to radii of curvatures that were even smaller

than the stress considerations would allow, and did not exhibit any breakage. Some

preliminary theoretical work has been done to examine the actual effect of curvature changes

along the taper, rather than simply applying the stress formula for untapered fibres. The Love

slowness criterion introdu.zed in Chapter 4 was applied to define a critical value for the radius

of curvature with the distance along the curved taper axis. A proposed function for this relation

was defined by Birks et al 431, which is not as easy to appiy as the first formula. An example

of the improvement in reduction of scale is given by the authors, who were able to bend a

15 pm diameter tapered fibre about a 0.75 mm bend radius with negligible loss. The fibre

stress formula would pedict a much larger radius, 3.75 mm, as a limit, so the revised approach

is certainly attractive. The authors further suggested a thinner taper could be bent in almost

any manner without loss.

In this work, the initial tapered fibres with macrobends were bent entirely by hand, and it was

necessary to he conservative in the size of macrobend constructed. Further, an inability to

measure the final taper waist d:ameter achieved in each case of tapering until alter the tap-r

loop was mounted required that a worst case assumption be made (in terms of thickness of

waist diameter). TaJing these various limitations into account, a fibre mount was constructed
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'S

Cap

Solution is placed in the cap, and recogoiition
events occur on the surface of loop wavwguide

Figure 8.1 Support for initial version of tapered single mode fibre loop sensor, cut
away view. The upper half of the mount is placed over the bottom half with
the fibre fixed in place; a cap can be placed over the complete mount to
protect the taper loop or to allow chemical interactions to take place.

to accommodate a radius of curvature of 1.0 mm as depicted in Figure 1. Loops of this bend

radius were made repeatedly without significant transmission loss (0.1 dB or les;s).

Subsequently, macrobends with a radius of 0.5 mm were made without difficulty.

Now that a much simpler configuration, with suitably low loss, had been devised, practical

application of coatings to make the system specific to the desired chemistry was possible.

Silanisation with an appropriate organofunctional silane could be used to introduce

appt ;priate functional groups onto the silica fibre surface, without contaminating the mount.

The tapered fibre loop could intarat aimply with the samples.

8.2 Use of the tapered single mode fibre loop in an immunoassay

The use of optical fibres with i,-nmohilisd recognition elements for immunoassay sensors is

well known""'. In general, the fibre sensor will not be affected by fluorescence from

molecules spaced away from the waveguide (i.e., background interference). This method not

only allows the presence or absence of the fluorescent indicator to be detected but also enables

quantitative measurements to be made. The biochemicz] materials bound to the waveguide
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surface exhibit fluorescence in response to a change in the amount of analyte present (either

quenching, the introduction of a fluorescent label, or a two-step fluorescent label assay).

To examine the tapered fibre loop in a fluorescent-based immunoassay, either fluorophores

or recognition elements used with secondary fluorophore reactants were silanised directly to

the fibre surface. If the fluorescence occured in the entire region surrounding the silanised

tapered fibre, then the fluorescent collection efficiency would be given by Equation 2,

log,V(NA )2

"V= f (2)

The tapered silanised fibre loop used for this analysis had a numerical aperture of 0.59 in the

taper waist region where the external refractive index was 1.32, cladding refractive index was

1.458, taper radius p was 0.5 microns, and the wavelength of the expected fluorescenIce was

0.526 microns. Using this equation, the fluorescence capture efficiency was anticipated to be

0.13%. This assumed that the refractive index of the molecular layer of fluorescein

isothiocyanate (FITC) and silane (and other proteins for appropriate linking) immediately

adjacent to the fibre was negligible. However, even if a near-monolayer coating was applied,

some effect was likely to be seen. In practise, a monolayer was not found, as illustrated in

the scanning electron microscope photograph in Figure 2.

The coating here is approximately 160 nm in depth, which implies that for the tapers used in

this immunoassay study, a coating about 1/3 as thick as the waveguide itself surrounds it The

fluorescent molecules appear to act as a thin surface layer radiating around the waeguide in

dimensions significant to it. In order to take this into account, the fluorescence capture

efficiency must again be evaluated from the surface to a small distance away, i.e., p to

p 4 6 p to arrive at the appropriate efficiency, which is the same as used in the penicillinase

experiment,

2 log, V(1vA)2

V t26 (I)
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Figure 8.2 Surface of a fibre with CTP3-BSA attachcd to the silanised fibre at 2 micron

resolution. NB: this section of the fibre is not at the toper waist.

Thus the expected fluorescence capture rate would now he 0.27 % (including rounding), it

is important to realise that there is a fundamental limitation in comparing theoretically derived

fluorescent capture levels and experimentally measured ones. In an experimental set-up,

typically the actual orientation and absorption cross-sectiOn of individual molecules are not

known, nor is the quantum efficiency of the fluorophore. Experimental efficiency is based

on the ratio of totao collected fluorescent power (collecting energy at wavelengths above the

pump wavelength having performed suitabie spectroscopic analysis) to input power

(measured via a suitable coupler). The pump power must be assumed to be completely

absorbed, or the residual amount measured and subtracted from the denominator.

Nonetheless, the theoretical captume levels should be upper limits of possible sensitivity of

the system, and these are used as a figure of merit. The experimental study performed on

immobilised material on the tapered loop sensor was developed in order to verify that the

theoretical level predicted by this second model adequately represented the effective

[ 
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waveguide system of tapered fibre plus protein layer. This required investigation of a number

of simple model systems.

8.2.1 Model systems based on silanisation and the avidin-biotin
interaction

One of the most useful interactions in immunochemistry involves the specific binding of the

water-soluble vitamin biotin to the egg white protein avidint. Avidin is a tetramer containing

four identical subunits of molecular weight 15,000. Each subunit contains a high affinity

binding site for biotin with an extremely low dissociation constant. The binding is undisturbed

by extremes of pH, buffer sa'ts, or even chaotropic agents, such as guanidine hydrochloride

(up to 3 M). The strength of the avidin-biotin interaction, the strongest- known noncovalent

biological recognition between protein and ligand, has provided researchers wi.l a unique

tool for use in immunoassays and protein isolation.

The avidin-biotin system is particularly well-suited for use as a sandwich or bridging system,

in association with antibody antigen interactions. The biotin molecule can easily be activated

and coupled to either antigens or antibodies, usually with complete retention of activity.

Subsequently, avidin can be conjugated with fluorochromes and used as a high affinity

secondary reagent to greatly increase the sensitivity of an assay, or to make it optically

detectable. The model systems used to initially examine the protein-tapered fibre loop

waveguide system were very simplistic: first, FITC alone was bound to a silanised tapered

fibre loop, then FITC-labeiled avidin directly to the loop, and then FITC-labelled avidin was

allowed to react with a tapered fibre loop with biotin silanised to it. Lastly, a more complex

system was examined with FITC-labelled synthetic peptide CT? 3 bound to a carrier protein

BSA (CTP3 and its significance as an epitope for cholera toxin will be discussed in Ch' tpter

9) attached to the silanised fibre as a preliminary measure for an antigen-antibody

immunoassay.

t [140, 141, 142, 143. 187, 2.51, 260. 4091



8.2.1.1 Chemical preparation of the tapered fibre loop

Various methods of atwching these fluorophores to the optical fibre surface were explored.

The silanes used for the chemical binding were specific to the functional groups present. In

all cases, the solutions used were placed in a cap that fitted over the end of the tapered loop.

In the case of FITC alone and NHS (j-hydroxysuccinimide ester of) -biotin an

amino-functional silane was used. This required that the tapered fibre loop be activated with

3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane at 50° C for one hour. The fibre loop was rinsed thoroughly,

and then 1 mg/ml F1TC in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 8.3 or an equivalent amount

of NHS-biotin was incubated in a cap at room temperature (taken to be 250 C) for an hour.

The fibre loop was rinsed extensively with buffer to remove any unbound material and stored

with buffer solution. For either FITC-avidin or FITC-labelled synthetic CTP 3 BSA,

3-glycidoxypropyltrimethylsilane was reacted with the tapered fibhe loop for one hour at room

temperature. Vicinal diols were formed after hydrolysis of the oxide function by using 11.6

mM HC1 at 90' C for one hour. Aldehyde groups were then formed by oxidation by 0.1 M

NaIO, dissolved in 10% (volume to volume) acetic acid placed in a cap and reacted for another

hour at room temperature. Lastly, either FITC-avidin or FITC-labelled synthetic CTP3 -BSA

were reacted with the tapered fibre loop for an hour, and then the loop was rinsed exhaustively

with buffer solution (the same as used in the amino-functional silane protocol) and stored with

a cap filled with the same buffer. A pictorial representation of these functional groups, as

they attach to the silica fibre surface, is shown in Figure 3.

8.2.1.2 Fluorescent measurements

The 488 nm line of a water-cooled argon-ion laser (Coherent Innova 90-5), passed through

an optical chopper, was used to excite the fluorophore. The fluorescent light from the excited

bound fluorophores was coupled into the guided mode of the taper. The input wavelength

was removed with a high pass wavelength filter (OD 515 nm) which allowed wavelengths at

or above 515 nm to pass through it; this completely blocked out (50 dB loss or more) the

excitation wavelength. The filtered light, emissions from the captured fluorescence, was then

t----_
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Figure 8.3 Modification of terminal group of silane, attached to silica fibre surface, to
bind protein

detected by a large area photo diode. Voltage levels (converted from the current output of

the photodiode) weire recorded with a lock-in detector linked to the optical chopper. The

lock-in detector was linked to a personal computer via an analogue to digital data acquisition

card. Initial measurements of the excitation wavelength through the OD 515 nm filter were

made and found to give statistically negligible readings. The photo diode alone, without any

illumination source other than ambient light (the photo diode was mounted with a pin hole

cover suitable for insertion of an optical fibre), gave extremely low readings, which were used

in conjunction with the filter readings to give a noise level for comparison to the fluorescent

readings. Fortunately, all the fluorescent emissions were found to be at least three orders of

magnitude higher than the baseline noise level. The optical launch of the fibre did not need

to be disturbed while tle cap was filled with sample solutions, nor while the locp was being

rinsed. A baseline fluorescence reading of a fibre loop in contact with 1 mg/ml FITC in

solution (not bound to the fibre surfice) was made as wel.

The fluorescence levels captured from FITC attached directly to the silanised tapered fibre

were in line with what was predicted by theory, as was the fluorescence measured for the

FITC in solution. All the other model systems, however, exhibited fluorescence levels

significantly higher than expected. This is shown in Table 1.



System Power measured (mW) Percmntate ofinput power (%)

Predicted (theoretical) level 0.00892 0.268

FITC 0.0071 0.197

FITC in solution 0.0006 0.016

FITC-Avidin 0.096 2.67

Biotin-FlTC-Avidin 0.091 2.53

FITC-CTP3-BSA 0.12 3.33

Table U1 Fluorescence levels of various fluorescent orfluorescently-labelled proteins

in contact with the tapered fibre. Input power was 3.8 mrw at 488 nm.

There am several ways to attempt to explain this result. A simple solution would be to note

that the theoretical treatment of the fluorescing molecules on the surface of the optical

waveguide assumes an equal density of fluorophores for all cases. This is certainly not the

case since the number of FITC molecules that could bind to the fibre depends on the number

of potentially accessible lysine groups (the biotin binding site of avidin may be sterically

hindered when certain groups 'R' are present near the lysine). In both the FITC-avidin and

biotin-FITC-avidin systems, up to 10 FITC molecules could bind per avidin (though in

practise only 6-7 are normally bound); for the FITC-BSA-CTP 3 "' system more than 40 FITC

molecules may be bound (though only 24-28 would be expected). 1; this is taken into account

simply by multiplying the fluorescent effect by the number of FITC possible per protein

molecule, then the levels described b-. Table 2 are anticipated.

System Maximum Level expected in Measured level, %
expected level practice (i.e., 7 out of 10

_FITC molecules), %

FITC 0.268 0.268 0.197

FITC-Avidin 2.68 1.88 2.67

FITC-Biotin -Avidin 2.68 1,88 2.53

FITC-CrTP3-BSA 10.72 7.5 3.33

Table 8.2 Fluorescent levels with simplistic fluorophore quantification.
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Although this seems to address the situation, it is not a very satisfactory explanation when the

physical aspects of the protein are taken into account. Avidin is simply huge compared to

FITC alone (molecular weights of = 60,000 and 400, respectively). It is extremely unlikely

that t.e fluorophore density in the volume surrounding the taper is distributed in such a

multiplicatively-simplistic manner. These molecules will not occupy the; same volume, and

ctrtainly not while on a surface 1'3. It is more likely that another explanation is more plausible.

When these tapered fibre loops were first considered for use in immunoassays, it was assumed

that a monolayer or insignificantly thin layer (from the viewpoint of the wavelength of light

utilised) would be attached. Although this appears to be true for silane alone (see Figure 4)

or FITC in c,..ijunction with silane (borne out by Table 2), it certainly is not true for protein

coats. A number of methods were used to assess the surface yield (i.e., amount bound per

surface area) as well as the thickness of the attached layer.

Figure 8.41 Surface of tapered fibre loop with only silane (3-aminopropylttrethoxy"-
Wian'e) at 2 micron resolution
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Figure 8.5 Yield of SAED molecules covalently bound th" ough a siia'disation process to
the surface of the fibre.

8.2.2 Surface yield determination

Two chemical methods of determining surface yield were attempted. First, a fluorescent

technique based on SAED (sulfosuccinimidyl 2-(7-azido-4-methyl coumarin-3-acetomido)

ethyl-l.3'-dithiopropionate) and its interaction with TCEP.HCI (tris(2-carboxyethyl)

phosphine) was tried. Next, these results were compared to radio-isotope protein yields

derived from gamma counts.

SAED can be bound, using the 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethylsilane protocol, to fibres with a

measured surface area. This molcule has a double sulphide bond that can t-e cleaved with a

reducing molecule, TCEP. The part that is removed is the mobile fluorescent moiety. The

fluorescence of these detached fluorophores could be mreasured on a fluorescence

spectrometer and compared to reference concentrations. The resulting yield is calculated to

be approximately 0.6 to 5.6 molecules /A' or 40-,125 pg/mm 2 . This is shown in Figure 5.

This calculation pre-supposes a surface area, rather than a volume. It is likely, if the upper

range of the calculation is used, that the layer is at keast 5 molecules thick. Another method

was needed for comparison,
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A radioassay was performed based on, the gamma counts from sodium "5I. Fibre!,? of known

surface area were prepared and bound through die amino-functional silane assay (Appendix

M) to a commercially purified peptide (Arginine-Lysine-Aspartic Acid-Valine-Tyrosine

peptide). The sodium '25T should bind to the tyrosine in a 1:1 manner, thus allowing a good

approximation of the number of protein molecules actually binding to the silanised fibre.

Gamma counts of solutions with known concentrations of sodiumn 5I were compared to thcse

received for the radioactive fibres, yielding approximately 0.01 molecules/A, and 125ng/mm',

which was about 10-15 times more than expected for a surface areaiv3I. The peptide was

attached to the fibre with an amino-silane, which typically does give rise to thicker (heavier)

protein layersa'"3 n1 . This confirmed the notion that the protein layer was many molecules,

possibly up to 10, thick.

Lastly, scanning electron microscopy of the fibre surfaces was used to assess thicknesses of

various protein layers. Rough measurement of the thickness of the layer was possible from

photos such as shown in Figure 6, which shows a thickness up to approximately 250 nm. The

.............. ,...• • : . ..

Figure 8.6 Surface of a fibre with CTI?-RBSA attached to sifanised surface, at 200 nm
resolution.
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surface layer must indeed occupy a volume, as opposed to a two-dimensional surface area.

As shown in Figure 7, the protein coatings were smooth from the standpoint of the optical

2

SOONM

Figure 8.7 5Onm resolution offibre with C7'P,-BSA attached to silanised surface.
Protein coat appears to be optically smooth.

wavelength (500 nm). This information, in conjunction with estimates for the index of

refraction of the protein layer, were used to develop a model for the behaviour of the

fluorescent light in the protein-tapered fibre waveguides.

8.3 Novel waveguide concept

Since careful definition of the protein conformation and binding behaviour was not possible,

it is perhaps better to look at the optical field in conjunction with what information is available

about the nature of the waveguide. The surface examination rmethod.s seemed to be consistent

with one another in establishing that a multi-layer of protein built up around the optical fibre

that remrai red accessible to the sample, atid that was opticrlly smooth. If this is the case, then
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the protein coat could be acting as an effective waveguide in and of itself, and dcpending on

the actual thickness and index of refraction of the material, the fluorescence generated in this

protein waveguide may couple into the mode of the tapered fibre. Using the computer

program described in Chapter 3 to analyse the modal fleld evolution through the tapered region

near the taper waist, a four layer problem was evaLXated, with :he •efractive index profile as

shown in Figure 8. The thickncss of the protte;n coating (silane, protein, fluorescent label) is

approximated at 0.15 trn consistent with estimates from SEM photographs, and an estimated

aC

b

n

d

distarce from core

Figure 8.8 Refractive index profile used in the computer model to analyse optical field
propagation for the taper waist region. Letter a is the core dimension: b
represents the extent of the cladding; c is representative of the protein
coating extent; and d is the buffer extent (which, as far as the rmodel is
concerned, extends to infinity).

index of refraction of 1.6 is used for the external protein coating"" ' Zht

As the evanescent field of the tapered fibre mode interacts with material silanised on its

surface, the attached fluorophores generate fluorescence which is actually carried along in its

own mode. The energy of the waveguide is now in both the fibre as well as the external protein

layer. The interaction between the evanescent field of the tapered fibre loop fibce mode

(core-guiled) and the fluorescent mode of the protein layer (protein rinig) occurs mainly at

the taper waist. Figure 9 shows a possible evolution of light through the taper 'rrom the

viewpoint of the total mode of the waveguide system (i.e., the combination of of the protcin
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Figure 8.9 Possible evolution of light through the taper

ring and core-guidcad modes). At the taper waist (Figure 9%), a significint portion of tLe guided

optical field is found in the fluorescent layer. As the mode travels along the taper it sees a

fibre core of gradually increasing diameter, and the mode adiabatically evolves into a core

guided mode when the fibre returns to its ful diameter (Figure 9d). Figures 9b and 9c show

the field at two intermediate points alcing the fibre.

The mode suppoited by the total waveguide structure depends critically on the thickness of

the protein layer. If the protein layer is 150 nin thick, as assumed here, the mode shown in

Figure 9 evolves: this is a second order mode, not the funidamental mode. The fundamicntai

mode would be light guided as a ring shaped mode by the flxorescent layer, which is seen at

thinner layers. The propagation comrant of the fundamrntal mode does not intersect the 0 of

any other modes, and so the evolution of this mode can occur adiabatically without coupling.
The fluorescence capture efficiency initially irmases as the protein layer decreases to about
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100 nm, where the modal propagation constant crosses that of lie ring type mode, which will

aflow modal coupling of power at some point alonig the taper-an additional, non-adiabatic

1.54 (a)I 5,L Protein-ring mode
1.46

'5 1.47

1.44 Co-rquided mode

w1.42

1.4 0 0.2 0.4 O0e 0.8 1

Core radius (microns)

1.5 (b)
Protein-ring mode

1.40 cc-iraided inode",1.44tl~

S1.421

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 1

Core radius (microns)

1.4-6 1

Protein-ring mode
5144

1.42

1.3a8 • . , , |0 0.2 0.4 G0a 0.6 1

Core rm4ius (micronz)

Figure &1O E~ffect of the thickness of the protein coat on the propagation constantv, Ps.
(curves on graphs) of the fibre and f1uorescent modes. When the crating i*
0.3 pmn (i,), the tvo ýv are far away; when the coating is LUt to 0. 15 PMtr (b),
thr two 3s move closer. When the coating ,• reduced s'i'l further to 0. 10

urin (c), the two ýsfi)r the rw. ;nodes acually intcrsect.
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tri.nsfer of energy, as shown in Figue 10. Reducing the coating thickness sLiUl further once

again allows the modes to evolve adiabatically, without interaction.

An interesting point to note is •hat the cladding mode and th,. fibre monde never interact, even

0..61

j 0.003

0.001

0.0003 -

C.0001

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 t 2
V "%r'w of M"

Figure 8.11 Inverse taper slope as a function of V number cffibre: lower curve is for
the fibre mode(i.e., measured on .n actuel taper); upper curves are for the
cladding mode at two coating thicknesses - 0.3 microns and 0. 15 microns.
Reducing A., coating thickness only noves the tvo sets of propagation
constants further auvay.

as the external woating thickness changes, a, seen in Figure 1i. It is only the protein ring

mode that interacts with the cor-cguided fibre mode.

8.4 Conclusions

Although the exact experimental parameters were not known, this effective waveguide model

describes a method in which the observed levels of fluorescent capture could occur. In fact,

the external refractive index of the external buffer solution serves to enhanue this effect, as

seen in Figure 12. R must also he pointed out '.hat non-adiabatic power transfer could have

occured, and not been noted as non-adiabatic behaviour, as the input power was measured to

the taper (via a fuscd fibre coupler) and tie fluorescent power measured at the output end.

Confirmation of low splice and transmission loss through the coupicr-Ioop optical cir'uit is

performed prior tc, the fluorescent sandwich assay. Further, the exact dimensions of the taper
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Figure 8.12 Fluorescence capture efficiency as a finction of protein coating ;hickness,
given a fixed index of refraction for the protein layer. The external index of
refraction is varied, as shown on the two curves. Note tdat this is
theoretical fluorescence capture efficiency, baiedun dhe totai fluorescent
energy generated.

waist and the protein coat are not known individually, as the SEM process is destructive to

the sensor. Thus real vr-ues cannot be used in the com puter model. Repeatedly makirg tapers

of (statistic,'Ily) kiown slkpe and waist diameter should be a focus for future work. Assessing

the index of refraction of the protein coat could be done on a behavioural basis, if the

dimensions of the entire waveguide system are known, and additional measurements to

confirm adiabatic behaviour (or not) are made. Also, the behaviour of proteins as a portion

of an immunoassay do not behave identically as those proteins pre-labclled with a maximum

number of fluorophores, as used in the experiments in this chapter. The measurements made

here do, however, demonstrate the ability of the coated tapered single mode fibre !oop to

capture far more fluorescence than i-, pssible with a multimude system, even w',thoutt

adjustment ofhe external refractive index. Tapered fibre loop dcvices with low transmission

loss, as expected, coild be repeatedly made. The use of silanisation to apply selcctive

elements was demonstratzd, and a more complete sensor for a specific anilyte could be

devised. A further assay was performed to model the tapered fibre loop's capabilities in a

more realistic anibody/antigen assay, examining "more interesting" chemistries, as is

described i, Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9

Realistic chemistries applied to the
tapered single mode optical fibre loop

Summary

As discussed in Chapter 7, the immobilisation of penicillinase onto an optical
fibre is not very interesting from a practical chemistr. viewpoint, not, were the
model analy~es cf Chapter 8. In this chapter, the use of silanisation procedures
in conjunction with more generic recognition elements are discussed, as is the
behaviour of the tapered single mode fibre loop as a "true" sensor. A more
complete immunoassay than the model systems of Chapter 8 is carried out, and
the sensitivity of the device discussed.

9.0 Selective elements for optical fibre immunosensors

Antibc.dy-antigen pairs, as well as enzyme-substrate ones, are suitable recognition elements

for immunosensers. Both of these sets of proteins can almost uniquely respond to their

respective otier haff, and if suitably chosen or labelled, can release optical information. The

immobilisation of a protein to a silica-type waveguide can be accomplished covalently through

the mse of silanisatiun processes. Once immobilised. these recognition elements may be

re-used, with obvious economic advantage!.

9.1 Reusable probes

Typically, it is desirable that a sensor system be reusable in some manner. In the case of ihe

penicillin sensor, this was. relatively simple to regenerate as the penicillin did not hind

sufficienty tcnaciously to the recognition element, and repeated rinsing with buffers could

restore the tapered fibre to its original configuration. !n the case of antihody-antigcn ractions,

this rege:neration is not necessarily as simple. Two techniques were explored: the rcpbaccinnt

of the recognition element silanised to the fibre was investigated, as was the regeneration of



a reactive antigen (to allow repea.,-nd interaction) similarly attached to the waveguide. These

two approaches gave some measvre of the capability of the fibre ioop system as a reusable

sensor.

9.1.1 Rcplacemient recognition eiitity investigatior

The ability to completely replace the recognition element on the loop sensor was investigated

first. The fibre loop is silica, made from the York Technology single mode fibre. The tapered

fibre loop was silanised with 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane for one hour at 700 C. Next

a dithio was added to the silanised fibre loop with Ellman's reagent

(5,5'-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid)), shown in Figure 1. This allows the formation of a

tTapered

CO0-

Figure 9.1 Bound E~l'w.n's reagent 5,5'-Dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid); figure is not

to scale.

mercaptosilane-.TNB (2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid) conjugate. Once the binding of El!man's

reagent had been confirmed through the use of a cysteine-standard (cysteine is used here as

a protein standard for the ELISA controi as was BSA in the penicillinase cxperiment)

ELISA-based process, the conjugated di-sulphide group was carboxylated with

mercaptopropionic acid, releasing 2-nitrio-5-thiobenzoic acid, which could be monitored

using the cysteine standard. The protein of interest (enzyme, antigen, antibody) could then

be added to the "reated loop through the use of N-hydroxysuccinimide and

N,N'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide'', arid finally the protein itself. A disulfhydryl could be

reformew with treat, ent by mercaptopropionic acid, and subseqoient amination would allow

.another protein to be attached to the fihre.

This chemically-treated tapered fibre loop system was tested with the addition of

FTC-labelled avidin. Once the fluorinated protein was bound to the loop, ilhe fibrt! wa.-



illuminated with the 488 nm line of an argon-ion laser (Coherent Innova 90-5). Fluorescent

light was collected at the far end of the fibre thi ough an OD-515 filter, which served to remove

the pump beam, comlined with a large area photo diode. The loop was treated with the

mercapropropionic acid to release the protein, and the fluorescent power was monitored and

seen to go to zero. Another soiution of FITC-avidin was added after the fibre had been treated

with N-hydroxysuccinimide and N, N'-dicyclohexylcrbodiimide, and the fluorescent power

recovered to similar levels whe~i compared to the signal from the intially-treat d fibre loop.

The ability to change the recognition clement "on the go" for teste of multiple analytes is

attractive, but the chemistry used was time-consuming and involved reagents that must be

handled in a laboratory environment. Potentially, a better option would be to have multiple

loops present if multiple analyte testing is desired.

9.1.2 Reusable probe with attached antigen

In this immunoassay. tht presence of cholera toxin M-T) antibodies were sensed to test the

ability of the recognition element to regenerate its -csponsiveness. An appropriate detection

eklment, either tie B subunit of chole-'a toxin or CTP3, a well-established epitope for the toxin,

were lirked to a silaniced tapered fibre loop. A two-step process was invesdgated using

sample3, from blood drawn from volunteers who had expressed symptoms of cholera. If

cholera toxin antibodies were in solation. they would bind to the antigen on the silanised fibre

loop. The loop was then exposed to a labelling solution, containing fluorophores which would

in turn bind to the antibodies on the loop if any were oresent. The regeneration of the system

was tewted by repeated use of the same concentration level (or titer) of a given blood sample

in conjunction with a chaotropc solution, 0. IM glycine hydrochloride at pH 2.4, exposed to

the silanised loop-antibody-fluorescent label system for 1 minute. This limit was chosen after

varying exposure times to the glyrine and sampie solutions, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The

original fluorescent signal measured at the first incidence of testing was .ound repeatedly

(using the same dilution level several times), verifying the viabili.y of this simple regereraticn

techrique.
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Figure 9.3 Variation of signal received upon variation of sample exposure :ime, at a
fixed e.:rposure time (30 secon(Is) to the regeneration buffer.

9.2 Complete assay of coiera todin antibodies

The t7,pe,..d pq-tion of the opticaI rthre is initiilly treated with a suitable binding agent, in this

clse 3-glycidoxypropyltrimehoxy-ilar.e, followi,.g the protocol laid out in Appendix III.

This may b. achieved as shown in Figu-e 4. by fI1irng. tK. a.ap with uhe silane, placing it over

Lnc fibre ioop, and incubating it for aji hcjr at 500 C. The si!anised optical fibre is thcn reatcd

in the same manner as described in the application of the modd analytes of Chapter 8. The
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end result is a tapered fibre loop with a recognition element for cholera toxin antibodies bound

to its surface. The loop with etlier bound CTB or CTB subunit derived synthetic peptide

(CTP3) antigens is then placed in the solution potentially containing CT antibodies. Finally,

the optical fibre having the ' -nd antigen and antibodies is exposed to a solution of

fluorescently labelled anti-IgG and -igA which will bind to the antibodies, if pmezent. The

presence of fluorescence then' indicates the presence of the cholera antibody, and the

wavelength (526 nm fer FITC-IgG, 575 nm for TRITC-IgA) determines -which

immunoglobulin was present.

9.2.1 Backgiound of the samples used for the immunoassay

This assay examines the sensitivity of the tapered fibre loop sensor to the presence ef anti-CT

IgG or IgA antibodies to sera samples obtained from human volunteer studies exposing them

to live, fully virulent pathogenic Vibrio cholerae 01. The samples were cttained from Dr M.

M. Levine of the Center for Vaccine Development at the University of Maryland School of

Medicine and prepared for use with the tapered optical fibre loops by Dr R. S. Marks of the

Instinite of Bio•,rhnolo;y at the University of Cambridge. Purified ClP3 sarples were

prepared by Dr R. S. Marks while at the Weizmarn !nstitute of Science, Rehovot, israel. All

the measurements with the fibres were accomplished in the Engineering Department of the

University of Cambridge. The sera used as a basis of the dilti'ed Liters (Appendix HI) were

obtained from human voluntters before (pre-sk rim) and 28 days after (post-serum) oral

challunge with fully enteropathogenic Vibrio choierae 01 ClA,.ssical strain Imaba 569B. All

sera used were from tiose volunteers who had shown both diarrhea and positive stool cultures

for Vibrio cholerce 01. Tc~al reactivity to cholera toxin was determined by standard ELISA

processes|3 5 . All other reagents used were purchased from Pierce & Warriner.

Cho'ern toxin 3 suhunit-derived synthetic Feptide (CTP.) is a, well-described epii.,pep0 7
6
1 for

cholera toxin. An epitope simulates the toxin antigen without carrying the pathogenic activity.

Cholera was selected as a. suiwabts basis for a realistic immunoassay t .

"t [43,116,170,171.250.289,332.159,165,374.6,3761
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9.2.1.2 Fiuoresc,:nt measurements .-ad regeneration of antigen activity

A water-cooled argon-ion laser (Coherent Innova 90-5) was used as the excitation source for

beth fluorophores; the 483 nm line was used, to excite the FITC-labelled IgG and the 514 nm

line was used to excite the TRrlC-labelled IgA. The labelled immn,.noglobuiins were applied

simultaneously. Tue 514 nm line did not excite the F1TC nor did the 488 nm line excite the

TRITC. The reading for the FITC-generated fluorescence was taken using an OD-515 nm

filter, which filtered out the pump power but allowed the fluoresctnce (maxima at 526 nm)

to pass through. The ai'gon-i,!n laser was then tuned to the 514 nm line (a matter of seconds)

and the fluorescence for the TRITC-generated fluorescence (maxima at 575 nm) was recorded

using an OD-550 filter. Tbe OD-550 filter served to filter out the source wavelength (514.5

mrn). Measuremerts of input power for 488 nni and 514 nm were taken as wel. An optical

chopper in conjunction wiah a lock-in detector was used to record voltage levels from the arge

area photo diode. The signals were passed via an anaiogue to digital card in a personal

computer. Sera samples diluted by a factor of 1:50 to 1:26,214,400 (Appendix III) were tested

for four patients. Non-specific binding af antibodies or other proteins rather than the cholera

toxin B antibodies was minimL.; p-e-disease onset samples from the same four patients were

tested as wciJ (Appendix [11) and had no significant fluorescent signal other thin at the 1:50

0.8 -

0 .4 -

0.15
- 0.4

• o.2t

1: 1 307.'0 1.:j77680() Ssfumtitqrt 1:409600
1:2601 440C 1:65.,3C600 11 :638400 1:81 9200 1:204800

Figure 9.4 Fluorescent level of TR.TC-iabel!d IgA as a result of exposure to different
dilution levels of sera sample.
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dilution. This noise level, as wel! as photo diode noise and total system noLe, were used as

a baseline for detection. Signads that could not be 'ecorded 5 times above the noise level were

rejected. The minimum detectable dilution for IgA was a titer of 1:26,2,144,400, as shown

in Figure 4, and 1: 13,107,200 for IG (aid converted to an effective mass), as shown in Figure

5. IgG was purified through a selective colimn that extracted only IgG from the odginal sera

sample; comparing the amount of IgG from a given volume of scra aliowed a calculation of

the mass of antibody.

Detection of cholera antitoxin 1gC antibodies
i;sing a CTP3-moaified tapered optica; ibre loop

S0.5 I

,S ...-

> 0.24 .*.-

h.2 0.0 '

IqG, taicroaroms

Figure 9.5 Fj:,orescrnt 3ignal ftop FTTC-iabe!ted IgG vwrsus ,mount of IgO present in
various dilutions (srriafl of sera sample. 1:50 sample fro•m / ml: 20p1 of
strum in 980 ~i! of buffer.

Tne f'uorescent levels seen in this immunoassay are also higher, than what can be predicted

using the p + S p estimates. furth:er contirnding that the coatirng of the taper ioop acts as an

effective waveguide, as discussed in Chapter 8. The rduorscent level portrayed on the grmphg

represents percent capture of pump power: i.e., 0.5 represents 0.5%, or 29 rnicrovwatts of

fluoresce'nt light received at the end of the fibre taper tor 4 mW input of pump i~ght, at the

begi~nning of the fibre. Note at low concentrations some non-specific binding of the

fluorophore may occur.
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9.2 Conlusions

The immunoassa.y investigated was not complete in the sense that it did not inciude

cross-ractivity controlst, as would be optimal. The use of the syndha.tic peptide helped to

reduce the. non-specific binding in the system, as the peptide is designed to react only with

specific portions of the anti-CT antibodies. However, the overall good levels of sensitivity

are comparable to (and even berter than) current optical systems'"-'-". More in-depth

investigations should focut: on developing the means to make repeatable tapers in both waist

thickness and overall taper length, as well as the abiiity to apply layers of known and repeatable

thickness. This would allow siiitalle statistical analysis.

The fluorescent capture levels seen in the choiera toxin immunoossay confirm the novel

waveguide stnicture, as discussed in Chapter 8. Since the immunoassay perforimd here used

more realistic assay components than those of Chapter 8, the potential of th'e tapered single

mode loop to perform as a useful element of a secnsor ,ystem is confirmed. Further, the

attractiveness of the tapered fibre loop is enhanced by the ability to re-use the system through

a relatively simple process of chemical treatment. -,he tapered, fibre loop can potentially be

exploited in other areas of chemical and biological sensing, as is discussed in Chapter 10.

t !83,180,435.226,376l
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and proposals
for future work

Summary

This chapter discusses future work that could be carried out to refine the
characteristics of the tapered fibre loop. A number ofstraight-forwardfollow-on
e.ýperimnts are proposed. The overall results of Mhis research, as presented in
this dissertatin. are summarised.

10.0 Future work

The studies perform,•ed in the course of this research have demonstrated the concept of a novel

waveguide system adaptzd for use in biological and chemical sensing applications. The

various experiments discussed in this thesis established a proof of priniciple. In order for the

limits of performance of the taper 1ingle mode loop fibre sensor to be well-defined, much

more work must be done to statistically establish the requirements for the selective coating

(tefractive index and thickness), the uniformity of layer, the required taper length, waist

diameter and radius of curvature. This sensor then can be applied towards other areas of

interesting research with a well-defined understanding of its expected behaviour.

10.1 Luminescent Techniques

A physical system emitting lurninescencý is losing energy and some form of energy must be

supplied from elsewhere. Most kinds of luminescence are defined according to the source

from which this energy is deri-vd. Energy from a chemical reaction may cxcite

chemiluminescence, and chem'ilumin.escence reactions taking place in living organisms give

rise to biolumi-escencet'"'. B.ioluminescent reactions are generally catalysed by specific

en.yites of 'luciferases'. Considzrable interest in applying luminescent techniques to ojptical
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fibres has been seen as this would eliminate the (potentially) costly light source from the

sensor system. However, the problem of detecting the lumnhescence remains. Because of the

unpredictability of the light source, signal to noise ratios are likely to be lower than those

generated by fluorescent systems. No optical chopper at the source can be used to influence

the behaviour of received light. An optical coupler could be used in conjunction with t.e

system in order :o give a background "dark" reading to compare to the signal at a specific

wavelength, integrated over time. There are a number of chemical systems currently reported

in the literature tliat have been, or could be, used in conjunction with optical fibrest. Many

of these systems rely upon the use of a membrane to attach the chemical elements to the optical

fibre tip. This would nct be riquired in the case of a tapered optical fibre, and depending on

the system being used. a relatively simple optical detection device could be used (photodiode

in conjunction with a selective wavelength fiier). Applic:tion of the luminescent material in

layers of controllable thickness and uniformity would have to be tried before the efficacy of

such a system could be determined.

10.2 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

Another method of examining chemical behaviour cculd rely on the application of a thin

metallic film to the tapered fibre. Surface plasmon waves, as discussed in Chapter 2, have

traditionally been used in conjunction with evanescent waves of opticai systems. The use of

optical fibre would eliminate the requirement of coupling the light in and out of a prism, as

typically used in SPR applications"J'o. Further, the use of a thin (500 A ) film of silver

provides a surface for chemical deposition with we!l-known characteristics, simplifying the

chemic-l requirement for a tapered singie mode fibre sensor. Work by odier researcher- s1751

has utilised multimode fibre, with its inhere-t complexities of density of modes propagating

and the behaviour of each one. The change ot diameter along the taper to and from the waist

serves to change the effective index of refraction, nd, and this can be used in Equation I below

to phase "match with the plasia mode.

t ii,23,122.126.127.12,2.06,207.244,82.94. 160,188,209.224,28i1
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n2 K

n2 is the external index to the fibre/metal surface, usually 1.32 in biochemical

assays. K is the imaginary part of the metal's refractive index.

As in the effective waveguide system described in Chapter 7, the two modes at some point

along the taper can couple energy from one to the other. It should be possible to measure

changes in external refractivz index as shifts in the output SPR wavelength spectrum with a

silver (or gold)-coated ,apered fibre loop.

10.3 Visible wavelength semiconductor laser as light sources

Another potential area for improvement of this fibre loop is to apply a different sort of laser

source. Systems such as water-cooled argon-ion laser are very stable, very efficient, and

typically very large and expensive. Recent developments in blue semiconductor lasers.

particularly those expected to be available soon from Conerent, will allow a much less

expensive and bulky laser system to be coupled directly into the input end of the tapered single

mode fibre loop sensor. Further, modulating the semiconductor laser and providing that

modulation as a reference signal is a simple matter. The experimental work performed

throughout this research relied upon oil low input power levels, with much of the tapered fibre

work performed with input powers below 4 mW. Several sources currently available can

provide this level of power. Remaining in the visible spectrum allows the use of zommon

fluorescent lab,;!s such as fluorescein and rhodamine derivatives. Numero, us

fluorescent-based assays and protocols currently exist and can be readily applied to the tapgered

fibre system. The inherent sensitivity of the fibre sesor would provide benefit as a diagnostic

tool. With the influx of blue (and other visible) wavelengtb semiconductor lasers into me

marketplace, the cost of such compooients will drop from prohibitively high levels (as have

other laser components done in the past).
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10.4 Conclusion

This dissertation has presented thle development of a new optical fibre biochemical sensor

based on a tapered single mode optical fibre loop. This sensor's characteristics have been

demonstrated to he orders of magnitude better than those of existing, multimode evanescent

field fibre devices. Initially, the ability of the tapered fibre itself to perform evanescent

absorption as well as fluorescent capture wera demonstr"ated. Next, the robustness of the

tapered single mode fibre in a macrobend (loop) was corfirmed, and its ability to perform as

a waveguide re-established. The looped configuration led to the discovery of a new effective

waveguide system that allows for extremely efficient fluorescent energy capture and thereby

great sensitivity in fluorescent assays. Tapered fibre loop sensors can therefore be used in

many biochemical assays, and in novel sensing arrangements to gain information about the

chemical constituents of samples.
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Appendix I

Summary of Chemical and
Biological Sensors

This appendix attempis to summarise most of the information available in the recent literature

on chemical and biological sensing systems. The zurticles presented here are arranged by

analyte, and each entry has the details of the cxperimert described in the article. Many of the

papers discuss optical fibre sensor systems, though other techniques are represented. The

method of detecting the analyte (character) is described in terms of extrinsic (for example, the

waveguide merely carries photons rather than electrons) or intrinsic (an evanescent reaction

or other inherent character of the sensitive element is itsed), as well as the means of detection

(property): !umirescence, fluorescence, absorption, reflection, or other technique. The state

of the analyte is reported as gas, liquid, solid, or any other important attribute (i.e., blood).

(a) Bifurcated (b) Coiled

I PA

Pair, trO or bundlle Fibr may be undid
or not womund mandrel

(c) Face to face (d)___w cell

Figure I-1 Sensing arrawg--nen•s used in the chemicabliochemical systems reviewed
in Tab le I



(e) One way

Et&Aed PofiIad TSP"W~

(f) Perpendicular (g) Planar Wavequide

SoDo

Firema b tpead Detector
unclad r sk" zeiitvedNumber of roflctdons can m pl

(gSdb_ Sd (h) Two way

me nod loay of ispyceae nld rsml cleaved

Figure 1-1 Sensing~ arrangements used in tAe chemicallbiochemical sysrems reviewed

T~he mehd~g fselectively intecracting inoe:reagent and rneans of immobilisatiori.

The access to the sensitive element of the Fensor systemn is desrcibed - membrane (if needed),

as is the optical fi;hrc and its arrangemrent (bifurcated, face to face, side by side, coiled,

perpendicular, two way. one -way - other technologies are rioted in this category). Lastly. tht-

d,-tais of the ortical source and detectoi element (includiing type, response time and levels

achievable) are presented.



[irnRY9 Charcte seagezio 1 mbr J Lig7ht Source Detector
Prpely Im obliitanIOptlcal Firs WAnpft, Dynamic Rl~nge

~Sample SU01 rrrl n X-A.jafvsis Response Time

ATP, NADH extrinsic/ reversible Bacterial luciferase Polysmide Luminescence PMT (7)

bioiunwieanc Covalent Silica,-?) - mint o((125 to 5

- ~ Aqueous Plamida- Bifurcated 490 arnm

Al3* extrinsic/ eversible Morn. Nowe Tungsten halogen PMlT

fluortsccenc, Adsorption silica 420 nr I x 1O-6to I x 10,M

Aqueou Cellulose Btfuwcati 4185a Ir t1o2 minutes

Alkaline extriejicl iever..ibe 4-rnethylumbellifeuy; Nvioo Tungsten halogen P.%4T
phiciphotase (model phosphc4a..e whit, light source

fluoresc'nce Solution silica 355 urn Limit of 3.6 x 106

Aqueousm Sani~le Weil E ifurcaaed 420 nmst 5 to 20 seco~nds

Andmonia intrinsici rvversibjle Psiteophentol am~ W Tungsten hanogen PMT

lie)NHRt- (Rq) I white light source

AbsAop~Ion Solution Plague - 2A 10' to4xl10

AqLueous No4ne SifurcAied 404.7 rti 2-4 Mi t

Antibudis intnnsicl reversible FrTC/ThlTCIT--xs None LsW.er M' PD)

141fl~xvsc-nCe CWvilen P'astsc 442 am (7) Limit of I(>3pM

_________ Aqueous None Two-way (tzrred) As approvi'nate

Antbodies extranzid reyvmible Riiodauiune, Nones Arloo-ioi. laser I PD

botulialrn Tojtn A) flulottcence C'ovalent N~amei 514-5 urn Limit o5ng/ml~

Aqueous None Two-way (taleredl 510 am I nurvuir

Anti'odias extrin~sidrrvmiblv TRITC *Noce Argon-ion laser PD

(Cloetridiutn axiKbotulinuns
botulinum) am ilý-idie

1421 - -_ _ _ _ I____________

flnaoressence I Cc-aleni Fust sii'jl. nm i ( 4 301),

Aiqus I Non Two way ttIseref) 55;1 nm (7) ILess t'f.an I miimfe

Anuibcdia (Cocaine) xstrinsic/ reversib4A Fluoescn~einzboyl None Aq*igon latere I'D

fluorescence Co'.slent Noe 14.5 mn Lntil of Sph I

Aqueous Glans beads j " CFw Iel W.) %in (7) 1 iiinuit



Anatyte Cha.racter Regn Membrane Lkh Source DeetoLA

Prop3Ity ImmotbiiLzatIon Optical Fibm 14npulnarc Pa~
saZ~ Su' o Arnincemnent 1-A ý- Rtesronse Timne

Ag uCcsaioe) extai eesbe Fluorescc'n + Note lig surce PWAzr
benzoytecgoaiae

fluoresunce Adsorbed None 490 am Limit c! 5 ag/mi

Aqueous Sephwaros None 520 am Rapid
(approximately 12

secoO(e,1

Antibodies OIgG) cxtrinuad/ irreversible Caetboxyfluoresceia None Lisar (7) PD

fluorescence Covalent Plastc 442 nm LUmt o( 0.5 x10'6

Aqueou Non LTowy (capeed) 550 nmFast

Awribodies tJgG) esirnasic irreversible TRITC CTetramethyl NJODS Argoo-ion laser PD
lhodsamine

isotituocyanate)

fluosiesicence COV.Jems Mlastic !14.5 am Limit of 66 pM or
3.3 as

Aqueous None Two-way (tapered) 1 572 am Minutes

Antibodies (ISG) etok vesb j Eu Noe ycimee ;.we PMVT
(Al xristIvrnl 2.maphthoyltrifluorace Nn

I tonal.

fluixescence cuv~jent Silica (7) 301 am Limit o( 10'2M

________1 _______ _____ ______ (0. 1 Rl/mi)

Aqz~uow None I One way 613 am Rap, d

Antibodics (TNT) intrnesic/freversible Texzs Red; Cv5 M ore- W402 light y1ource .9uxoimetee

thaeirewoace Adsorption None 533 nm Limit Of 10 ppb (5

Aqueo-3 'Jonaj heds1M607 am Lens thsAn2 rmnwsn

Aniibodwses icame'?iturinsidmrveesible Benzoyl ecgoninde NJow Whbot liffu source Flusi-metee

fbiraene Co-alent Non00 Limit o( ng (pM)

Aqueou Setrrme heads Flow cc]: Less thtan I minuye

Antibodies extiinsict reversible Fluorescen + Mah, Noce VUe.a suc Fluorimfeerr

Aquoesoetw Co':alent- None 520 am-

AqeosNo"e Flow cd 2lm

Astibodi-ts (hs;)ettw) extrmsscl aw'veri;ble FITC I Noft P I-01 lar PM4T[ luorescence coya!vnt Siia325 am Limit 25 n-0 to 2'

Ac~ie'iua J Non iuce 420.m w inutes



________ ______te __________ Linirn ght Source Detector

PIP imoII I zatIMon 1Ok~lcai RbLIe [ Mnput gynamic Range
I________ SUE Arrsraerwt !-Amts!s Feoreim

A.mib-dies CNwisna .nmnstract reveribie ami-hCGI3 gG *T None He- No lawe PMT
dtoionotc QE:1TC(quiaolizi no

fluor-accitce Covalent J NOWe 543.5 arn 0.83 0AM

Aqureous Wf~~m, inphoshate Plamar Waveguide 600 arn Approximai.-Jy 5

J ________ minutes

Aztibodirs. (tunan extrinsic, reversible Pyridine j Nowe He-Cd lmas PMT

!1fluotescence Covalent Quartz 325 nm 0. 1 to 10 mg/mi

Aqueous None I Bifumated 420 am 20to 30 minues

Anitibodles (hum., !xtnrnsici .jrevtrsahfe Rhodarndue B None HeNe laser PMIT
se-rum%. Wrauisn) Lsothbocyanato ____

fluorescence Covalent Silica (7 543.5 am 10,9 to 10-1 N

Aqueoýs None Two-way (unclad) '79 nria 8 miinutes
lei-to reesbe1-a e

Antibodies exrnairvril xsRdDialysi Argon-ion laser PSIT

5 t1 [ fluorescence Cvln si:ica j 514.5 urm I to 20 x I e M

_______I Aqueous Cellukine Two-way 577 am 20 rni nutrv

Antibodies extrmnxid ifrev -rsibl Rhodamine N'one IArgon-ion laser Pli

11331 luorescence oalnPLasic 5it4.5 em Limit of 10 ag/mil

Aqueous None Two-way (tzpered) 550 am 2 minuzei

AaLborlies intrinsird irrversible Tr'p-4ds.- None IXenon whi~te light PM1,
(syod~tkiepjde to Isuc

(77 florecene 'Ovsjent Pissic 350 em-

Aqueous None Polished one-way 550 em Rapid

AnigtIg- ~~dexin)t lwirkvrudteveriible TRITC (teurrsmethyl None Argon-ion laser PD
I,' ~rhoadassurne

4 isothio'cysrnate) _ _ _ _~_____

[fluo-scesce] Co, alet "tsilica 514.5 em 165 pM to 33 aM

Aqeu None T Ua o-way 550 am Minu;,.s

Anligea (oeu..lesn) ia.uinsudreverAible TRITr Itetrasnethyl I None Argon- ion laser PD

__________ { ilodatrunt
_____ ~~~~isothlocyga _ _ __ _ __ _ -_ _

Wlorescence Covalent Silic 514.5 am 25 to 700 ng/mI

Aqueous t Two-way 550 am I Minutes

~su-.sd r~eaibe 4critNone Tungsten halogen f P.MT
Pul white, ligki source

fluoresctnce Adsorpition I Silica 420 am Limit o( lU6 \I

- - 1(9 
M plh)

Aqu,,oun -C.2luliw Bifurcated 52-3 ann I to 2 mniites



Analyte Chars -ter Reagep Membrane L!2ht Scurce ,ettor

([3Iar~nca] Property ImmobilIzatIon Optical Flba UAnpLl Dynamoc Range

SeMfle Su art Arran ramene ,-t n i esuaorn Tlrrm.

Bile acid extri••id reversibts 3-Jpkw-hydrony None Tungsten or Xenon PMT
1aMs hWioven white light

Idetydiroge.nase; sotxcl-
NADH (roe
plutwesond 1"•.)

flwxescence Covalent Silica 2 to 200 x 104 M"

Aqueous None 10 seconds

ijilirubus extrinsic/ reversible Blirubin Nne Ao-.n l-.tr PMT

absorption Noo: Quartz 457.8 am 10 to 30 ppm (0.1 to
1.4x l0e M)

A+.ý__[ Nort Two-w_.y 457.8 nm

Bilirubm ex-insici reversible Bilinikin None LED PD

sctpiot None Pk-ntic 400, 860 nm

In vivo None Trifurcated 480. 860 nrn

C exrinsic/ reveesible Bromothy.nod blue; Gas permeable Tungsten haiegen PD
pheno red white light source

absorption Solution Sitzza; fu.ed sihina 430, 620, 730 nm 300 to 550 puatr

Aqueous Cap Ilacy tube Side by side 430, 620, 750 am I I to 26 rr-.:nutt3

"ic ineves Flu escein + Copolymer Argon-ion hIser PMT
acr yta de ; ((sernpernea.le)

Fluorscin +
2-hydroxyethy
n th acr•ylate

(HEMA); HPTS
acrylamnde

fluorescence Adsorbed Silica 488 nm 3.5 to 99 k CO2

Aqut.s PuLymer matrix (ij - Two way 530 nm 30 seconds
method)

Ca.÷ ext=ic/trreversible 'rc .in ether TEFLON White light sourc: ?

reflectance Adsorption Plastic - 5 to 50 mLM

Aqueous Styrene ? 557 em 10 nuinutes
divinylbenzene

C.- extrinsic reversible Rhodmanne B lipid None Xenon white light PM4r
(3341 membtrane source

fluorescence Adsorplion Silica (.) 540 nm 0.1 to 10 mM

Aqueous Lipid nenibrane Bifurcated 620 nm Rapid

Ca'*/Mg- extrnsid.r versi'l,- Crown ether 5 Ij'TFE Tungten halogen PM'T
I5_I white light souirce

uorescence Covajnt Silica 358 nm 0.1 to 5 mM

Aqoeois None Bifurcated 420 nm Less than I minute

.... II..1.



Analyu Cheradei E!2J!.. etano Lldht Sourkm Detector
[Rcsfstnc.Jty Immobilizain Ctcl vr u Dynmic Rangc

Chlo_ s __ tinsi neve Lutu Nos Wit lih ,u PD (avalanche)

gyaomtio AdgmWA Nowe 6SO. 950 nim

Aqueow lnwits"fl-tmOle Plana waveguide Mx0 950 am

00 bn Prf Aquoeous White lih orePD

1i0uxefcence Adwiptioa Silica (7) [ None

Aqe~xa; None Two way 1 600 am Nearly insutsaneous

Co*0. Cr-'* Fe2*. e arissid r-versible Rhjodamio- 66 N-one Xenon white li~ht PMT

fluorescence FAntMu.,ment Silica 500 am Limit o( I x I0eM

Aquecan Nafion film Sitic by side 550 am Less tam minute

Eleteo xtriesid revergi,ble Newr-lR s--m None Whteli3tsarCe Spectrometer

i~eletace Nneplastic -Rap~id

Aqueous J None Face to face -Vari-d per analyte

EW -~ [aifhrn~deeFbl ASNr Whbiti light otxrce -NT 1

IdiAnurnaium 2.

(2.*tthy'benzo
1hsatxin)6-sulIphnzj

abpio Covalent NqOn 518 nm Limit of 8x10'6,M

Aqveous Controlled-pore giws, None 578 amn Rapid

Fri C (modl iniunnswc irreY-rb FITC None Quartt hclcgen PD
-- -- whtite light souxce

fluorascesce Adsorption S~lica (TO.~ am

Aqueous None Oft' way 530 am

Fluoride extriasid reversible Alizn FIlKn Noe I at tlgsP
IvlBlue white light souce

~owi. Artior~tion MlAWii 660 a~m 0. 16 to 0.96 mM

Aqueoew Styrene Bufurcetead 6k6Cuin 12m.nnuics

Fýdivny~lbenztne. TD ]f
.Xx e Io~ niintnsidrevetnsbe Silver fifn NOWe Tungsten halogen CD y

alwlej while light wu~rc, -

=,Zoce p~a..a Evaporaed latzV43.-900,111 45x Oa7~

resnane !'C5 inmlexo(
refra'iion unw-.

Aiqueovs N( at O'ge way J 0-OimRapix i
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Anclyte Chi ce U e~n ebae Lght Surce Dimtector
Werece) Prop"rt Immickilzation Optical Fibre ___I±ýu__ Dynamic Range

awa Support Arran'emipeot X-Anmslss Response Vi~ne

Gasoline intiriILvid rmvel-;ibk Nowe Nowe LED PD

L~iqd Nowe One wly -Rapi~d

Gh'coee extuinsic/ revusible Bis-(Z 4, lmniuinodyne L-Ujminuescea
fid 6.grtichioe-al-.ceyl)

oxalaie;-,mcylese;
Slucoge qkg4ane

chenilusnine~scence Cctvalent Silica - 3 x 10' to 6z 1O- M

_______ Aqueous I L NyLon Perpendicuarie 4 to 10 -,conds

Glucose extirinsicl reversib~e "F1uoreasein and Nc,ý Xenon Whiite light PIMT

fluo"rscenice Solution (coinpetirs Silica 490 am 5C !o 400 mg %Y
ligaad) j __________________ glucose

_______ Aquco", blood None Two-way 515,3m 5:o 7 mitites

Glucose, extrinsice reverrible FrTC + dextran None While light .ourcvn PsMT

fluoces,=nce Sd(utioO (Conveting SWCA (7) 470er asOL5to 5.0pi &/mI
_______________ uiga-3d) ______

L Aqueous -T *oft tTWO-WAY j 520 um 5 minutes

(Thimine j imz'.,sid/ reversible G34iAantnase ArmaNn Luminemriece PMT

chernilurnine-smeicj As.o SilicA I Ito ICO x 30e M

divivybtrene - -

H20 (model analytvi) inftinidic rmvm-l iae.hjd None Diode lw.-t k'ýoeIctn~c de~tector

____________in Polycrystallirie, 1.56 to 1.S2microns4

Aqueoto Notie n way I1.56 to 1.92 micni

H0(model anssytet intrinsid -vcrsibl. drhld oetusts, ,cetýd~d

*-Mt-io Doping F'olyaystal line 1.6t 82rwtc

Aqueuuw None 1  One wsy I .56 to 1.92 micrn Raod

HQ2( exrni e-j -rsible J Peroxiciase lmnxznod-j Ljjr-texsnce, PM.T C.)

_______I ,queosw Glularadetyl -UI 03x0 wotd.
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Anatyte Mmmidef! ~ n Memibrane~ LIMh Siourcsl Deteeioi
R~fWIprop"~ ImmobIitizfon j RtIcaI Fibre X4 t inmmmRn

Is S ft Ara'iewn W = " V s,onse Tlrme
HDL) AT?. zxtrinsid reversibe Peroxda~e.ir:'lry Iminnhimodyiu wifacec PMvT

NATHluifeirise. biewarne

bacteria

dwoetilumniescence Adsorption Sil..a (7) Asw appopiase 2X O to
bkumiine~sceact 1.61106m., 2.8 x

m 1t0 
to 1.61 o

M; 1x 10O to3 x

Aquixxv Inuwaloiyuse Booadle As appivrtlate nI miuta

H eMittriwi irversible '.,I. N-dimethvi- Nowe ruvstz.hUIo.eaM
p-piwyielea~iae Jwhite l.gitx sC.,Xce
(fognx nwdihylcv

_______ ~~~~blue) _ _ _ _ _ _ _

aosorptio Adwrbed Plastic 60a xIt . O
_______________ I(63 ppr limit)

Aqueous C.%A~iC eCtA&nge Buadbe 690 amn I minute
resia _______

4-S eamiuid irreversihb4 Lead w~et ate Norse Quxiz "t~oe PMT
wtiit Ii-J 3~ce

aorýo Aý.oejxion Pwfsic 580 am Lmto p

Ga Iu Celluirme (paper) Bifurcated I 580 umn 10 Swcords

HCN estninzid mfeversible Pridine. None ITungsten halogen I'PDI33 pyimdnti wito- light4 source

*-p- Adsoirption (7) I Plutic 60.1. 540 rlun I to 10 Pzi

awwStyrene B iftirý;ed 6K 04,~ an. I minute

HCN4 extrnnaict iresbe 4-ioie None LED I'D

*irppi.. A&.qr,,oo Siiit2 (7) MA, 11, 11m Limit o(lo 101,1'

Air Styrene Sif-Pwaed (1) 5K0 635 am I mf~iftw

Hl HMC rslRed. Note 42uraxped dye lswr PIMTtr~a Vile
flsesecs Adsor(Aioa ic 34 l(70. IIj n,"ot 5.

Garoirt jL Trv~a v50 rim C?) mco
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Anatyto Chlaracter Hev&geryt M1erirane light Source Detector

(RfrMwca" ImenobUizution Op Mcl be ;Lnt Ni'yamllc Ranqo2

S1MO3 Ar meont X.-Arn sis Re-jrorrne Time

Wsrhbn xrinsid reversible Hemoglobin None Tun~ste hAlogen Diode arry
I ~wiite light source

abscPuio Sndlution Silica (?) SIe5

Bood N'ow Two way Specra 30 seconds

Humidity -tatssidl reversible ICrystal Violet + None Deuterium white Photodetector
13"Malach to green ligmVL= 'ac

_________ Adsorption QiwZ 400-zb)0 am 0-50% RIH

GsosNarion Two wav 4003-800 am 30 seconds

t~ir~drevrsile uorescein/Texas None Xenon white light PMT(7
RedJHPS __ _ _ source _ _ _ _ _

flusorewens Adsotrpion Silica 490.570,450 nm 5(0l0 xI ' g/mi

I Aquentm Polymer Two-way 520. 61P- 515 am Slow

Iodfinc: intnsici reversible Polymner jacket Noti Aitgoo-ioa laser Dio1tde ra
13021 1 (AilUo)

S fluorescence None Fused silica 460 nrm Limit of 30 mTorr

lown (Al* Cd 2, 1extrinsind reversible (alcein (2% 7' - None Tungsten halogtn PMT
Ijbi~c-oxynetyl)white tght rcurce

arnino awihylj-
Pluoreccein) or

fluoresonI

fluorescence Adsorted :3,iiCa - 490 nm

_________ Aqueous :7ellulcde 8ii"se 520 nm Rapid

K' xesi'nsd reversible Cm.-mi ether I PTFE Tungsten halogen PMT*
liI wk-tz light source

reflcctsstc Adsom~ioe Plastic I - 10.' to !').3

Aq9iees* I Syeesifurcazdf 557cnm 31mcies

K'cdrvrs4 Nile blue and PVC4P.suc Tungsten h ta~o ~ PMcT(?M
11L601 vaiinomycin White !; &N skw"

fluareeacsnc Adsorption Sli~ca (7) 550cnm 53 le to !00,t
10-3 M

_ _ _ _ -v FmitPAAK3?e j Ddwmjed(7) ic60m _ minute

LiquiA ci rev-rgibe Leaky rays None LED or

Ahaorpio.n None siit" M1' Rio ens

Liquid ýNo Gw -ace to race (tapered 950 cm
____________ I Er *03ad)l



Anatyte C".,rzrctar j Peagemi Mernibr~nn Lkht Source Detector
(Referencej Prpev~f_ Ininobililzatn Optical Fibre 14riput Dynamic Range

SavaSuppot IArar~tmer;nt -rase ~ sin.T

M0"ucuy extlnnsid/ rev'r~ible Me' j Nose Lumineseo-ace PMT(7

hiolumanesce~ce C.rYJent I Silica (7)-

ilfin/None Bfrae

Meduu itnse r~yerstule None None LED Fakiry-Perot resonato

a&sep6. None silica 1.66 microns Limit or l00 pm

Gaaxous None 03-fbre, one way 1.66 microns "apd

Mefl ane intriasc/revernigbl Specta" None Semiconductor lasw P0 (7)

asrozNone j Silica 1.66 microns

Gaseous None D-shaped (polished 1.66 microns Rapid

NADH extrinsid reversible Lucife-av5 Gas perrmeable Lumý-sceqcePM

chernilumine~scence Covalent Silica -40 to 190 ; 10-''M.

________ Aqueoecs Nnne Bifurcated 35Ga.- 30 seer a-is

NADH extrnusid reversible ' ucifera-e/oxidoedc Polyarnide Lumiriescenza. PMT(7
11X1 I

bioluminescence Adsorpton/covalent Plastic (1-Limit of 10 pmol (to

F Aq..eoum Collagen fil in or Bundle '9T40 nis Inol

poly (vinyl akoliol

N Hi, inuieucid reversible aroroiodtymdl blue None0 Qu~artz lýalogen PM'
fly. white ligirt source ____-

reflcctance Adsorpion Plasfic 510 nm 1.5 X 10, to 6
10 3 olAA

Gaseous Hykiopiuilic pr~ymer I Two-wa 5snm 20 seconds

NH ~ j evelsibli Oxazine rercblorate Noe LED Not~oaantsisor

_________ Spzy coate None W 56 im Ur"Limt of &') pons

Catilly ~b ~560 "m Minutes

intriatsic/ reversible Promocresct purri Noft Tungsten halogen PD

absorpton Solution Alkai berusilic igo Pm Untit ýf W(V F,*

Gisecus 'i-wi ciadiling Cý One way 580 am 8 to 9 rntnutes
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Arnayt. Charactet Reagent Membrane LUqht Source Detector
Rfeene] Propert Immobilization IOptical Fibre ;L-nput Dynamic Range

mSuo S Srt Armanement %-AriaNys I Res orise Time

NH.3 HCI intOnsic./reversible Thymol blue None Halogen white light Soiar-cell detecor
I• source I

absorptia' Dopid Plastic Spectrum Limit of 0 ppm

Oass None One way Spectrum Few minutes

NH'* extnns.c/ reversible Bromoceanoi blt. G-.s.-Fprmeabl LED PD(311)

absrption Adsirptioa Plastic 595, 660 am Limit ¢of 3 Y !e M

Aqueous CGa.,e.sle Bundle 595,660.m I to 10 minutes
(Teflon) nimk rui I

NHA+ extrinsic revew.ible ChlorcIahnoM red. gas p-creable ,Nutz halogen PMT
l~2JI Ibomotiynol blue membrane white light source

absorption Solution Plastic 578, 618 nm 10 to 31) x10"6 M

Aqueous None Bifurci,.ed bundle 578, 618 nm 6 to 15 miautes

NM2. HCI. C12 inmrnsic/ reversible Tetpheny;porphine None White light souce (.) PMT
1'1 ("PP)

fluorescence Langmuit Wdogeat Silica 440 am I to 10 ppm

Gaseotts None None 652 nm I minute

NO, extansic/rrý,ersible Aq'.ocyancohinamide Gas-permeable PTFE Tungsten halogen PMT
I '24 white light wiance

absorption Solution Silica 355, 550 cm Limit of 5 x 10.6 M

Gaseou Sample well Bifurcated 355, 550 nm Minutes

Na- extrinsic/ reversible Rhodamune B + lipid Non. Xenon wh•:e liiht PMT
13M)I membrane source

fluorescence Adsorption Silica (7) 540 am 10 to 100 mIM

Aqueouw Lipid memurane Bifurczed 620 nci Raid

NaOHj Cl" extrinsic reversible Bronmohy"od blue Cation exchanger White light source PMT

abgloa oj Solltlion Silica ,1) 550 am 4 to 10% (w/w); 10
ppm Cj"

Aqi,<-n None Trilurcated 550 am - 5-105 seconds

Nile blue sulfate intrinsic/reversibde Nile Blue sulfate salt None White ligh1.source PD (7)
( ar sa•s sa l I (Niib L'aisulfa:) (7

ab'orpooe Solution Silica Limit of 0 {86 g/ndi

I Aqueous None One way, polished Rapid

Y;ir*c acid extinsid rev•ible Q,,inomalne/quinokne Notc Xenon whil , light Dicode arrayi~'4l I

fluorescen,.e Covalent Plastic 394, 420 am 0.1 to 2.M; 2t,, 10 M

Gaseesw None Twa-way n50 nm I minute



Analyte Character Reagent Membrmne Light Source Detector

(Re I ] ~ Property j Immobllizat;on Optical Fibre X4nput Dynamic Range

Sa pl_______anemn XAa~~ Rpsponse lime

Nopoler solveats iirinsic revafible Ozazine 4 Polymer claddicg Tungsten halogen PMT
IlI Iptiori"e white light source or

LED

absoprpdo solution Plastic 500-650 am 2A 1 O6 to I , 1 -4

M

Solution Sample cell Coiled 500-650 nm

Organic fluids intrinsic/ reversible Rhodamine 6G None Argon-ion laser PD
1211

absorlpioo Solution Fused silica 514.5 nm Limit of 10 '1 cm- I

Aqueous None One way (umclad, 514, 5 nm Ripid
coiled)

Ox ea intrinsic/reversible Tris (4-5-diphenyl- , None Nitrogen laser Fluciimeter
10-phenanihrolie)

Ru**

cheniluminescence f Enirapment None 33- am 0 to 160 tcir

Gaseous Silicone films None 610 nm 15 seconds

Ox a extrinsic/ reversible CO(His)h Hydrophobic Tungsten halogen Spectrophotometer
I I white light scurceI

absorptio Capillary tube Silica Visible Limit of 0,01 ppm

Gaseoum Flow cell Bifurcated 408. 440, 720 nm 2 minutes

-le- 1, T .3. Teflon Luminescvnce PMT' 3"-tewwefhyt-Z
S2' -bi(imida~nulidium) 

Lmto p
chemiluminescence None

Gaseous Sample chamber Gas cell 20-24 seconds

OI o extrinsic/ret-resible B;oXd cells None White light source I PD

asorpti-ja Solution Silica 640, 805 m (.7)

In vivo None Side bh: side 640. W5 nm (?) Rapid

OX en extrinsic/ reversible Counmarin 1202 l-TFE Xenon white light Fluonimeter
sourx~e

fluorescence Adsoqrioe Plastic 0_ Oo 10%

Gaaa us Styrene Bifurcated 40 se'ondls
divinylbe-zene

O,ýea intrinsic/ reversible 9, 10-dinenyi None Xenon "i'e !igit PM.T
_ anthracene 

source

fluorescence Core-doped Masic 405 nm

CGious None One way, unclad 560 am



Ar~ilyte Character Reag.'t Membane LlAti Sot•r- Detector

[ frrop] "y ImmnbILizaston Optionu Fi br. 3-nput Dynamic Range

S noeS'i r Ar~ange-et A rif P-R~stcofse TImne

O . intrinsid reversible 9,10-diphenyl Nooe Xco whie livht PMT
am~l anracene source

fluorescence Core-doped Fused silica 390 nm Limit of 0.01 aWrT.

Gaseeus None One way, coiled 430 0m Secoods

OsXee extrinsic/ reversible Perylene dibutyrat Hyd o Deuterium lamp PMMT

_poiypropylee

fluorescence Adsorption Plastic #20 nm 5 ,o 15 % O2

Blood, aqueous Organic po!ymer Side by sid.& 500 am 30 seconds

01 aen extrinsic/ reversible Pyrene + perylene Flow cell Xenon white light PMT
souzL ;.

fluorescence Adsorbed Plastic (7)  320 nw 0 to 100% Oxygen
(v/v)

Gaseous Silicone prelodymer Bifurcated 476 nm I to 2 seconds

Penicillin intrinsicireversible Procion Blue MX-G Now, QL'2.z ha0logen, PD
l'l wtiite light source

absorp-oe Covalent Silicz 633 nm 0.4 to 4 rr.M

Aqueous Nune One-way (polished) 633 nm I J secoa.is

Penicillin Penicillinase None None Electrode( 132,

H* ions C'.valeat None 5 x 1O"3 to 2.5 x O0'5
' M

Aqueous Flow cell Nonr I to 3 -minutes

P.nicillio extrinsic rev,,rsible Penicilliaase + F[TC None White light .stvrce Diode arrfa,

fluorescence Covadent Silica (n) 490 nm (7) I to 10 mM

Aqu"s Dextran Bifu:-"C"ed 520 nm (1) I minute

Penicillin extrinsWc rev-sib4e Fluoresceinamine + None Tungsten halogen PM,
li'4 r -- penicallinase _ white lighli Scace

fiuor¢sceno Entrapment Silica 490 nm (?) 0.00025 to 0.01 M

Aqueous Poqyacnmide Two-way 520 nm "1) 40 to 60 seconds
membhrane

Penicicli i j Peni!!iniasse None None None

H' reles.se Covalent Non None 2 to 12 M

AO_.._eot_, b__t__ h,_milk GluiaralJdhyde Electrocit None 10 seconds

Penicillin Penicil{i"ase None None None

H* release Co, den( None None Limit of 5 mM

Aqueo,., broth None Electrode Non- ;secowls



Ar'teyte Character Reagient Membrane 1.10t Source Detector
(Referen1ce] Prpety I mmobilization Optical ,lbre XAnput Dv-.wrnc Rant?

Sqm I. Supoort Ari e !I~t ~ Aa . ~ Tm

PencilinP0'-DyI~l3 None oeNn

H* ioas Adsorption None Nn ri f4m

_______ Aqueous Glutaruldehyde ISFET Imnt

Peiilnlc" extrinsicl reversible Fluorepcein Nowe Tuugstea halogen PMT

149eficidlinss/glUcose white ligkt source

fluorescence__ Entraprrnet silica 490 am (01 0. 1 to 100 fmM

Aqueous Polyacrylartude 1 Two-way 520 rnmCT) 40 to 60seconds;
___ __ ___ __ membrane 5 5to 12minutes

POWa solvents extiinsid/ revrLrsible Thertna: printer I None Tungsten hi~ogen PMT
(diosan~ehonoL.) pripr reagent J_ _______ white ligh~t source

absorption Physicil Plastic 580 "in Limits of 10 pms ,3
600 pptn (depending

on analyte)

rGaseaus Nonte sifurcatd 580 nin 30 seconds

MoyetftylamrrLe extrinsici reversible dextraa.FITC; Dialysis T ungsten halogen PMIT
(model "sayte) podyethyleneirt.rne + white light source

1861 floscn RIMc
Texas Red

fluorescence So~utioa silica (7) 493 inm 3.0 niM to 1.0 M

Aqueous None Bifurcxed 520 620 nm 5 minutes

Pollyssuclear esutnusici.-e~orusble, Benzo(aOpyrene None N2-laser j PD ara

hyiroaib fluorescence Solution Q~uartz (or plastic) 337 ain Limit o(0.01 pi

______________ Aqueous None Side by side 385 sin Raod

intnninsd reversible Fluoride Teflon cladding Tungsten halogen PhotoconductiveIwhite li ght source detector

absorption Doping Silica 3.36 microns Low to 100 %

________________ __________ ________ _______________ propane

Gasenus None One wry ?.36 m~icroas 2 minutes (down to
45 seconds)

atintsuiIreversible 2.S-bull5.ert-buryl-2.f None Xenon white ight fOptical power mnetcr
~Ibjphen (1aO r, I_ _ _ _ _

fluorescence Dop:ng Patc429ann

Gaseous T - None t One-way 520 ari Rapid

SO etri-stclisearsible Pyreneeperylent Flow cell I Xenonw*hire lightPT

fluorescenco Adsrrbed Plartic(7 333 am 0to10 or,% SO.h (V/V')

'~ I ~ 8~urced 470snI to 2 secondis



Analyte Character Reager't Meirtrane Ught Source Detector
[ertic Proom Irn.iob'tIzation Optical Fibre l.Inplt I.Dnamic Range

Su rtl S Arrancinent n4atI feslonsme Time

Solids. sulicylic extrinsic' reverxble Nooe Noes Xenon white ligli. Flucaimeter
A" cdaewy salicylic sour=_ ____ _____ _____ ___

fluoe-scence None Fusied-sifica 305 - %05 urln 0.3 to 200g

Slid hm olro filter PL iuri As approprixate - Rapmid

Solvemsi exainsitd reveriblc2 Myiw TWmaten halogen Fluorimew-
11821 5-bis-(3-{5-sulfo-2. whale *igi source

3-dihydi-o. I H-a.ijk4-7
-yI).2-Prluxnyfideaej-

_________ cyc;nxe_ _ _

fluorescence Adsorted None 500 am 80 to 100 % ethanol

Solution I Cellulose Flow cell 620 am 13secconds

Stearic adid (model nintrsid iffeversible Stearic acid Noone Nitroen laser PM4T
analyte)--_________________________

Il)fluorescence Covalent Silica 377 am

_______ Aqueous None One-way 485 am iminute

Term¶arature intrirasic r-ever."l3i1e Neodyinium None LED PD

abmr~to DMe in -ame S:5ca £50 am (peak) +5 to -40 0C

i Amnidrevrl None TWCýWay 830 amn. 860 am Minutes

Tem 1,era~tw {nniJrvril Alunmiwun-coatin-g Noon LED ID(.

reflectance I Sputterng Silica t7.) 830 amn (Peak) 20- 400 CT Air None Triflca"e -850am Jj Fast

TerT.rat" intinic rvesibe ea Nne Argon-ion laser or PD

Te~eaae atinic Hav-mtl. r-ncoaductor

fluorescence 4 Doping silica 488, 912 am 25 to 130 "C

Air None B3ifurcated 520 aull (1') f~

TemTras're iantric/i trevmrsble Nor, ~ None Semiconductor laser I' -

ahapiaNone silica 4 816anm 5to 80 C

Air T None Intetferometel 816 am 2-8 secoad,

Tenf=ure intnuiclr-versble J NoiumNone LED PD

~fluorescenceJ Doping S;Ica jal0 am: (pear,~ 15to 130 -C

_____ I-_ -IrNcn One way L05 microir f-I kapid

Ten~nx W rascreversible Nd'., PT3.. Si 3. Non. I White li:)A Source PDj ______ ~~~~~~Yb 3.__________ ______

abiLpitia to:oOOr too IlJC:i 4C

Air Non On a - 60ol0J Rapid



F--

Arpyte Character Reagent Maitrarn U 'ht Source Detectnr
Proen p" ImmobillZ' lon Optical Rbre X4nput Dynamic Pango
Sam Its a , I Support Ar rn2 nt L .-A ratz, Resc ,nse Time

Terniesnx intrinsd reversible M~nera1ol NoWe LED PD?

bsorptio Solution Plastc 80 am 0 to 100 0C ±3C

Air Glus tube One way (de-clad) 850 nm Rapid

Tempereanwe suain inaninicj reversible None Noe HeNe laser (') PD

absorpton None Silica 633 am

Ai None Bow-tie or elliptical 633 rnm
core, ofe-wal

Terttsu~sicide) extz' aisd rev~xsible j F=i j S.oo Xesoa white light PM`T

fluorescence Covalent Silica 480 am 0.5 to 2.5 x 10"6 g/imT

Aqueous None Two-way 520 am 10 minutes

Toluemig~leae. etc extrisinsdmversible UV spectrum None N2-pumpedl dye PMT
/15j laier; Nd:YAG faser

fluorescence None Fused siIica 266 rim Limit o ppb

Aqueous None Bifuroshed as appropxrate Rapid

Tolueaeten. letc extrinsid reversible IV spectrum None Nd:YAG law PM'T

floXrescence None Fused silica 266 mm Limit o( ppb

Aqueous None Bifur-ated as aprognatie Raod

Toluene., xytene, i •,riuic/reversible Aluminium coating None LED% and while
gasolAine light .ource1711 .....

refectance Vacuum-depristed Plastic 2%

Gaseous None Side by ,ide - Minutes

Tnchkxroedhyle:e, extrisicd reversible Pyridire Porous TEFLON Tuagstie halogen PD
chl~ornewm white light sotrce

•so3xio. Solutioc Silica t7 10 to 500 pfn, TCE

Gaseous T None Side by side 540 rim 640 amn 30 minutl

Urea An•nr•ijin too Dried None None
Inn Agularaldehye4

BSA

H+ ions Adtsminpii None None 10-2 to :0-, m

[ Aqueous J Gluqn.1hyr ~ SFFT * No"eRsi



Arialyts Characta~r Rea, -A I Membrane UNSource Detector

(ROfCJ prop"rt !rnain&!1zation 0ptical Fibre ;An;ut Dviamic Range

Samole Su oft Arranetement X. ýVIVs Res~onse TIme

Urea exutnnsic/ reversible Urease + 2% T .bin None Tuaggen halogen PMT
IN4(carboxyestiyl)-5 and uhte light sour"

6).carboyfluorescein
+ 5 (and

quores"ciac Adsors Silica 490 urn 13 to 85 x 10,6 M,

Aqueous Teflon membrane Bifurcabed bundle 5.20 rm I to 7 atinutesz
(Sltxa~rJdchyde)

P-hitrcoihebozido extriuic/ reversible alka!iae pdscuphotase Nylon ttie-h Q~uatz halogen PMIT
1171 whte light IsoVce

absorption Covalent Sil~ca? to2x1'

Aqueous Nylon rnesh Siftirca"e 7 1 7

.r extrinsic/ reversible Acroyloyl-fluorescein None White light source PMT

fluorescece Covalent Silica 4A 49045 nm 4,5 tu &.pH-± 0.3

hyroye? 1 Tw1s pH units

Broth (rerT-ientation) HEMA (po w-a 530 amr seou'As

lI euinsi~c, reversible Bromoithymol'J-ue PiTFE Tungstea tjd,,%en PM4T

reflnetaiee Adsorption lsi 7 to 9 pH

Aqeu Styen Bifurcated - 590 am 5minutes

pH extriasidJ reversible BronothyiixA blue, None LED PD()

hloenPlsenoi red.

pHfL iftwac 7 JQrpto Silic 4,13,57m 6.6to97p as
AuowSyeeTwifwaye Vazedos Rapn~id

F-113 ~ d reversible Fluoreitcemn'Jn ae(~o-o7 P%4TV

lluciee".csse Cc.aiest I Silica 490 itn Linux of 0 (tjix pt.

Aq1ueouis None Two-wav .¶20 nri csChn1



Anrlyte Character Reagent _ Membrane Lrht Source Detector
[Reference] Prop" Immobilzation Optical Fitre nXun t Dyramic Range

Semp~le Suvoort Arrmnaeme nt X-Anilsis RepneTm

Sextrisid reversible Phetc Red None LED PD

ab-pti- AAitrVooa Silica .65nn 7 to 9 pH unit%, t

I C 05 pH units

Aqueous None I Two.way 565 nm Fast

exztnnsid reversible 3, 4, 5,6 tern None0 LED PD
brornophewisulphoo

_ _......... ies ... _ _ _ _ _ _ ...... _ _ _ _ _

ausoxpoe Co,,ajent Pf".ic 580. 850 am ±0.05 pH units

Aquecdv Siyrc e 10 fibre buendle 5 580, 5am RApnd

- divinylbe ttni

H exrinni' reversible Thyno: blue, neutral None Quartz halogen PD
red. methyl red. ... white light source

abopoon Covalent Si:;ca As appropriate 5.5 to 8.5 pH units
refletace• I

Aqueous N-ne Twr way 555, 600, 535 er. Minutes

pH extrinsic reversible hymmi blue, None Quart? halogen PMT/PD
BroEmohenol blue white light sotuce

asoea AdscVino Plastic 0.8 m 3.2 10-.13 pH

units; 3.2 io 7 pH
unilt

Aqueout Styrene Side by side 555, 60a0 nI 1 minutediv ny•'benze.ne

j indiasi reversible Bromoctesol purple, None Xenon white light PD
bromnicresof greert Source

abhsrptioo Sol-gel SiLcs + sodium 610 am 3. to 5.4;.5.2 to 6.8
pH units

Aqueous Note End to end 610nm 5 seconds

S - extrissid reversible FITC' Argon-io, .see P14T (out)-. PD (;a)

fluoescence Covak nt Fused silica 488 am 3 to 7 pH units

Aqueous Silica bead Two-way 520 nm (.) 20-35 seconds

Mintnsic/ reversible FITC None White ligM source PMT

fluotescence So4-gel Plastic {.n 488 enm 5 to 9 ph units

Aqueots None j Bunce 524 nm (C.

extrimtic_ reversible BrotnwIxvyu Blue None LED PD

fluorescence Soution Plastic n 5 to l0 pl units

Aqueous , None Bundle _ Rapd

'T 7"aM7.1



Analyto Characer Reasent Membrane Ltght Source Ietl.or
[Reference] Propeey Immobilization Optizal Fibre Linput Dynamic Rar.ge

Sanrt. f Suwon Arra erm 3L-Aan hfs Resoonse TiMe

extrinsid reversible Congo Red Now LED Pbotometer

ahstrdi Adsorbed PM.stic 565, 635 am 0.0 to 4.2 pH units

Aqueous Cellulose Side by side 565, 635 am Seconds

IH exrnsic/ reversible Eocin. phenol red Nowe Argon-ioa laser PMT

flunqres..enc Covajen, Silica 488 am Limit or 0.31 p!!
units; range from

4.49 to 8.6

Aqueous None Side by side 546 nm 4 zonds

extrinsic/ reversible Bromodhymol blue PTFrý Tungsten halogen P.MT
white light source

abs•orpoo Adsorbed Plastic 593 am 8.0 to 10.5 pH units

Aqueou Styrene Bundle 593 am 5 minutes
divinylbenzene 5

extrinsic irrevershie 8-tydrsxypyrene-l. Purafilm Xenon whi(e light PMT
?, 6 trsuphonic acid sa,,."t

4PTS); HPTS . I
sulforbodamire 64C

fluoresc.;nce Entrapmet Silica 405. 450. 4M8 5.5 !o 8.0 pP units

Aqueous Ethylene-vinyl Two-way 515; 530. 6i0 Rapid

inthinsicJ reversible Flutwescein None Argon-ion laser PMT

fluo.Xzc-nce Entrapnmnt Pastic 488 nm 3.5 to 6.5 pH units

Aqueous Sol-gel Two-way 530 cm 5 seconds

extrinsic. reversible Phenol red Cuprophan White light sonrce PV, T (?)

absorption Entrapen( Silica (7) 433, 558 nm 6 to 9 pH units

Aqueous Styrene Two way 433. 558 cm
I dvinylh•erzen. [

extrinsict reversil'le -uliorrsceinattine None Argon-iou l•.ier PMT

fluorescecce Ad.odrbed Silica 488 am 4.0 to 8.0 pH units

Aqueous Acrylan;de TW y 530 nm 9 seconds

tguri-sid revrscible 1-hylroxyp t--e-3, Nonm Xeton while light PMTI ~6. 8.0slphnte.ostc

7.h rox yccn.. niari a-

3-carboxlyc acid
(HOCC

fluorescence Ad&sorXPIO QtUsz 4 410465 m 6.4 to 7.7 pH units;

10.01 PH u1its

Aqtuoui Glass Bifur-Ated 455; 52[3 no' I minule



Andyte Churctw.,r R._segan( Membrane L143 Saumv- Detctor

e ] pe:TV |imdctlzation G•Gcal M• a ,nDot Dynamic Range

srmvaSu'nnar Arrang nwit 1 PjPnse Time

extisid crevesible Phem red Hydroowlic gel Tuagstci halogeo PD
(naknupIwesj whMe ligmi source

abs-pbs Adsoptioo Plastic 560.600 am 7.0 to 7.4 ± 0.01 pH
u.iiLt

Aquefum Cel2uIoe Two way 560K 600 am Approximately 40
seconds

oH exrinuid reversible FirC, eona None TuaAen hailogen PMT CI')VF white light souwee

fluorecence Adsorbed P-l___ __ 495; 520 am 0 to 7 pH unis

Aquaeous Celluloste Bifu'twel 530,530 am 20 se.onds

1gH inuiic/ reversibe Romodaimid 6b. None Heo-Nioa Is=u PMT
hydroz•y

t~risodum salt

reflca.c Solution Silica -F 514.5 am

Aqueous None Two way foolisn&, As appi c7,aWe

lg.H eivinswd revers'.bie Bromothymol blue NOWI He-Ne la-wr PIMT

ahsuFtioa Covalent Plsti• 632.8 am 4 wo il pHunirs

Aq.eous None Side by side (twisted) 632, 8 am Rapid

Sexa.•c..revr•:leTungsten halogen PMT
extrinsic/ reve'ble Fluoesceiaine Nowhiteeight source P

flteee Adsored Silica 480 nm 3 to 6 pH units J
Aqueous CeIuose Two-way 520 am 15 to 33 second:
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Appendix II

Glossary

Acid In general, an acid is a hydrogen-containing species which
dissociates in solution in water to produce one or more
hydrogen ions. Even more broadly speaking, an acid can
be any compound which can furnish a proton or can attach
itself to an unshared pair of electrons. For example, liquid
ammonia is i nonaqueous system with an acid-base
reaction where ammonia has the unshared pair of electrons
(functioning as a base) and ammonium ions are readily
formed (acid).

Acid-base indicator a substance, either a weak acid or base. which has a different
colour in acid or base solution. The colour change is due
to a mwkd differ-nce in colour between the undissociated
and ionic forms.

Active site portion of the coenzynie that does the catalytic work

Adsorption, physical The surface of a solid or liquid is a seat of free energy. The
process of adsorption in which foreign atoms or molecules
become attached to thL. surface lowers the free eaergy of
the surface. Many adsorption processes are not chemically
specific and are readily reversible. The forces of attraction
between the adsorbate and adsorbent are weak and si•i•ar
in nature to those responsible for the cohesion of molecules
in the liquid state, Van der Waals' forces. Physical
adsorption often involves the formation of multiple layers
at the adsorbent surface, weakly bound.

Affinity the strength of binding between a given antibody and a
single antigenic determinant or menovalert hagten. This
depends on the area of contact, closerss of fit, and the
nature of intermolecular forces involved.

Aldehyde A group at a terminal end of an organic molecule with the
following structure: .C,,P
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Aliquot An exact volume of solution.

Amphoteric (or Able to function both as an acid (produce protons) and as
amphiprotic) a base (react with protons).

Annlyte Substance under analysis.

Anion Negatively charged chemical species (ions); an atom which
has gained one or more electrons or a negatively charged
group of atoms.

Antibodies Protein molecules present in the serum which are forned
in the body in response to the presence. of foreign
substances called antigens. For each antigen there is a
specific antibody. The cifect is to agglutinate or precipitate
the antigens. The antibody-antigen nechanism is the basis
of the immune response.

Antigens Macrumolecular proteins which, when injected into the
blood of an animal, stimulate the production of antibodies
(neutralising proteins) - bacteria, viruses (living or not)
foodstuffs, pollen, proteins, some polysaccharides, or
nucleic acids.

Aqueous Dissolved in water.

Aromatic ring Carbon ring in which the carbon atoms are arranged in
loops, with double and single bonds alternating: frequently
depicted " a regular hexagon. Aromatic refers to the fact
that several compounds of this type are fragrant (for
example, naphthalene).

Aryl hydrogen Hydrogen directly bonded to an aromatic ring.

Avidin MW approximately 68%)0. A protein tetrarner (four
identical subunits) found in albumin (egg white); each of
its four portions can bind, non-covalently, with one toiotin
in what is considered to be one of Nature's most tenacious
honds.

Avidity a measure of the stability of the andibody-antigen complex
formed when multivalent antigen and homologous
antiserum are mixed, This depends not only on the affinity
of the individupl determinant-combining site bonds hut also
on the number of satisfied valencies of the antigens and
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antibodies (i.e., two antigens beund to two antibodies is
more stable than two antigens bound to one antibody).

Base A substance with a tendency to gain protons. For ioeised
solvents which do not contain protons a base is a substance
which reacts with the acid of that system to produce a salt
and the solvent. (sec acid for comparison)

Beer's law The nroportion of radiation adsorbed depends on the
giickness of the adsorbing layer, and on the molecular
concentration of the absorbing subsiance in the layer.

Biotin One of the vitamin-B factors. Biotin is present in yeast, egg
yolk, liver and other tissoes. Egg white contains a specific
protein, avidin, ilat combines with biotin and effectively
prevents its action. The avidin-biotin bond is the stiongest
known non-cova!ent chemical bond.

Br'idging system a system that connects two compounds in chain (i.e.,
enzyme-metal ion-substrate; the metal ion acts as the
bridging system)

Buffer solutions solutions that ccntain both acid and base ;.nd can respond
to the addition of either, in an attempt to maintain a constant
nH.

Carboxyl group the chemical group COOH.

Cation Positively charged chemical species (ions). The positive
charge comes from the loss of one or more electrons or
positively charged group of atoms.

Chaotropic agent a substance that enhances the partitioning of nonpolar
molecules from a nonaqueous (bound) to an aqueous phase
(in solution) as a result of the disruptive effect that the
substance has on the structure of water such agents are
used to solubilise bound pmteir.s.

Chemiluminescee-,ce The emission of light during a chemical reaction. The light
emitted by the firefly or g!ow-worm, as well as lumino,.s
combustion, are examples of this very common
phenomenon.

Cherniadsorption The adsorption of a substance at a surface involving dte
formation of chemical bonds ,etwveen the adsorbate, the
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species undergoing adsorption, and the adsorbent, the

surface at which adsorption is occurring.

Coenzyme cofactor based on organic species.

Cofactor nonprotein group in an enzyme. This group allows the
characteristic catalytic activity to take place. (The
apoenzyme is the whole protein portion.) A cofactor can
be organic (coenzyme) or a metal ion (metal-ion activator).

Concentration The amount of substance in a given volume of solution.

Conjugated process of covalently binding two or mo-e species of
molecule to form a hybrid molecule (conjugate), i.e., a dye
conjugated directly to a protein (as in
fluorescein-conjugated penicillin3se).

Covalent bond The linkage of two atoms by the sharing of two electrons,
one contributed by each of the atoms.

Debye-Hudkel theory The activity coefficient of an electrolyte depends markedly

upon concentration.

Deprotonation subtraction of the hydrogen ion.

Dinmer a compound composed of two specified atoms or
molecules

Dipole moment In a heteronuclear diatomic molecule, because of the
difference in electronegativities of the two atoms, one atom
acqui.,.s a small positive charge and the other a small
negative charge. The molecule is then said to have a dipole
moment whose magnitude is the product of the charge and
the distance between the charges. With polyatomic
niolecuies the net dipole moment is the vector sum of the
dipole moments of the individual bonds within the
molecule.

Dissocation The process whereby a molecule is split into smaller
fragments, atoms, free radicals or ions. The extent of
dissociation is measured hy the dissociation constant. K.

Dithio two consecutive sulphur atoms: -S-S

Dosage level (dose) the amount delivered over time to a specific area or volume.
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Ell'an's reagent 5,5'-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid); a reagent for the
determination of sulph-hydryl groups in proteins

ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Usually has a
protein-based standard that is compared to an unknown
protein sample. The staidard may be one of many
well-described systems, such as bovine serum albumin or
cysteine. The assay can becombired with an indicator dye,
a clear (optically) microtiter plate (with many wells), arid
an optical density reader of some sort.

Enteropathogenic pathog.enic for the intestine (iLe., live cholera toxin, which
acts on the intestinal mucosa).

Enzyme Proteins which catalyse reactions with a high degrce of
specificity and ei'ficiency. Enzymes are present in all living
organisms and are responsible for catalysing most of the
reactions which take place in a cell. One o,.atstading
feature of enzymes is that many of them are highly sptýcific.
Urease is -an enzyme which app.oaches absolute efficiency.

Eichrome Black T A useful complexometric reagent for Ca'* and Mg2÷ (used
for determining water hardness). It has three acid sites, two
of which are involved in colour changes.

Fermentation any of a wide range of processes carried out by
microorganizrns, regardless of the type of metabolism
conducted.

Fluorescein an indicator dye: in alkaline solution it shows intense green
fluorescence.

Fluorescence The process of energy emission following absorption of
eiect,-rnmgendc radiation. Part of the energy thus absorbed
is re-emitted as radiation of longer wa-.elength.

Glacial ar•tic acid Pure acetic acid (17.4 M).

Hardne•s of water The property conferred on water by the prtzsence of alkaline
earth salts which prevent formajon of a lather with snaps.
O."ten main!v a measure of calcium and magnesium
concentration: calcium and magnesium hydrogen
carbonates are temporary, calcium and magnesium salts are
more perrnaneat.



Homologous derived from or ý.ssociated with the same species as that
being referred to (i.e., antibody elicited by a given
antigen).

Hyd•rolysis splitting of a bond with water (e.g.,a hydroxyl ion becomes
attached to a metal ion).

Hydroxyl the univalent radical or group, OH.

Indicator any of various substances t&,at indicate a presence, absence
or concentradon of a substance by means of a characteristic
change (usually colour).

In vivo processes carried out in the living organism.

Ionic a substance that is electrically charged by the local loss of
one or more electrons (see polar).

Isothiocyanates derivatives of the type R-NCS.

Labile complex A complex which participates in very fast reactions,
particularly ligand exchange reactions, generally within tie
time of mixing.

Luciferirs Substances responsible for bioluminescence.

Mercapton An organic compound with following suructure:

Methylene blue Basic Blue 4. An important dyestuff of considerable value
as a staining agent in bacteriological work and microscopy.

Miscibility The degree to which two liquids combine to form one liquid
phase. If, for example, toluene and beAzene are combined,
the mixture appears as one liquid phase: the two liquids are
considered completely miscible. Immiscible liquids form
compleiely separable liquid phases. Partially miscible
liquids are between the two extremes: some dissolution is
possible, but beyond this point immiscible layers are again
formed.

Moiety one of two parts (usually describing a molecule).
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Nicotinamide adenide an extremely important and widespread coenzym-, which
dinudeotide (NAD) functions as a hydrogen transfer agent; the reduced form of

the coenzyme is often represented as NAJDH.

Organic compound chemical compound formed from carbon.

Organochloride an organic compound that contadns one or more chlorines.

Organofunctional carbon-based groups which participate in
compound-forming macro-molecular reactions (i.e.,
linking polymers).

Phenol any of a class of organic compounds whose molecules
contain one or more hydroxyl groups bound directly to a
carbon atom in an aromatic ring.

Photochemistry the investigation of biochemical reactions brought about by
the action of light. Only light which is absorbed by the
system will produce chemical effects. Absorption of the
light is a quantum process. The primary step in a
photochemical reaction is therefore the absorption of a
quantum of light energy by a particular atom, molecule or
ion which is thereby raised to an excitejd state containing
an excess quantum of energy equal to h v (where h is
Planck's constant and v is the frequency of light absorbed).
Only electronic excitation can bring about chemical
reaction; energy in or above the far infra red is ineffective.
An excited molecule may return to its ground state within
about 1 99 seconds while emitting its absorbed energy as
fluorescence; in this case no photochemical reaction is
produced. The quantum yield, i.e. the num ber of molecules
which are caused to react for a single quantum of light
absorbed, is only exceptionally equal to exactly unity.

pK K represents the dissociaton rate of a given substance; i.e..
acetic acid molecules and acetate ions:
[H-,[ C.7 H3 0c 1 [HCIH1 ,0

[HC2 H3 02]= K=pH =pK - log [CH 3 Q ts

this last term that can cause the pH reading to be inaccurate
if the concentration of an ion other than hydroxyl is
measured.

Polar (a molecule) having an uneven distribution of electrons and
thus a permanent dipole moment.



Proteins The proteins are the chief nitrogenous constituents of living
organisms. They contain about 50% carbon, about 25%
oxygen, about 15% rdtrogen, about 7% hydrogen, and soma
sulphur. They give certain colour reactions which are
caused by the presence of specific amino acids in the
molecule. There are many different protein classes (which
are not mutually exclusive). Proteins in general may
contain more than one peptide chain. The
three-dimensional arrangement of peptides is very
important in determining the properties of the protein.
Proteins typically have large molecular weights, ranging
from 5000 to 6 000 000.

Reagent any substance used in a chemical reaction to detect or
measure other substances.

Sandwich assay an indirect immunofluorescence technique: the antigen
being sought is placed in contact with a 3urface of
immobilised antibodies; the system is reacted and then
unbound antigen is rinsed. Another solution of
fluorescently labelied antibody is added, which will only
bind if the antigen is present. The antigen is 'sandwiched'
between labelled and unlabelled antibody.

Schiff's base a base or reagent that attaches to (and often colours)
aldehyde-containing compounds.

Sephadex A gel produced by cross-linking dextran fractions with
epichlorhydrin and marketed in bead form. Various types
are available differing in pore size and other characteristic:
if the matrix is a minor component, fractionalisation of high
molecular weight substances occurs; if denser gels are used,
then the low-molecular weight compounds are separated.

Silanisadon/silylation Silanising involves converting a silanol group SiH 3-OH to
a less polar silyl ether, SiHI-OR; silylation involves
introducing a trimethylsilyl group, Si (CH3)A into an organic
compound.

Soý-gel a chemical process in which a single or multi-component
solution urdergoes gelation (colloid of a more solid form)
to form a coherent rigid network of the oxides present.

Solution The qualitative characteristics of a solution are
homogeneity, and the absence of any tendency for the



dissolved substance to settle oot again. A solution is better
defined as a homogeneous mixture of substances which is
separable into its components by altering the state of one
of them and whose properties vary continuously with the
proportions of the components between certain limits. The
amount of a substance dissolved in a given amount of
another substance is described as the concentration of the
solution, and may be expressed in grams per liter, or as mole
fraction (i.e., molarity). A solution containing only a smal
proportion of the dissolved substaince is termed dilute; one
containing a high proportion is called concentrated.

Solvent a substance capable of dissolvLng another subsiance. This
is the substance that makes up the buik of the solution. The
substance dissolved in the solvent is termed the solute.

Spectrophotometer An instrument that measures the relation between
absorption of electruinagrietic radiation and frequency (or
wavelength) of that radiation.

Substrate the compound whose reaction an enzyme catalyses (i.e.,
peptidase is a general enzyme fbr some reaction of a
peptide).

Thymol blue Thymolsulnhonphthalein. One of the sulphonphthalein
group of indicators, which two useful pH ranges.

Titration the process of determining the concentration of a substance
in solution by adding to it a standard reagent of known
concentration in carefully measured amounts until a
reaction of definite and known proportion is completed and
then calculating the unknown concentration.

Titer In blood analysis, a titration procedure is used to determine
the strength of an antibody. Doubling clilutions (i.e. 1:50,
1: 100, 1:200, and so on) are made in a suitable medium
(viral transport medium, alkaline buffer, etc.) in a series of
tubes. The appropriate antigen is added. and the reactions
are read though aggutinaticn, ELISA, or other means and
scored for the degree of poitivity. The actual titer
(concentration) of the antibody is given by the dilution at
which some degree of agglutination (or determining
reaction), however weak, can still be seen (extracted from
the noise level



Town gas the general name for manufactured gas with a specific
calorific value, typically used a, a gaseous fuel. In many
parts of the world natural gas is used, which has in general
more than 50% hydrogen, 10-30% methane, as well as CO,
higher hydrocarbons, CO 2 and N,.

Van der Waals forces Weak forces of hiter- and intra-molecular attraction (and
(and equation) repulsion). If these are considered in tho equation of state

for gases (pressure, volume, and temperature
considerations), the volume occupied by the molecules and
the attractive forces between the molecules are accounted
for. Van der Waal' forces are stronger in liquids than in
gases. The equation of state, for gases, is

P V b) =RT (2)

a = attractive forces between molecules

b = effective volume in one mole of gas

R = universal gas constant

Vicinal diol vicinal refers to two substituents on adjacent carbon atoms
(neighbouring positions of radicals, i.e., 1, 2,3 positions of
benzene ring; diol indicates hydroxyl (-OH) groups.

Viscosity A liquid's resistance to chc'nge of form; a type of internal
friction.

Volatile evaporating rapidly; e.g. some volatile, poisonous
substances that form vapours, such as chloral, chloroform,
ether, et-.

Xanthene dye any various brilliant fluoiescent yellow to pink to bluish
red dyes characterised by the heterocyclic compound
C13HIO0.



Appendix III

Details of chemical protocols

A. Initial penicillinase preparation

1. 10 mg dry penicillinase [Type 1: from Bacillus cereus; Sigma Chemical Company,

product number P 03891 is dissolved in 1,5 ml nanopure water (stirred in vortex mixer)

and then desalted with 0.2 M sodium phosphate buffer pH=8.2 (discard eluate). The 0.2 M

phosphate buffer is prepared by mixing thoroughly 48 mls 0.2M Na2HPO4 and 2 mis 0.2M

NaHi PO, ['.

(Sigma recommends the optimal binding pH rmge for FfTC (fluorescein isothiocyanate) onto penicillinase
as 8.5 <pl- < 9.0 [171,41

Penicillinase is sold in units (defined as the amount it take% to interact with I micromole of penicillin);
25000 units equates to approximately '0 mg of benzylpenicillinase (assay not performed by Sigma].
Benzylpeniciffin (or Penicillin-G) is produced naturally.

2. A two-way adjustable valve burette dropper is added to the bottom [thereby allowing

contrul of flow of sample] of a disposable Sephadex G-25M column (PD-!O from

Pharmacia)

Remove cap of column

Discard excess liquid [be sure to leave enough fluid to keep bed moist and undisturbed]

Seutre in burette holder

Cut off bottom :ip of column

Equilibrate column with 1.2 M sodium phosphate buffer pH=8.2 and discar, the eluate

3. Add peni:illinase eluent (2.5 ml) and collect the eluate in 0.5 ml increments in labeled

Eppendorf tubes. Once the peniciflinase solution has entered the column, 3.5 mls 0.2M

phosphate buffer pH=8.2 is added.

4. Store collected samples in refrigerator at 4' C.



B. Eluate total protein quantification

1. Prepare 15 standard serial dilutions of two of BSA (bovine serum albumin), starting at

2.5 mg/ml, to which a corresponding optical density can be determined. See Figure 1.

1601±1 of each standard solution is placed in triplicate in a 96-well microtiter plate

2. For evaluation of the unknown protein, place 160;i1 of 0.2 M phosphate buffer pH=8.2

in three wells (control), 1501±l of 0.2 M phosphate buffer pH=8.2 in 15 sets of triplicates

with 10 gll of eluted samples, and lastly 160g1l of 0.2 M phosphate buffer in last three wells

of the microtiter plate (control). Add 40jl of Bio-Rad protein assay dye reagent

concentrate to all wells.

3. The Bio-Rad Protein assay is based on the observation that the absorption maximum for

an acidic solution of Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 shifts from 465nm to 595nm when

binding to protein occrs. A maximum signal appears where the maximum amount of

protein is found. By using a grid such as the 96 well microtiter plate, the levels

determined through the assay can be correlated to original sample vials, and thereby the

highest levels of protein pinpointed.

4. The painstakingly filled microtiter plate should be read at 595nm for the Bio-Rad

Protein assay, but the Titertex Multiscan has 620nm as the closest available wavelength. (It

is also wise to avoid being near the excitation wavelength of the fluorescent label)

Turn machine on (switch oh right side)

Enter date: DDMMYY

ErAer mode: 1 (for absorption at I line)

Enter filter. 7 (for 620inm line)

Next comcs a query regarding the location of a cell for'btanking' (baselining); simply press 'Esiter'

The machine will display 'In"

Place an EMPrY microtiter plate in th. tray of d'e machine

Press 'Step*

The machine will pull the tray in and read it-



It will prompt you with 'Blank'.

Press 'Blank'.

Wait thb machine will then prompt you with 'Blank OK'.

Press 'Stop'.

The empt,, tray ejects; replace it very carefully with your painstakingly filled sample tray.

Press 'Start'.

The machine will pull the 'my in and read it; the machine will at last outputthe readings in columnar fashion

on its ticker tape.

Press 'Stop': your samp!e tray ejects.

Remove tick..-r tape: turn off machine; average values for triplicate re;Aings. Ignore obviously spurious
results caused no doubt by less than painstaking effort.

C. Covalent binding of RFiTC to penicillinase

1. 0.7788 mg FITC (Isomer 1, Sigma Chemical Co, F 7250) is added to 1.5 mls of 0.2M

phosphate buffer pH=8.2, combinezd with pooled protein samples and then mixed

thoroughly. The MW (approximate) of penicillinase is 50.0()W. We have 10 mg of it or

1.2x 10'7 molecules. We expect at least 4-5 FITC molecules to bind to each penicillinase:

this reaction is not expected to be completely efficient (so as a wag, we double this

reqlirement) and thus want 10 -TTC molecules per that of penicillinase. This mean", we

want 1.2x 10t' molecules of FITC. The MW of FITC is 389.4, which translates finally into

0.7788mg of material.

2. Let the FITC/penicillinase solution react at 4°C overnight.

V. Separation of unbo-und FITC

1. A sodium phosphate b-iffer pH=5.9 is prepared by thoroughly mixing 61.5 mis 0.2M

NaHPO, and 438.5 mis 0.2M NaH PO,4.

2. Equilibrate the gel bed with 25 mis of 0.2 M phosphawe buffer pH 5.9, discarding the

eh~ate.



3. Run penicillinaseiFilTC sample through the Sephadex G-25M column. The higher

molecular weight (and larger) penicili nasctITC will ccme out first from the column. We

switch to the pH=6.0 phosphate buffer because this is now the regime at which we expect

maximum activity from the penicillinase"T 'M ; the binding has already been accomplished.

The actual pH of our buffer, measured on a pH meter, turned out to be 5.9.

4. Collect per.icillinase/F1TC in 0.5 ml sampi.s in labeled Eppendorf tubes. Colour

change of FITC in bound vs. unbound state indicates visually where the bound FITC is;

further dte molecular weight difference and the size difference allow a great separation

between the two samples, making the samples very separable as they pass through the

column.

5. Store samples of FITC'penicillinase at 40 C.

E. Quaiitification of conjugated FITC fluorescence activit'y

1. 0.1 mg/ml standard FITC in 0.2M phosphate buffer pH=5.9 and six further standards by

fivefold dilutions arei prepared. Add 3 mis of each F1TC/buffer solution to fluorimeter

cuvettes (Hughes and Hughes, Ltd) (solutions are 0.1, 0.02, 0.004, 0.0008, 0.00016,

0.00032, 0.00000,64 mg/ml).

2. Select penicillinase/FITC solutions with visually obvious high level of FITC; add 100

gl of sample to cuvette and then 2.9 ml of 0.2M phosphate buffer pH= 5 .9 .

3. Measure fluorescence level of each cuvette (samples and standards). Standards

detrmine a curve for comparison; the samples subsquently taken should fall on (or near)

the curve.

Procedure to use fluorimeter for FITC:

Input exxctadon wavelensth of 494 run; Sigma's estim,•ve

Inpn• emission wave.,i• , 51 2° om; e.gma's estimate
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Opcn lid to sample area (front of machine) - only open sample bay when left-hand-side button is

itluminiaied); put sample in hoider farthest away from you

Press left-band-side button

Wait until reading stabilises (a few seconds)

Write down result

Press left-band-side button again

Replace cuvette with next one to be measured

Or=e all the cuivettes have been aoalysed. plot known concentrations (standards) vs. recorded fluorescence

level. Valid levels should range from above 25 to beow %99.9

Once graph has been accomiplish'ed, use the (hopefully) straight line to ext~rapolate unknown concenti-ations
of the bound MIC

F. lodomretric assay of FITIC-bound penicilinase

1. Prepare 1.2 mg/mI standard of penicill inase iby ad-ding 0.6 mg of dry per~icillinase (1000

unit.z) to 500 pl of 0.2 M pH=5.9 phosphate buffer and mixing v'igourously. These

controls serve as thz basis to d.zterinine concentration of unknown proteins-, can

double-che4~k original protein standard curve performed on BSA.

2. Prepare a blue/black -eagenz for iodometric assay of peniciflinase: 80 ml of 0.2%

(w/v) starch solution ( 0.2 g hydrolysed potato starch in 100 mls of 0.2M phosphate buffer

pH- 5.9 in a stirring flask) is mixed with .55 mis (if less than 80 mls remrains of the starch

solution, use less) iodine/potassium iodide solution (2.03g of iodine (0.08M), 53.12 g of

pot~assium iodine (3.2M) with 100 mis deiorised water).

3. Stir the starch while b~oil-Ing gently - cover the solution lightly to minimise Icss of liquid

- the solution is done when it is translucent and starch does not fall out after rzmovai from

heat (could take upwards of an hour),. Cool to roomn temperature and filter. This

blue-black reagent will turn clear in the presence of penicilloic acid, which is released

when penicillin-G and penicillinase react 1"j'1. hu~s as transmission through a cell is

measur-ed, a given level of penicillinase act~ivity can also be measured.
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4. Prepare standard solutions of Penicillin G to verify activity of penicillinase:

Concentration Penkillin G amount Phosphate buffer pH=5.9
amount

0.4mM 7.128 mg 50 mIs

0.2mM 0 mls O.4mM 10 mls

0.1amM 4 mls 0.4mM 12 Mls

0.08mM 8 mIs 0.4mM 8 mIs

0.04mM 1 ml 0.4mM 9 mIs

0.02mM 1 nml 0.4mM 19 mIs

5. Prepare two 96-well microtit'er plates, as illustrated in Figure 4, for transmission

analysis in accordance with the below tables. This allows us to verify that the

penicillinase/penicillin G/starch-iodide reaction is transpiring as expected. Use 620nm

again as that is sufficiently far away from the excitation wavelength of FITC.

Notes for all tables of Microtiter plates:
PB: 0.2M pH--6.O phosphate buffer

PG: Penkilllu-G

PG-i: 0.4nN standard solution of Pen;cillln-G

PG-2: 0.2mM standard solution of Pen~cillin-C.

PG-3: 0.1rrnM standard solution of Penkcillio-G

PG-4: 0.0,mM standard solution of P'enicil~in-G

PG-5: 0.04mM standard solution of Peniciiiin-'G

PG6ý. 0.02mM standard solution of Penicillin-G

St/I: %tar-ch/iodine solution (lAue-black rtagent)

Pase: penicillinate standard (1.2 mg/mrid

Pats-l: penkilllnase sample I

Pasw-2: penicillinae sample 2

Pwse-3: penicillina. sanrr-lk 3

Pawe-4: penkillinase•sample ,

Pa=E-.I: penkic.:nas sample 5

Y: solution inctuded In standard amount (%ec rotes for each table) -: soluti•n absent



Each well in the micrutiter plae wil have 19IW :

If Pase Is to be added, then add 40 WJ of PC and 10 0 of appropriate Past

If 1 solution in addition to Pase appears, add 140 0J of it

If 2 solutions In addition to Pase appc.ir, add 70 l of ema.

It two solutions appear (not Pase), then add 95 pil of each.

If one solution appearx (not Pase), dten add 190 pl.

Each culumn In the table re•ers to a triplet set of wella in the 96-.,!ei microtiter plate.

Notes for PMate 1: aeset machine PRIOR to addition of penicil.,nase

Add penicillinase LAST

Take three measurements, a- quickly as machine will let you, and notz the timl intervals

Annotate the output paper of the inkrotiter reader appropriately

Plate 2: Each Penicllinase spmple is read independently: the 10 jd aliquots ,are added %o the two rows of
the microtiter plate, and read by the Titertek •mchine.

Plate 1:

1 2 3 4 5 6 ... 7 18 9 1 11 12

PB Y - - -" Y "

PG - P PG-2jPG-4 I PG-5 P0-6 PG- - PG-2 PG-3

SO/ - Y tY YjY

Pise. -

J 3  14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21122 23 2

PB Y II " il " i - Y

IPC I FG-4 PG-5 P0-6 - PG- I jP0-2 PG-31 P0-4 P0-5 PG-6

YsI Y IV - Y Y Y Y I Y Y Y -

,- - asc Pa se Pase Pase Pase IPase Pase
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Plate 2:

1 '2' 2, 4 5 6 71 8 J9 10 11 12

PB y - - -- - J - j - -

PG - - PG- I PG-21 PG-3 IP0-4 PG-S PC-6 I - -jPG- I PG-2

SO/ y Y YY yY y Iy - K4 y~ "

Pase Pasel Pasal Pasel Pasel PaselI Pase I Pzse I PaselI Pase2f Pase2 Pase2 Pase2

13 14 1 5 16* 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

PB - - I - - y - - - - - -

PG PG-31 PG- -5 P0I-6 - - I PG-i P0-2 P0-3 P0-4 PG-5 G-

SO Y y I y y~ - ~ K ry y y Y

Pase Pase2 iPase2j Pase2 Pase2 Pasc3 Pase3 jPase3 Pase31 Pase3' Pase3 Pase3 Pase3

251 27 28 29 30 31 32

=PB YI- - -i- - -
PG PG I - j -I P0-2 _P0-3 PG-4 P0-5 PG-6

SO/ Y y Y y y y y y

Pae Ps4 Pase4 Pasc4_ Pase4jPase4 _Pasc4 I pase

Plate 3: Can be the bof~tom of Plate 1 after it has been read.

P7 28 29 3 31 1 32

PB I
PG PG G2 P- P- G5 P-

r-ase PateasPase ase jP Ps Pz~sc5 JPaseS PaseS Pa:;:5



Preparatiorn of Cholera Toxin B (or CTP) tapered fibre loop

1. Add Cholera Toxin b antigen 100mg in I ml in 0. IM sodium phosphate buffer at pH

7.2 to aldehyde loop for one hour, at room temprrature.

2. Rinse loop with buffer.

3. Add excess glycine and 0. IM scdium phosphate buffer at pH=Pj.O for one hour at room

temperature

4. Rinse loop with nanopure water

5.Add cyanoborohydride. 50 mg/ml, in 0. iM sodium phosphate buffer at pH=8.0 for one

hour at room temperature

6.Rinse loonr in nanopure water.

7. Add sample: pre or post, of serum fluid at appropriate tite!'; the diluter is O.1Mv sodium

phosphate buffer at pf-i 7.2; titers are (v/v), Start with pre fluids (sera) the lowest titer is

the frst one :o be sampled. The sample mu.st be incubated at 20 ininutes exactly.

8. Prepare human pre and post cholera infection sera in 1:50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600,

3200, 6400, 12800, 25600 titers:

1:50 - 40 ml sera, 19600 mi of 0.1M sodiuw phosphate buffer at pH 7.2 (this is 2 ml of fluid)

A: 100 - take I ml of 1:50 titer, add I ml ef 0. I1N sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.2

1:2W0 - take ! m. of 1:100 titer, .-u:d add I ml of 0. IM soditim phosphate buffer at pH 7.2

1:400- take I ml of 1:200 tt- ,anJ add 1 ml of 0. 1M sodiumr phosphate buffer at pH 7.2

1:800 - take ! ml of 1:,OO titer, and add I ml of 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.2

i: 1600 - take I ml of 1:8800 titer, and add I rIl of 0. I M sodium pbosphate buffer at pH 7.2

1:3200 - tae I ml of 1:1600 titer, and add I ml of 0.1IM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.2

1:6400 - take I m! of 1:3200 titer, and -Ad I ml of 0.1M sodium phos.phate buffer at pH 7.2

1:12800 - take I rnm o( 1:6409 titer, add ! ml of 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.2
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1:25600 - ta:c I mi of 1:12800 titer, add I ml of0.1M sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.2

8.Rinse loop wvith 0. IM sodium phosphate at pH=8.0 buffer

9.Add anti-IgA with Rhodamine isothiocyanate label (0.5 ml); anti- IgG with FITC label

(0.5 ml). Incubate for 20 minutes exactly.

M0. When not in use, all solutions must be at 4° C. Samples of serum (in liquid state) will

only last fcr a few days.



Radiosurface assay: iodination of peptides silanised to fibres

1. Dissolve Arg-Lys-Asp-Val-Tyr Acetate salt in nanopure water at room temperature.

2. Use amino-silane to prepare fibre; expose each fibre (10 trial fibres) to peptide;

incubate for 1 hour at room temperature.

3. Rinse exhaustively with nanopure water.

4. Place in empty reaction vial.

5. Prepare 10 unsilanised (no peptije) fibres in reactive vials.

6. In. the radioactive m2terials room (basement, Institute of Biotechnology), prepare

lodo-beads (Pierce 28665): wash with 0.05M disodium hydrogen phosphate buffer at pH

7.4 (2 beads).

7. Add 2 beads to 10,,l 'I solution (IMS 30, Amersham) in reaction vial. Let stand

5minutes at room temperature.

8. Use 100 g±l of '"5I solution for each reaction vial with fibre; let reaction proceed for 15

minutes.

9. Put all the tubes: buffer (no radioactive material). fibres with peptide (and radioactive

material), fibres with no peptide (exposed to radioactive material) in Iso-Data tray for ICN

gairma counter.

10.. Repeat counts three times; take average; conrelate counts to other reaction vials with

known concentrations of '"I solution.
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